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Abstract

The linear control structure shows limited bandwidth for high-performance ac

drive applications and also it is difficult to deal with complex systems with

multi-objective optimization demand and nonlinear, high-order characteristics.

With the development of more powerful digital platforms and the emergence of

new switching devices, the control algorithm for industrial drives application is

constantly evolving and significant research efforts have been carried out over

the past several years. Particularly, model predictive control (MPC) emerges

as an attractive solution to power converters and it has become a research

hotspot recently. The time-domain modeling process makes MPC naturally

suit the multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems and it shows obvi-

ous advantages in the field of power electronics such as the intuitive concept,

faster dynamic response, multi-variable control capability, nonlinear objective

handling ability, etc. The research presented in this thesis thus exploits the

benefits provided by MPC to address the prominent control challenges existing

in industrial motors driven by current-source converters (CSCs) and voltage

source converters (VSCs). Particularly, the medium voltage (MV) CSCs are

applied with the megawatt power range such as in the wind tunnel drive sys-

tem, fans and compressors, etc. While the VSCs can be more frequently seen in

the relatively lower power occasion, such as electric vehicles, where the switch-

ing frequency can be higher to hundreds of kilohertz. The control scheme of

both CSCs and VSCs should meet the increased demand and requirements

imposed by industrial drive applications because these are directly related to
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whether the motor can work normally, and also the system stability, reliabil-

ity, efficiency, robustness, etc. Considering the limitation of the conventional

linear approach and the lack of MPC design for the high-order system and

back-to-back(BTB) drive-level optimization, the main work in this thesis can

be divided into the following three aspects.

Firstly, the flexible cost-function design mode provided by MPC is ex-

ploited to coordinately control the BTB structure, achieving system-level op-

timization compared to the conventional linear approach. For the BTB CSCs-

fed drives, the proposed cost function with direct multi-variable feedback is

developed to solve the filter resonance with the second-order characteristic.

Besides, the robustness is enhanced by incorporating the disturbance observer,

and the long horizon prediction case with the benefits of only line current feed-

back is presented for such a second-order system. Furthermore, the selective

harmonic magnitude penalization is included in the cost function to reject the

grid-side harmonic. According to the operated speed region of the motor, the

peak-to-peak value of the common mode voltage (CMV) and its third-order

harmonic are respectively suppressed to address the common mode (CM) res-

onance for the transformerless operation. On the other hand, regarding the

VSCs-fed drives for relatively low power applications, the nonlinear control

objective in terms of intermediate dc-link capacitor current ripple reduction is

developed in the BTB structure, which contributes to the lifetime extension

or the size reduction of the dc-link capacitor.

Secondly, the potential of MPC is fully developed to control multiple state

variables in the third-order LCL-filtered system, avoiding the nested multi-loop

control structure in the linear approach. This benefit can be seen in both the

LCL-filtered grid-connected application and the long cable-fed motor side with

an output LC filter. The proposed MPC schemes show significant benefits in

terms of the intuitive design concept, faster dynamic response, and simplified
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tuning procedure compared to the conventional multi-loop approach.

Finally, when applying the MPC to the power converters with high switch-

ing frequency operation, the high sampling/interrupt frequency demand be-

comes a great challenge because of the big computational difficulty. There-

fore, the multi-rate technique is designed into the MPC formulation, where the

switching frequency can be significantly increased and a low sampling/interrupt

frequency can be adopted. In this case, the quite long interrupt period allows

the easy realization of the control algorithm and an abundant computational

margin can remain in the digital platform. The proposed multi-rate MPC by

enabling longer interrupt duration is more efficient than the conventional way

focusing on how to reduce the execution time of the MPC algorithm itself.

The multi-rate MPC also stands for a general formulation of MPC in the field

of power electronics.
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Preface

This thesis is structured into six chapters. The first chapter reviews the ad-

vantages and categories of model predictive control (MPC) applied to power

converters. The dominant control challenges are introduced for the medium

voltage current source converters (CSCs)-fed drives and the low-power voltage

source converters (VSCs)-fed drives. The second chapter presents the pre-

dictive scheme to address the control challenges in the back-to-back (BTB)

CSCs-fed drives, including resonance damping, harmonic rejection, common

mode resonance, etc. The predictive control to reduce the intermediate dc-link

capacitor current, which is an unsolved challenge for the BTB VSCs-fed drives,

is included in the third chapter. Next, in the fourth chapter, by considering

that the high-order filter is commonly used in the industrial drive system, the

resonance problems in the LCL-filtered grid-connection application and the

motor drive with the output LC filter are solved through the MPC scheme.

In the fifth chapter, to solve the common computational challenge brought by

high switching frequency power converters, a new tool is developed to facili-

tate the digital realization by building the multi-rate technique into the MPC

framework. The last chapter summarizes the contribution of this thesis and

gives insight into future work.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Power electronics is becoming a maturing technology recently with the of-

fered flexibility, sustainability, improved production rates, and efficiency [1]–

[3], where the widespread application could be found in the field of power

systems [4]–[6] and variable-speed drive (VSD) systems [7]–[10]. During this

process, power converters play an important role in energy conversion and

management, and their control scheme is essential to meet the increased de-

mand and requirements imposed by specific industrial application scenarios

[11]–[13]. Especially, the VSD accounts for almost two-thirds of total indus-

trial power demand and the sophisticated controller should be designed to

ensure the system is operated with better power quality, efficiency, reliability,

etc. On the other hand, the fast development of microprocessors enables more

advanced control schemes that can be performed with an acceptable compu-

tational cost. This thesis thus aims at prominent control challenges existing

in the typical industrial drives and develops advanced control strategies to

improve the system performance.

1.1 MPC for Industrial Motor Drive Applica-

tion

With the development of more powerful digital platforms and the emergence of

new switching devices, the control algorithm for industrial drives application is

constantly evolving and significant research efforts have been carried out over

the past several years. Particularly, model predictive control (MPC) emerges
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as an attractive solution to power converters and it has become a research

hotspot recently [14]–[16]. Especially in the field of electrical and mechanical

engineering, some outstanding mathematical models allow the prediction of

system behavior with high accuracy. This section firstly reviews the classical

controllers for industrial drives and then illustrates the advantages and mo-

tivations for adopting MPC and the new achievements that can be brought

compared to classical control schemes. Finally, the operation principle and

category of the MPC scheme for power converters will be introduced.

1.1.1 Classical Control Schemes

Several control schemes have been developed for industrial drives [15], [16],

which typically include both the grid-side rectifier and the inverter-fed motor

side. The hysteresis control considers the nonlinear nature of power converters

and it exploits a pre-defined hysteresis width to directly selects the switching

state such that the state variable can be controlled within the width. The

hysteresis-based scheme includes several variants according to the type of con-

trol variables, such as direct torque control (DTC) for the inverter-fed motor

side [17] and direct power control (DPC) for the grid side [18]. However, the

hysteresis control requires a high sampling frequency operation and the rip-

ple of the control variable is typically large due to the lack of an optimization

mechanism. The selective harmonic elimination (SHE) has the lower harmonic

distortion per switching frequency but the optimized switching angle is solved

offline and its bandwidth is limited [15]. On the other hand, the typical cas-

caded control structure incorporated with the pulse-width modulator (PWM)

are adopted for both the rectifier and inverter, which include the well-known

voltage-oriented control (VOC) [19] and the field-oriented control (FOC) [20],

[21] respectively. The state variables are regulated by the control loops and

the voltage command is computed which will be synthesized by the PWM

block, such as the carrier-based PWM (CB-PWM) and the space vector mod-

ulator (SVM). In this case, the linear control way can be used to generate

such a command and the most common choice is the proportional-integral

(PI) regulators. These linear control strategies have several practical limita-
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Table 1.1: Summary of classical control schemes for industrial drives

Controller Characteristic

FOC (motor side), VOC
(grid side)

CB-PWM or SVM is used, Linear, Cascaded loops, Tedious
tuning, Difficult to address nonlinear and multi-variable ob-
jectives

DTC (motor side), DPC
(grid side)

Direct control, Hysteresis controller, Look-up table, Fast
dynamic, Pronounced harmonic distortions

SHE Low harmonic distortion per switching frequency, Offline,
Low bandwidth

tions [22]. For example, to avoid interference between different loops, the outer

loop should maintain approximately an order of magnitude smaller bandwidth

compared to the inner one, resulting in a slow dynamic response. In addition,

the controller cannot suit all of the operating points in practicality and its per-

formance is also vulnerable to parameter variations and larger-signal external

disturbances. Table 1.1 summarizes these classical controllers for industrial

drives and their respective characteristics.

1.1.2 Advantages and Motivations of MPC for Indus-
trial Drives

In the 1970s, MPC was introduced as an advanced control strategy in the

process industry with the time-domain formulation [23]. The past decades

have witnessed significant progress in the MPC schemes applied to the field

of power electronics [14], [16], and it continuously attracted the interest of

the research and academic communities. By exploiting the system modeling,

MPC aims to forecast the future behavior of power converters within a moving

horizon, and the online optimization process is performed to make the control

decision. MPC shows obvious advantages over the conventional control ap-

proaches such as the intuitive concept, fast dynamic response, multivariable

control capability, constraints, nonlinear objective handling ability, etc [15],

[24]. The significant enhancement of the computational power of the digi-

tal platform enables the development and implementation of various kinds of

MPC. In this case, the more stringent requirement that comes from the power

converter side can be met and addressed. In general, the advantages of MPC
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applied to power electronics can be summarized as follows.

1) MPC is formulated in the time domain rather than the frequency do-

main. Therefore, the MPC can address the system featuring nonlinear prop-

erties with a more intuitive concept and broad applicability;

2) The cost function-based evaluation procedure shows great flexibility and

scalability to handle the nonlinear, complex, and even possibly conflicting

control objective. It can also handle the hard constraints on the manipulated

state and control variables;

3) The cascaded control loops in the conventional linear PI-based control

can be replaced by the MPC, resulting in enhanced dynamic response and a

simplified tuning procedure for the industrial drive application. Besides, the

modulation stage can be eliminated;

4) The multivariable control property of MPC suits the multiple-input

multiple-output (MIMO) systems, which can simplify the design, analysis,

and tuning process compared to the way using multiple decoupled single-input

single-output (SISO) loops.

Despite significant progress has been made in MPC research, some domi-

nant control challenges that come from the industrial drives still remain un-

solved. Therefore, in this thesis, it is expected to exploit the benefits provided

by the MPC to address these control problems and the main achievement could

be found through the following three aspects:

1) Linear control has a limited ability to handle nonlinear objectives. For-

tunately, the multi-objective optimization for industrial drives can be achieved

through the flexible cost function design in MPC, where the nonlinear objec-

tives can be achieved along with the current/power control for both the grid

and motor sides, such as selective grid-side harmonic suppression, common-

mode (CM) resonance suppression and the dc-link filter size reduction in back-

to-back (BTB) structure;

2) The high-order filters have been commonly used in industrial drive ap-

plications on both the grid side for harmonic attenuation and the motor side

with a long cable. With more complex system modeling, the linear scheme

requires more control loops, and the tuning complexity is increased. On the
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other hand, although most of the existing MPC research was reported on the

first-order L-filtered power converters, relatively little effort has been applied

to the LC/CL/LCL-filtered cases. Particularly, the MIMO control property

of MPC endows it with great flexibility and scalability to handle resonance

problems in industrial drives with high-order filters. This thesis thus gives

a distinctive insight into the resonance mechanism in the time domain along

with the prediction process and the corresponding damping principle can be

intuitively understood;

3) The existing approach to reducing the MPC algorithm’s computational

burden has limited potential. From another perspective, enabling long inter-

rupt periods can be more computationally efficient than conventional methods.

In this process, the system state-space modeling with slow-rate sampling infor-

mation but a fast-rate control input can be built to facilitate the high switching

frequency operation. In addition, the behavior of the power converter can be

explicitly understood and well-controlled.

1.1.3 Operation Principle of MPC

The MPC predicts power converter behavior within a future time horizon,

where the control input is taken as the unknown variable to be solved. In this

case, discrete-domain state-space modeling is usually used to calculate the

future state variable. Generally, the dynamic of the power converter system

can be described by the linear time-invariant equation as follows [15].

dx
dt

= Ax+ Bu+ E

y = Cx
(1.1)

where, in general, the state vector x ∈ Rn, input vector u ∈ Rp, output vec-

tor y ∈ Rq and the system matrix A, input matrix B, disturbance matrix E,

and output matrix C are of compatible dimensions, i.e., A ∈ Rn×n, B ∈ Rn×p,

E ∈ Rn and C ∈ Rq×n. Typically, the state vector x includes the variable ex-

isting in power converters and motor drives, such as inductor current, capacitor

voltage, motor torque, speed, flux, etc. The output vector y usually contains

the measurable components. For the digital realization with constant sam-

pling interval Ts (sampling frequency fs equals 1/Ts), the predictive equation
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in the discrete domain can be expressed as

x(k + 1) = Adx(k) + Bdu(k) + Ed

y(k) = Cx(k)
(1.2)

where k represents the currently sampling step. According to the sampling

interval Ts, the discrete matrices Ad, Bd and Ed can be calculated as follows.

Ad = eATs , Bd =

∫ Ts

0

eAτBdτ and Ed =

∫ Ts

0

eAτEdτ (1.3)

where e denotes the matrix exponential. Based on the predictive equation

(1.2), the state variable in the future time horizon Np can also be calculated

subsequently. Next, the optimization process can be performed to decide the

optimized control input sequence within the time horizon Np. Usually, the

control objective of the power converter is reflected as a pre-defined cost func-

tion according to the MPC procedure, which maps the predictive variable,

output, and manipulated control input into a scalar cost value. In this case,

the evaluation of the control input can be done by comparing the correspond-

ing cost value and the optimal one will be selected based on the minimized

criteria. Generally, the cost function can be designed as follows [15].

J (x(k),U (k)) =

k+Np−1∑
l=k

Λ (x(l),U(l)) (1.4)

which contains the sum of all of the stage costs Λ within the predictive horizon

Np. The stage cost item can be flexibly designed to represent the comprehen-

sive system performance, such as the penalization between the output variable

and reference value, the switching frequency reduction, etc. Since the control

is executed in each sampling interval, the manipulated control sequence in

total number Np can be aggregated in the vector

U(k) =
[
uT(k) uT(k + 1) . . . uT(k +Np − 1)

]T
(1.5)

The control input u for each step can be directly the discrete switching state of

the power converter or the reference continuous input that can be synthesized

by the PWM stage. The future behavior of the power converter regarding

the input U(k) can be calculated and the performance is reflected by the cost
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Figure 1.1: The operation principle of the MPC process. (a) The kth time step. (b) The
(k+1)th time step.

function (1.4). Therefore, the control problem turns to finding the optimal

control sequence Uop(k) in the available input set. As two typical ways of

MPC, the solution of Uop(k) =
[
uT

op(k) uT
op(k + 1) . . . uT

op(k +Np − 1)
]T

can be obtained by substituting each discrete switching state into the cost

function to find the one with minimum cost value or can be solved through

the differentiation of the cost function. The optimal solution Uop(k) contains

the control input for the future Np sampling steps, i.e. from time step k to

k+ Np -1. However, only the first element in the optimal sequence, namely

uop(k), is applied to the power converter. In the next sampling interval, the

MPC procedure is repeated and the new optimal control input will be obtained

based on the updated measurable variables. This way guarantees real-time

feedback, which is referred to as the receding horizon policy (RHP). Fig. 1.1

shows the principle of the MPC scheme at the time step k. The predictive

horizon with length Np serves as a moving window, within which the future

output information is calculated based on the kth step state variable and the

control sequence. Only the first element in the optimal input sequence is

applied. In the next sampling interval, the horizon window moves one step

forward starting from the (k+1)th time step, and the same procedure will be

repeated.
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1.1.4 Categories of MPC for Power Converters

According to the type of the optimization problem, the MPC scheme can be

mainly classified into the finite-control-set MPC (FCS-MPC) and continuous-

control-set MPC (CCS-MPC) [14]. Each MPC category has its own advantages

and can be combined with specific application scenarios. The FCS-MPC or

direct MPC refers to that the available control input only contains the finite

number of the switching state or pre-defined switching pulse provided by the

power converter. In this case, the FCS-MPC transfers the optimization prob-

lem into the enumeration search stage, where each candidate control input is

substituted into the cost function and the one with the minimum value will

be selected by the sort algorithm. Therefore, the advantage of FCS-MPC

is that it features an intuitive process and the flexible control objective can

be designed into the cost function. Also, the dedicated modulator stage can

be eliminated [16]. Based on the type of the control set, the FCS-MPC can

be further classified into the optimal switching vector MPC (OSV-MPC) and

optimal switching sequence MPC (OSS-MPC). The OSV-MPC represents the

initial framework of FCS-MPC and the single switching state is applied during

the whole sampling interval. Due to the absence of a modulator, the switching

frequency is variable and the switching-to-sampling frequency ratio of OSV-

MPV is low [25]. This specific type of FCS-MPC can handle multiple control

objectives and it naturally suits the high power and relatively low switch-

ing frequency power converters [15]. The OSS-MPC can achieve the constant

switching frequency since the pre-defined switching sequence contains multiple

switching vectors within each sampling interval.

On the other hand, the CCS-MPC solves the optimization problem to find

the explicit formulation of the control law which has the minimum cost function

value within the feasible zone. In this case, the control input is the continuous

signal and the modulator is utilized to generate the desired input for the power

converter. As a result, the constant switching frequency can be achieved and

the value can be conveniently set, hence, it is now more frequently seen in the

application of VSCs with the requirement on the switching frequency. The
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Table 1.2: Summary of the MPC schemes for power converters application

Indices OSV-MPC OSS-MPC GPC EMPC

Category FCS-MPC FCS-MPC CCS-MPC CCS-MPC

Modulator Not required Not required Required Required

Switching
frequency

Variable Fixed Fixed Fixed

Optimization Online Online Online Offline

Constraints Yes Yes Increased
computa-
tional burden

Yes

Long horizon
prediction

Dedicated
searching
algorithm

Dedicated
searching
algorithm

Yes Yes

Formulation Very simple Simple Complex Complex

CCS-MPC applied to the power converter mainly includes the generalized

predictive control (GPC) and explicit MPC (EMPC). The GPC is initially

developed based on the transfer-function model and further has been extended

to the state-space model, where the unconstrained solution of the optimization

problem is usually used. The EMPC enables the user to consider the system

constraints, however, the explicit solution is solved offline and then stored in

the controller. Table 1.2 gives the summary of the MPC categories and their

respective characteristics. In this thesis, the developed FCS-MPC refers to the

OSV-MPC type and the developed CCS-MPC refers to the GPC type in the

following chapters.

1.2 Power Converters and Industrial Variable-

Speed Drives

According to the report for the global industrial motors market [26], the rev-

enue of motor applications is valued at 19.81 billion USD in 2020 and is ex-

pected to be 23.48 billion by 2026. High-power converters and medium volt-

age (MV) VSD systems have gained widespread applications such as large

compressors, steel rolling mills, railway locomotive traction, pumped hydro

storage systems, etc. [27]. They still present an ever-growing trend because

of the energy-saving advantage and the potential productivity that offers for
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Figure 1.2: A typical configuration of the industrial VSD system.

industrial automation demands. Fig. 1.2 shows a general configuration of

high-power VSD systems [27], [28]. The rectifier converts the ac electricity

from the grid to dc quantities, and the rectifier could employ the diode bridge

or active front end (AFE) power converters. The intermediate link severs the

energy buffer and also stabilizes the system. The inverter transforms the dc

energy into the ac voltage/current with variable frequency to drive the mo-

tor. In addition, the isolation transformer can block the voltage stress and the

bearing current of the inverter-side as well as reduce grid current distortion.

The ac filters can be optional based on the application requirements and con-

verter topologies. On the other hand, the VSD with the typical lower power

range from 2-500 kilowatt (kW) is increasingly applied in electric vehicle (EV)

and hybrid electric vehicles (HEV) [29], [30]. The battery-powered inverter is

the critical component in the EV system and higher efficiency, reduced size,

lower cost, etc. are desired.

Power converters are a significant part of the industrial VSD system. Ba-

sically, power converters are composed of active switching devices, such as

insulated-gate bipolar transistors (IGBTs), metal–oxide–semiconductor field-

effect transistors (MOSFETs), integrated gate-commutated thyristors (IGCTs),

gate turn-off thyristors, etc [31]. Besides, the passive filter elements are usually

essential in the conversion process to filter the high-order switching harmonic

and assist in the commutation of the switching device. Today, both the current

source converters (CSCs) and voltage source converters (VSCs) have been the

popular choice in the VSD scenes [29], [32]. Especially, VSCs receive great fa-

vor in relatively low power occasion, where the switching frequency ranges from

a few thousand hertz to hundreds of kilohertz (kHz) [33]–[36], or high power
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application with multilevel VSCs (ML-VSCs) topologies and lower switching

frequency operation [37]. On the other hand, CSCs feature a simple converter

configuration, low switching dv/dt, and reliable overcurrent protection capa-

bility, which has been commonly used in industries with the megawatt power

range [38], such as in VSD-based wind energy conversion systems [39] and

high-voltage direct current (HVDC) transmission [40]. Recently, the newly

wide bandgap (WBG) material-based switching devices, such as silicon car-

bide (SiC) and gallium nitride (GaN), feature the advantageous property of

higher breakdown field, faster-switching speed, lower on-state loss, etc [41],

[42]. Therefore, they have become favorable in EV applications, where high

switching frequency, efficiency, and density are desired [43]. In this case, the

WBG power converter enables the VSD system to meet the demands, such

as high-speed operation, low-inductance design, more compact and integrated

requirements, etc. Table 1.3 shows a summary of VSD products from the

major manufacturers in the world [27] and some WBG device-based drives

found in the industrial product [43], with the type of adopted power converter

and switching devices, as well as the voltage and power range. The CSCs

are mainly developed in the MV VSD system application, and the VSCs can

be frequently seen in the relatively low power occasion, especially with the

integration of the SiC device.

The technical requirements and challenges appear in the power converter-

fed VSD system and they must be well addressed to ensure the motor work

normally, and also the system stability, reliability, efficiency, robustness, etc.

The requirements and challenges mainly include the following several aspects

[27]: the power quality requirements of the grid-side power converter, the chal-

lenges raised from the design of the motor-side power converter, the operational

constraints of the switching devices, and the design constraints regarding the

other components in the VSD system, such as the size of the dc-link. The

design of the control scheme for CSCs and VSCs is directly related to these

mentioned requirements and challenges [44]. This chapter will illustrate the

control problems of the CSCs and VSCs-fed VSD system in the following con-

tents, and then the research objectives, contributions, and structure of this
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Table 1.3: Summary of the motor drive product marketed by manufacturers and companies

Inverter Switching Power Voltage Manufacturer/Company
Configuration Device Range Range

CSCs Symmetrical 0.2-20MVA 2.4-6.6kV Rockwell Automation
IGCT (PowerFlex 7000)

Two-level VSCs IGBT 1.4-7.2MVA - Alstom (VDM5000)

Three-level GCT 0.3-5MVA 2.4-4.16kV ABB (ACS 1000)

neutral point GCT 3-27MVA 3-3.3kV ABB (ACS 6000)

clamped VSCs IGBT 0.6-7.2MVA 2.4-4.16kV Siemens (Simovert MV)

Two-level VSCs SiC 1.6MVA 10kV Calnetix

SiC 200kVA 1.05kV John Deere

SiC 200kVA 1.2kV Tesla Model 3 Inverter

Integrated 60kVA - Mitsubishi
SiC module

thesis will be presented.

1.3 Technical Requirements and Challenges of

Medium-Voltage CSCs

ML-VSCs occupy the dominant market share for high-power drive systems [37].

However, with the increased number of switching devices, the control algorithm

for ML-VSCs becomes more complicated. CSCs suit the high-power motor

drive well and could be a good alternative to ML-VSCs [38]. Fig. 1.3 shows

the typical configuration of the MV transformerless BTB CSCs-fed permanent-

magnet synchronous motor (PMSM) drive system, which utilizes the IGCTs as

the switching device. The current source rectifier (CSR) serves as the front-end

converter of the system to provide dc-link current, where the ac grid supplies

three-phase voltage through the parasitic resistance Rr and an input LC filter

to the converter bridge. A large differential dc choke Ldiff is connected with

the output of the CSR bridge to smooth the dc-link current and the CM choke

Lcm is for the CM current reduction. The filter capacitor at both the CSR

and current-source inverter (CSI) sides helps to refine the current waveforms

while supporting the commutation of switching devices. The capacitor can

also reduce the dv/dt for the CSI-fed motor side. The switching frequency
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Figure 1.3: High-power MV transformerless CSCs-fed PMSM drive system.

for the IGCTs configurated CSCs are normally lower than 1kHz to reduce the

switching losses. The CSCs-fed VSD system faces prominent control problems

including filter resonance, grid-side harmonic pollution, and CM resonance in

the transformerless operation.

1.3.1 Second-order Filter Resonance

Since the second-order LC/CL filter is configured in CSCs, the dynamic change

trends regarding capacitor voltage and inductor current is a mutual interaction

process when the control input, i.e., the current vector of CSCs is applied.

Taking the CSR side modeling as an example, the transfer function between

the grid current and rectifier current in the s-domain can be derived as follows.

ig(s)

iwr(s)
=

1

s2LrCfr + sRrCfr + 1
(1.6)

A similar transfer function can be derived between the stator current of

PMSM and the converter current of CSI. Fig. 1.4 shows the bode diagram of

the transfer function of (1.6) using the typical LC parameters in the MV CSR

(Lr=4.588mH, Cfr=76.64µF, Rr=0.581Ω). It can be found that the resonance

current peak will emerge at the frequency

fLC res =
1

2π
√
LrCfr

rad/s (1.7)

Besides, due to the small resistive impedance of the grid-side line and stator

winding, significant harmonic distortion will be presented in the grid current
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Figure 1.4: Bode diagram of the LC filter in CSR.

and stator current of the motor. Since the constant grid-side frequency (50Hz

or 60 Hz), the LC filter in CSR will normally cause dominant 5th and 7th

harmonic current distortion. The harmonic order of stator current caused by

CL filter resonance will change with the motor speed.

The CSC features second-order characteristics and thus the typical chal-

lenge is to dampen the resonance caused by the ac side inductor and filter

capacitor. Specifically, the modulated switching pulse of the converter bridge

will induce the parallel resonance. The resonance causes large spikes and oscil-

lations in the grid current at the CSR side, which leads to an unstable system

and over-current protection. The physical resistor can dampen the resonance

but with the increased power loss and cost. Therefore, the active damping

(AD) method was proposed in [45] to suppress the resonance by emulating a

virtual resistor in parallel with the filter capacitor. A high-pass filter (HPF)

was used to extract the high-frequency component of capacitor voltage. In

[46], another alternative AD scheme using inductor current feedback proved

to be effective and simple. In [47], four groups of hybrid state variable feedback

control methods are concluded and compared to dampen the filter resonance

in CSR. However, the complex calculation of feedback gain value is based on

the objective to only suppress the magnitude of the first dominant harmonic

frequency in the grid current, which is inflexible. Likewise, the output capaci-

tor, together with the stator inductor will cause the CL resonance in the motor
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current, which needs to be suppressed as well. The virtual-impedance-based

AD control has also been realized in the CSI-fed PMSM drive [48].

1.3.2 Grid-side Harmonic Rejection

In the grid-connected CSR application, the harmonic disturbance in the grid

voltage will induce the series resonance issue in the LC filter loop when the

supply grid contains background harmonics (mainly 5th or 7th harmonics). The

series resonance will be excited and the performance of the above AD schemes

for parallel resonance suppression will be compromised. In [47], the CSR sys-

tem supplied with the ac grid containing 2% 5th (resonant frequency) and 1%

7th harmonic has been tested but no further improvement strategy is proposed

to deal with the series resonance. In [49], conventional SHE with selective

harmonic compensation (SHC) has been proposed for CSR working under dis-

torted grid conditions. The principle is to make the capacitor voltage harmonic

and grid background harmonic cancels each other out. The limitations of the

SHC scheme include the complex derivation to calculate the switching angle

and offline implementation.

1.3.3 Transformerless Operation in the BTB CSCs

Besides the filter resonance problem, common-mode voltage (CMV) accom-

panied by the switching action is another challenge for the CSCs-fed motor

drive. The CMV raises the voltage stress of the motor shaft with respect to the

ground and induces the bearing current, which seriously threatens the lifetime

of the motor. In [50], the SVM scheme without using the zero-state vectors

can reduce the peak-to-peak (PTP) value of CMV in CSC-fed motor drive,

but comes at the expense of deteriorating the power quality and increased

switching frequency. Furthermore, an improved SVM was proposed with the

mechanism that selects the zero-state vector with the minimum CMV at each

sampling interval [51]. This way can achieve better system performance and

reduced CMV. To realize the transformerless operation of the CSC-fed mo-

tor drive system, the total CMV can be approximately clamped to zero by

directly connecting the neutral point of the input and the output capacitor
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[52], as shown in Fig. 1.3. To limit the CM current, the CM choke Lcm and

the damped resistor Rcm are used to increase the impedance of the CM loop.

Yet, the CM choke still represents a considerable size and weight of the system.

Since the CM loop includes the inductive choke and two ac-side capacitors, the

CM resonance will be excited by the CSI side CMV when the motor runs in the

low-speed region [52]. As a result, a large CM current will be induced in the

loop, which can cause the magnetic saturation of the CM choke. Therefore, it

is still necessary to refine the waveform of the CMV although the transformer-

less operation is realized. Being different from previous work, the SVM scheme

with the average value reduction (AVR) of the CSI side CMV was proposed in

[53] to reduce the dominant third-order harmonic and thus alleviate the CM

resonance. However, the filter resonance was not taken into account and the

dynamic performance is limited through the multiloop control.

1.4 Technical Requirements and Challenges of

VSCs for Low Power Application

The VSCs are the popular choice in relatively low-power occasions to connect

the dc type source/load and the ac type load/source. The switching devices

used in those VSCs are mainly IGBT or the newly emerging WBG device

to cover the switching frequency ranging from several kHz to dozens of kHz.

In the BTB VSCs-fed VSD system, the intermediate dc-link capacitor was

reported to be a weak component in the whole system with a high failure rate

[54]. Besides, with more requirements posed on the power density, cost, and

system reliability, the design in terms of capacitors has more constraints, such

as the smaller volume and size is welcome or their lifespans are expected to be

extended [54], [55]. On the other hand, for some application occasions with

more stringent requirements on the harmonics, the LCL filter will replace

the single L filter for grid-connected applications because it features high-

order properties, reduced weight, and size, which can attenuate the harmonic

more effectively [56]–[58]. Also, the installment of the LC filter between VSCs

and the motor terminal is an effective approach to overcome the high change
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Figure 1.5: The BTB VSCs-fed VSD system.

of dv/dt and over-reflection voltage in the long cable connection [59]–[61].

However, the high-order system raises more complex control problems and

poses a higher challenge to the controller design. In addition, although the

WBG device-based converter enables the high switching frequency to improve

the output voltage/current quality and reduce the filter size, it is not always

possible to realize the high switching frequency in the digital controller due

to the limited computational capability [62]. Therefore, how to apply the

control scheme, especially the advanced method is quite essential to the high

switching frequency VSCs. This section thus reviews these typical technical

requirements and control challenges in the VSCs-fed VSD application.

1.4.1 Intermediate dc-link Capacitor Current in the BTB
VSCs

As seen in Fig. 1.5, the BTB VSCs employ the AFE voltage-source recti-

fier (VSR) and the voltage-source inverter (VSI)-side motor drive, which is

commonly used in the wind turbine system [63], [64] and the EV charger ap-

plication [65]. The BTB structure brings the benefits such as nearly perfect

sinusoidal input currents, nearly unity power factor, and regenerative capabil-

ity [28].

In the BTB system, the intermediate dc-link capacitor serves as the energy

buffer, which is indispensable for supporting stable dc voltage, providing re-

active power, reducing the emission of electromagnetic interference (EMI), etc

[54], [55]. On the other hand, the dc-link capacitor sustains the high-frequency

current switching ripple shock and it shows a high failure rate in the whole

system [54]. With more requirements posed on the power density, cost, and
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system reliability, capacitors with smaller volume and size are welcome or their

lifespans are expected to be extended [54], [55]. The lifetime model of dc-link

capacitors developed in [54] includes the equivalent series resistance (ESR)

modeling and reveals the effect of the tested temperature and voltage stress,

which is given in (1.8).
L ∝ V −n × exp

(
Ea
KBT

)
T = Tamb +Rha ×

n∑
i=1

ESR(fi)× I2
rms(fi)

(1.8)

where L represents the estimated lifetime, V is the maximum voltage across

capacitors, KB is the Boltzmann’s constant, Ea is the activation energy, n is

the voltage stress exponent, T is the hotspot temperature, Tamb is the ambient

temperature, Rha is the equivalent thermal resistance from hotspot to ambient,

ESR(fi) represents the equivalent series resistance at frequency fi and Irms(fi)

is the RMS value of the ripple current at frequency fi. Under a rated DC-link

voltage level, the ripple current flowing through the capacitor contributes to

the self-healing process and the root-mean-square (RMS) current is crucial

to the rise of the hotspot temperate [54], [55]. Therefore, the reduction of

the RMS current in the dc-link capacitor has been the focus to reduce the

capacitor size or extend the lifespan under different PWM strategies.

In the BTB VSCs, the instantaneous dc-link capacitor current is the dif-

ference between the dc-side output current of the VSR and that of the VSI.

Essentially, the VSC dc-side current pulse is determined by the correspond-

ing switching state and three-phase current. Therefore, the capacitor current

contains multiple frequency components from both sides, where its spectrum

shape and RMS value are directly related to the imposed PWM strategy on the

two sides. For example, according to the analytical expression under the widely

used carrier-based space vector pulse width modulation (SVPWM) scheme,

the high-order ripple components dominate in the capacitor current, which

includes the carrier frequency and carrier-sideband harmonics [66], [67].
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1.4.2 Power Quality for Grid-Connected Application

To improve the harmonic profile of the grid-connected VSCs, the high-order

LCL filter is commonly used to replace the single L filter. However, the LCL

filter introduces the inherent resonance problem, which brings challenges to

the stability of the grid-connected VSC. The resonant current spikes will be

excited by the switching harmonics from either the converter or the back-

ground harmonic in the grid voltage. Therefore, the controller design should

effectively suppress the filter resonance and simultaneously reject the current

harmonics caused by the unhealthy grid. Existing AD control with additional

feedback has been extensively accepted and researched for the LCL-filtered

VSC. The dynamic response of injected current in these AD schemes is ex-

pected to be limited since the cascaded control loops are adopted with either

PI or proportional-resonant (PR) regulators [68]–[71]. Besides, the design

complexity is increased, e.g., with digital filter and virtual-impedance concept

involved. In addition to the natural resonance problem of the LCL filter, the

unhealthy grid condition will significantly affect the injected current perfor-

mance. The background harmonic voltage in the grid will excite the harmonic

currents [72], [73]. Moreover, the unbalanced grid condition can cause the

prominent triple-order harmonic in the current [74]. Therefore, the controller

should be able to maintain sinusoidal current even under distorted and unbal-

anced grid conditions.

1.4.3 Resonance Suppression in Motor Drives With In-
verter Output LC Filter

The high-frequency switching transition of VSC will generate adverse effects

on the motor side, such as the high value of dv/dt, additional power loss, and

insulation failure of stator windings. The high change of dv/dt normally causes

reflection overvoltage and EMI problems during the long-cable transmission.

Especially with the increased application of SiC and GaN-based inverters, the

switching devices can be operated with a more fast transition [75]. As a result,

the critical cable length could lead to 150% of the dc bus voltage stress on
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Figure 1.6: An experimental case of the VSC-fed PMSM system. (a) With LC filter (b)
Without LC filter.

the motor terminal and even cause the interturn short-circuit fault [76]. The

installment of the LC filter between VSC and motor could be an alternative

way to overcome the mentioned problems. For low voltage motors fed by

inverters with switching frequency above 4kHz, the utilization of LC filter is

quite necessary and common [77], [78]. In [61], the author has summarized

that the reduced inverter-side current, reduced RMS current ripple and low

temperature of the dc-link capacitor, reduction of distortions in stator flux, and

reduction of air-gap torque pulsation of the motor could be obtained by using

the LC filter. A scaled-down experimental test for the same PMSM system

with/without the LC filter is provided in Fig. 1.6. It can be seen that the

motor terminal voltage and stator current waveform are improved significantly

due to the LC filter. The high dv/dt problem and the high-frequency noise in

stator current are both effectively mitigated. Consequently, the voltage and

current applied to the motor are closer to the sinusoidal waveform, which is

beneficial to the longer life of the motor.

However, the LC filter, together with the motor inductor, will induce the

additional LCL resonance problem. Due to the low circuit impedance, the

voltage and current oscillations will appear, which reduces the stability of the

drive system. Similar to the grid-connected side, the AD schemes applied to

the motor side are designed based on linear cascaded loops with high com-

plexity. Moreover, since the additional feedback loops are incorporated, the

control parameters are difficult to tune due to the different loop bandwidths.
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1.4.4 Computational Challenge for High Switching Fre-
quency VSCs

The WBG switching device enables high switching frequency operation, bring-

ing benefits such as improved control bandwidth and reduced current/voltage

ripples, smaller filter size requirements, and enhanced system efficiency. Be-

sides, the high-frequency WBG-based integrated motor drive system enjoys

less volume and reduced manufacturing cost, which could be potentially used

in aerospace, robotics, automobiles, etc [62], [78]–[80]. Hence, with the adop-

tion of SiC and GaN devices, it is desirable to exploit the benefits provided by

the high switching frequency. For example, the bulky DC electrolytic capaci-

tors can be replaced by the film capacitor to reduce the total volume and cost

of electrical vehicles. Also, the high-speed machines with a larger number of

poles bring high power density, which requires a high switching frequency con-

trol. The direct approach to increasing the switching frequency of the power

converter is to set a higher sampling frequency. However, this way is restricted

by multiple factors in practical applications.

The first constraint comes from the analog to digital conversion (ADC)

operation. Considering the expense, it will be not convenient to measure,

process (digital filter), and store the sampled data at a fast rate for general

digital signal processors (DSPs), enlarging the sampling period [81], [82]. As a

result, the ADC process consumes a certain time. On the other hand, enough

computational margin should be reserved for the controller execution and thus

adopting a sampling frequency above 20kHz usually becomes quite challenging.

As shown in Fig. 1.7, the digital controller not purely contains the execution

stage for the main control algorithm, i.e., MPC, and many peripheral sam-

pling and logic modules are incorporated simultaneously. Therefore, another

limiting factor is the busy tasks. As flexibility and scalability are required and

the diverse requirement of power converter control should be met, complex

control objectives can be achieved by incorporating more specific subfunctions

into the framework of the control scheme [83]. For example, to maintain sinu-

soidal currents under the distorted grid, the harmonic penalization items with
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Figure 1.7: The typical interrupt tasks in a digital controller for an MPC-based power
converter application.

online discrete Fourier transformation (DFT) are designed into the controller

[84]. To suppress the resonance problem of a high-order filter, the AD strategy

is accompanied [85]. Besides, to reduce the hardware cost and delay, the alter-

native observer or estimator works together with the main controller, where

the application can be commonly found in the motor drive sensorless control

[86]. In addition to the main algorithm, the over-current detection, protection

module, multi-mode operation transition, etc., are all necessary components

needed to be incorporated in the practical application. As a result, a longer

sampling/interrupt (S/I) interval should be ensured to facilitate the easy re-

alization of the tasks in DSPs. With more complex converter topologies, in-

creased switching states, and high-order system modeling, a high sampling

frequency becomes more challenging. The fast-speed field-programmable gate

arrays (FPGAs) show advantages over DSPs in terms of handling multiple

parallel tasks and high sampling operation. However, DSPs still gain wide

application in the industry thanks to the C environment programming and

simpler debugging stage, which brings shorter development times, especially

for advanced control techniques

Therefore, the expected high switching frequency in power converters is

always a great challenge for the controller design. The reason is that the

S/I interval is too short for a digital processor to accomplish heavy interrupt

tasks [62]. Consequently, the benefits provided by the WBG device have not

been fully realized in the industry, especially when it is combined with MPC
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Figure 1.8: Overview of the research structure in this thesis

strategies.

1.5 Research Objectives and Contributions

Conventional linear control shows limitations for high-performance ac drives

and increased control loops for drive systems with high-order modeling. On the

other hand, existing MPC works have not fully developed their potential for

BTB structure optimization and lacked investigation for high-order systems.

Therefore, this thesis aims to solve these prominent control problems in the

MV CSCs and low-power VSCs-fed VSD systems by proposing improved MPC

frameworks, as shown in Fig. 1.8. The main research is developed based on

the following three objectives.

1) The coordinate control by using the FCS-MPC will be designed

for the BTB power converters-fed drives to achieve multi-objective

optimization.

Conventional linear control structures show limited performance for BTB

systems with multi-objective optimization demand and nonlinear character-

istics. Therefore, the FCS-MPC with improved cost function design will be

developed for both the BTB CSCs and VSCs-fed motor drives, which are ar-

ranged into chapter 2 and chapter 3 respectively. The coordinate control for
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both the rectifier and inverter side is proposed to optimize multiple objectives

simultaneously. Specifically, the cost function will be designed to have better

resonance damping, grid-side harmonic rejection, and CM resonance mitiga-

tion in transformerless CSCs-fed drives. For the BTB VSCs, the design of

the cost function considers the dc-link capacitor current ripple optimization

in addition to the power control of two sides, and it is expected to achieve

improved results compared to the conventional carrier-based PWM scheme.

2) The multivariable control property of MPC endows it with

great flexibility and scalability to handle the LCL-filtered modeling,

which can be developed to achieve faster dynamic and simplified

tuning procedures compared to multi-loop linear structure.

The conventional linear way requires increased control loops for complex

system modeling. On the other hand, existing MPC research was mainly re-

ported on the first-order L-filtered power converters and relatively little effort

has been applied to the LC/CL/LCL-filtered cases. In this thesis, the multi-

variable control property of MPC with great flexibility and scalability will be

exploited to handle the MIMO modeling. The FCS-MPC and CCS-MPC will

be respectively designed for the motor-side and grid-side equipped with high-

order filters, which is presented in chapter 4. It is thus expected to achieve

faster dynamics, reduced control loops, and simplified tuning procedures com-

pared with linear schemes.

3) The multi-rate MPC with slow-rate sampling information but a

fast-rate control input will be developed to reduce the computational

difficulty for high switching frequency power converters.

The high sampling/interrupt frequency for high switching frequency oper-

ation becomes a great challenge because such a short period imposes big com-

putational difficulty in the programming code execution. Therefore, chapter 5

designs the multi-rate technique into the MPC formulation, where the switch-

ing frequency can be significantly increased with a low sampling/interrupt fre-

quency. In this case, the quite long interrupt period allows the easy realization

of the control algorithm and an abundant computational margin can remain in

the digital platform, which will present higher computational efficiency than
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conventional ways.

The detailed research objectives and contributions of each chapter are clar-

ified as follows.

In chapter 2, the FCS-MPC will be designed for the CSCs-fed VSD sys-

tem. Firstly, considering the low switching frequency operation and the multi-

objective optimization, the FCS-MPC will be designed for CSR by directly

regulating the multi-variable in the second-order system, which can achieve a

simplified concept and lower computational burden than the existing virtual-

impedance-based FCS-MPC. To main good robustness of the FCS-MPC ap-

plied to CSR, the observer will be designed to estimate the lumped disturbance

caused by parameter mismatch online. Also, the proposed FCS-MPC will effec-

tively mitigate the low-order harmonics when CSR works under distorted grid

conditions with an acceptable computational burden, which can be realized by

adding selective harmonic orders of grid current feedback into the controller.

On the other hand, when applying the FCS-MPC to the BTB CSCs-fed mo-

tor drive, the CMV effect on the CSC system and the CM resonance in both

the high-speed region and low-speed region will be analyzed. Then, the cost

function will be designed for the power command tracking, filter resonance

damping, and CM current suppression simultaneously. Therefore, the size of

the CM choke adopted in the transformerless CSCs operation can be smaller

due to the reduced CM current.

In chapter 3, the FCS-MPC will be proposed to reduce the capacitor RMS

current in the BTB VSCs-fed VSD system, which aims to extend the designed

capacitor lifespan or reduce the DC-link size with improved power density.

The conventional modulator-based control involves the inherent carrier-based

switching operation, and hence the dominant harmonics at carrier frequency

multiplier and carrier sideband are introduced into the capacitor current. The

synchronous carriers adopted at the two sides can eliminate the carrier fre-

quency multiplier harmonic but the carrier sideband component still remains.

Through the proposed FCS-MPC, the direct switching pulse generation with-

out using the carrier can give a distinctive capacitor current spectrum and

the possible current pulse cancellation between the VSR and VSI sides can
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be conveniently designed through the cost function. Besides, the acceptable

grid-current quality and motor performance will be maintained by designing

a suitable weighting factor. The simulated and experimental results will be

performed to highlight the effectiveness and benefits of the proposed method

in terms of capacitor RMS current reduction compared to the synchronous

carrier-based scheme and also significant improvements over an existing pre-

dictive manner.

In chapter 4, the MPC scheme will be proposed to solve the control prob-

lems in the LCL-filtered grid-connected VSCs and the motor-side VSCs equipped

with the LC filter. For the grid-connected VSCs application, the CCS-MPC

will be designed because of the constant switching frequency, such that the

discrete current spectrum can meet the harmonic standard. The cost function

can be designed to involve the grid current, inverter-side current, and capac-

itor voltage tracking, which gives the optimized control law according to the

minimization of the cost function. In this process, the weighting factors can

be exactly arranged to place the desired closed-loop poles with guaranteed

system stability. The hybrid cost function with modified reference will also

be proposed to reject the harmonics caused by the unhealthy grid condition.

The control delay can be compensated by using the forecast reference and the

predictive state variable estimated by the observer. The proposed scheme fea-

tures multi-variable control properties and it performs the intuitive concept,

reduced tuning complexity, and faster dynamic response compared to the ex-

isting capacitor current-based AD scheme. On the other hand, for the LC

filtered VSCs-fed VSD application, the FCS-MPC will be designed to realize

a motor-friendly waveform and overcome the resonance problem effectively.

The cost function design will be analyzed in the time domain with the intu-

itive concept, which regulates the trajectory of multi-variable in the system.

The robustness of the controller to parameter variations of the filter will also

be verified.

In chapter 5, the multi-rate MPC (MR-MPC) will be developed to solve

the computational issue brought by the high switching frequency operation for

the WBG switching device. Due to the short computational time, the high
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S/I frequency demand is always a great challenge for the DSPs because such

a short period imposes a big difficulty in the programming code execution.

Therefore, existing MPC schemes are usually applied when the switching fre-

quency is below 20kHz, which cannot exploit the full potential of the WBG

power converters. The MR-MPC enables the S/I trigger and switching de-

vice transition to be performed at different rates. Compared to the existing

MPC schemes, the main feature of the proposed MR-MPC is that the high-

dimension control sequence is solved and applied within each S/I interval. As

a result, the high switching frequency objective can be easily achieved with a

low S/I frequency configuration, which can significantly relieve the execution

of the heavy interrupt tasks in DSPs. The multi-rate technique will be applied

to both the typical FCS-MPC and the CCS-MPC framework, and the mod-

eling process and solving procedure for the control input will be developed in

combination with their respective characteristics. The VSCs-fed VSD system

will be taken as the case study to verify the effectiveness and advantage of the

proposed MR-MPC schemes.
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Chapter 2

FCS-MPC Scheme for
Medium-Voltage BTB CSCs-fed
Motor Drives

This chapter designs the FCS-MPC for the CSCs-fed PMSM drive system to

solve the control problems, including the LC/CL filter resonance, grid-side

selective harmonic rejection, and the CM resonance in the transformerless op-

eration. The FCS-MPC framework can address the multiple control objectives

simultaneously with the intuitive concept and the direct switching pulse gen-

eration manner suits the low switching frequency CSCs.

Firstly, the predictive modeling of both CSR and the CSI-fed PMSM sides

will be developed. Subsequently, this chapter proposes an improved FCS-MPC

method for high-power CSR, where the predefined cost function directly takes

grid-side current and capacitor voltage as the regulating objectives to suppress

the LC resonance and grid current distortions. The relationship and differences

between the proposed cost function and its form with the AD function are an-

alyzed in detail. Besides, to keep sinusoidal grid current for CSR even work-

ing under severely distorted supply voltage, specific harmonic orders of grid

current suppression items are added to the proposed cost function. Further-

more, to improve the system robustness to parameter mismatch in CSR, the

disturbance observer is designed to estimate the additional capacitor voltage

reference and the lumped input disturbance caused by parameter mismatch.

Also, the MPC scheme is further assessed by increasing the prediction horizon
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length to reveal the resonance principle with different state feedback types.

Secondly, the FCS-MPC scheme is designed to tackle the CM resonance

in the transformerless BTB CSCs system. In the low-speed region, besides

restraining the PTP magnitude of the CMV at the CSR side, the third-order

harmonic of the CMV generated by the CSI is extracted and then penalized

in the cost function to further suppress the CM current. With the increase

of the motor speed, the control objective of the CSI side controller switches

to the PTP magnitude of CMV suppression because of the alleviation of the

CM resonance. The capacitor voltage of the CSI side is regulated via the

cost function as well, which can mitigate the current harmonic distortion and

improve system stability. The simulation with 1MVA rated power and the

scaled-down experiment shows the effectiveness of the proposed scheme.

2.1 The Modeling for the BTB CSCs-fed PMSM

System

This section builds the discrete modeling equation for the CSR and CSI side

respectively and the future state variables of the system can be obtained, which

lays the fundamentals for the predictive controller design. The control scheme

for the CSR side can be developed under either the stationary αβ frame or

the synchronous dq frame. The control scheme for the motor side is typically

developed under the synchronous dq frame.

2.1.1 Predictive Model of the CSR-Side

The main topology of a high-power CSR is depicted in Fig. 2.1. Star-connected

grid supplies abc three-phase voltage to the converter through line impedance

Rr, input filter Lr and Cfr respectively. Large inductive choke Ldc is put at

the dc-side. S1r, S3r, S5r represent the switching state of three upper switches

while S4r, S6r, S2r represent those of three bottom switches in the converter.

The switching state of CSR at any time instant should satisfy the constraint

that only two switches conduct, one in the upper half of the bridge and the

other in the bottom half of the bridge [27]. Therefore, the single bridge CSR
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Figure 2.1: Typical configuration of high-power CSR.

Figure 2.2: Space current vector diagram of CSC in stationary αβ frame.

can provide nine current vectors, whose switching state are defined as the

binary value of Iwi=[S1r S3r S5r; S4r S6r S2r]. “1” indicates the corresponding

switch is on, while “0” indicates the switch is off. The current vectors under

stationary αβ space can be expressed with the switching functions as

iwrαβ = iwrα + jiwrβ =
2

3
(iwra + χiwrb + χ2iwrc) (2.1)

where χ=exp(j 2π
3

), iwra=(S1r-S4r)idc, iwbr=(S3r-S6r)idc and iwcr=(S5r-S2r)idc.

The αβ space current vectors can be described in Fig. 2.2. According to the

former definition, the CSR bridge contains six active vectors and three zero

vectors. The space plane pattern is divided into six sectors and the space angle

range in each sector is π
3
.

The control strategy for the CSR side can be developed under either the

stationary αβ frame or the synchronous dq frame. The abc three-phase variable

ξabc can be transformed into the variable ξαβ under αβ reference frame by the
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Clarke transformation ξαβ = Tabc2αβξabc, and the matrix Tabc2αβ is

Tabc2αβ =
2

3

[
1 1

2
−1

2

0
√

3
2
−
√

3
2

]
(2.2)

For the CSR modeling under the αβ frame, the grid current ig=[igα igβ]T

and filter capacitor voltage vc=[vcrα vcrβ]T are selected as the state variables.

According to the Kirchhoff voltage and current laws, the state-space model of

the CSR can be described by the following continuous-time equation:

dxg

dt
= Agxg + Bgug + Egvg (2.3)

where xg=[igα igβ vcrα vcrβ]T. The input vector is the CSR current ug=[iwrα

iwrβ]T and grid voltage vector is vg=[vgα vgβ]T. The system matrix Ag, input

matrix Bg, and disturbance matrix Eg are given by

Ag =


−Rr
Lr

0 − 1
Lr

0

0 − Rr
Lr

0 − 1
Lr

1
Cfr

0 0 0

0 1
Cfr

0 0

 ,Bg =


0 0
0 0
− 1
Cfr

0

0 − 1
Cfr

 ,Eg =


1
Lr

0

0 1
Lr

0 0
0 0


(2.4)

According to the zero-order hold (ZOH) principle, the continuous-time equa-

tion (2.3) can be discretized to obtain the predictive state equation as

xg(k + 1) = Ggxg(k) + Hgug(k) + Fgvg(k) (2.5)

where Gg=exp(AgTs), Hg=(Gg-Ig)Ag
−1Bg, Fg=(Gg-Ig)Ag

−1Eg and Ig is

the identity matrix with the same dimension of Gg. Ts denotes the sampling

time. Considering the one-step delay in the digital controller, the prediction

of the state variable should move forward by one step correspondingly [87],

i.e., the predictive variable at (k+2)th instant will be evaluated in the cost

function.

The αβ stationary variable can be transformed into the dq reference frame,

i.e., ξdq = Tαβ2dqξαβ, and the matrix Tαβ2dq is

Tαβ2dq =

[
cos θe sin θe
− sin θe cos θe

]
(2.6)

where θe can be the electrical angle of the grid voltage or the motor rotor posi-

tion. In dq frame, the three-phase quantities would have constant value under
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Figure 2.3: Typical configuration of CSI-fed PMSM.

steady-state. The dynamic modeling of the CSR system can be described in

the synchronous dq frame as

dxgdq

dt
= Agdqxgdq + Bgugdq + Egvgdq (2.7)

where the state vector xgdq=[igd igq vcrd vcrq]
T, input vector ugdq=[iwrd iwrq]

T

and grid vector vgdq=[vgd vgq]
T. The system matrix Agdq under the dq frame

is expressed as follows.

Agdq =


−Rr
Lr

ωg − 1
Lr

0

−ωg − Rr
Lr

0 − 1
Lr

1
Cfr

0 0 ωg

0 1
Cfr

− ωg 0

 (2.8)

2.1.2 Predictive Model of the CSI-fed PMSM Side

Fig. 2.3 shows the detailed configuration of the CSI-fed PMSM system. For

the surface-mounted PMSMs, the dynamic model of stator current is=[isd isq]
T

in the dq reference frame is expressed as:
disd
dt

= 1
Ls

(vsd −Rsisd + ωsLsisq)

disq
dt

= 1
Ls

(vsq −Rsisq − ωsLsisd − ωsψf )
(2.9)

where Rs is the stator resistor and ψf represents the magnitude of rotor flux

ψr. ωs is the electrical angular velocity and can be obtained through the

encoder. vs=[vsd vsq]
T represents the stator voltage vector. For the CSI side,
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the dynamic model of the CL filter can be expressed as
dvsd
dt

= 1
Cfi

(
iwid−isd+ωsCfivsq

)
dvsq
dt

= 1
Cfi

(
iwiq−isq − ωsCfivsd

) (2.10)

Based on (2.9) and (2.10), the state-space model of the CSI-fed PMSM in

continuous time-domain can be summarized as

dxs

dt
= Asxs + Bsus + Es (2.11)

where the state vector xs=[isd isq vsd vsq]
T. The input vector refers to the

CSI current us=[iwid iwiq]
T. The input vector us is determined by the dc-link

current and the applied switching state of CSI side. The time-varying system

matrix As, input matrix Bs and disturbance matrix Es are given by

As =


−Rs
Ls

ωs
1
Ls

0

−ωs − Rs
Ls

0 1
Ls

− 1
Cfi

0 0 ωs

0 − 1
Cfi

− ωs 0

 ,Bs =


0 0
0 0
1
Cfi

0

0 1
Cfi

 ,Es =


0
−ωs
Ls
ψf

0
0


(2.12)

Likewise, the continuous-time equation (2.11) can be discretized to obtain the

predictive form (2.13) with the assumption that the input us is constant during

each control interval.

xs(k + 1) = Gsxs(k) + Hsus(k) + Fs (2.13)

where Gs=exp(AsTs), Hs=(Gs-Is)As
−1Bs, Fs=(Gs-Is)As

−1Es and Is is the

identity matrix with the same dimension of Gs. Also, the predictive variable

at (k+1)th instant will be compensated and then the cost function of the CSI

side will evaluate the predictive information xs(k + 2).

2.2 FCS-MPC Scheme for CSR-Side Under

Normal and Distorted Gird Conditions

This section designs and improves the FCS-MPC for the CSR side under the

stationary αβ frame. The prominent control problems, including the LC filter

resonance and grid-side harmonic rejection, are solved. A comparison with

the existing predictive scheme with the AD function is performed to show the

enhancement of the proposed control.
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Figure 2.4: The diagram of FCS-MPCAD scheme for CSR.

2.2.1 Existing FCS-MPC With Active Damping Func-
tion

The CSR features the second-order characteristic and multivariable feedback

is necessary to suppress the LC filter resonance. In [88], the very basic form

of FCS-MPC has been applied to CSR without considering the LC resonance

issue. In [89], a modified FCS-MPC is analyzed to achieve the maximum

achievable input power factor, and an extended predictive control version of

grid-side current by including an AD current reference is proposed. The damp-

ing current reference is derived by the means of the AD notion and is calcu-

lated by the division between harmonic components of capacitor voltage and

pre-defined virtual resistor.

The control flowchart diagram of the FCS-MPC algorithm with AD func-

tion (denoted as FCS-MPCAD) for CSR is shown in Fig. 2.4 and is executed

under the stationary αβ frame. The predictive control scheme is performed in

the following steps.

1) Measuring the grid voltages, capacitor voltage, and grid current at kth

sampling instant;

2) One-step delay is compensated by calculating the grid currents at (k+1)th

sampling instant, and then predicting the grid currents at (k+2)th sampling

instant for all candidate current vectors in the control set (nine current vec-
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tors);

3) Evaluating the cost function value JAD for each prediction result;

4) Choosing the best current vector with the minimum value of JAD as the

output to control the switching devices.

Once the prediction model and control horizons are determined, the cost

function remains the only tuning tool to control the future behavior of the

converter. In [89], to dampen the parallel LC resonance, the cost function JAD

is designed as

JAD =
[
i∗g+idamp − ig(k + 2)

]T [
i∗g+idamp − ig(k + 2)

]
+

λsfr |Iwr(k + 1)− Iwr(k)|
(2.14)

where i∗g=[i∗gα i∗gβ]T is the grid current reference vector. The cost function

consists of two terms. The first term penalizes the predicted grid current error

at the (k+2)th instant quadratically. The second term penalizes the switching

effort between two consecutive instants to reduce switching frequency. The

positive weighting factor λsfr is a tunable parameter that adjusts the trade-off

between the grid current tracking accuracy and the switching frequency. The

active power reference P ∗ comes from the PI regulator of dc-link current and

reactive power reference Q∗ is usually set at zero to achieve unity power factor.

According to the generalized equation for instantaneous power calculation at

the grid-side [90], the reference value of grid current can be derived respectively

as follows  i∗gα = 2
3

P ∗vgα+Q∗vgβ
v2
gα+v2

gβ

i∗gβ = 2
3

P ∗vgβ−Q∗vgα
v2
gα+v2

gβ

(2.15)

In the conventional AD scheme [45], the HPF is indispensably used to extract

the harmonic component of capacitor voltage, which is then divided by the

pre-defined virtual resistor to calculate idamp. The benefit of FCS-MPCAD

proposed in [89] is that it avoids using HPF, and deriving the damping current

reference as follows

idamp =
vcr(k + 1)− v∗cr

Rdamp

(2.16)

Since v∗cr represents the fundamental reference value of capacitor voltage, it
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can be calculated according to{
v∗crα = vgα + ωgLfri

∗
gβ

v∗crβ = vgβ − ωgLfri∗gα
(2.17)

where ωg is the grid angular frequency, Rdamp should be selected appropriately

since large Rdamp cannot achieve the desired damping effects while small Rdamp

will cause an unstable system [27].

FCS-MPCAD uses the same principle with the convention AD notion by

emulating a virtual resistor in parallel with the capacitor. It introduces the

damping current component into the fundamental current reference, which

may affect the actual power tracking accuracy and deteriorate the steady per-

formance of CSR especially when it works at a low switching frequency.

2.2.2 Proposed Cost Function With Direct Feedback

The proposed FCS-MPC scheme utilizes the inherent advantage of FCS-MPC

that several state variables can be simultaneously controlled via a single cost

function. To this end, the capacitor voltage reference tracking is included

in the cost function directly in addition to the grid current power reference

tracking, which is shown as

Jproposed =
[
x∗
g − xg(k + 2)

]T
W
[
x∗
g − xg(k + 2)

]
+λsfr |Iwr(k + 1)− Iwr(k)|

(2.18)

where the reference vector x∗
g=[i∗gα i

∗
gβ v

∗
crα v

∗
crβ]T. The predictive state variable

can be obtained through discrete modeling (2.3). The weighting factor matrix

W assigns different penalized priorities between the grid current and capacitor

voltage, and

W =


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 λvcr 0
0 0 0 λvcr

 (2.19)

The positive weighting factor λvcr is a tunable parameter that adjusts the

trade-off between the capacitor voltage reference tracking accuracy and other

items. Comparing Jproposed and JAD, it can be found that both grid current

and capacitor voltage are predicted and controlled in these two cost functions.
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Figure 2.5: Geometrical representations of the cost functions (depicted for a typical 1MVA
CSR system). (a)Jproposed. (b)JAD.

In addition, by substituting (2.16) into (2.14), the reciprocal value of virtual

resistor 1/Rdamp in (2.14) can be also treated as a kind of weighting factor, and

then (2.14) looks equivalent to (2.18). However, there are some key differences

between them.

In (2.14), the damping current idamp represents the harmonic component

of capacitor voltage scaled by Rdamp and is added to the fundamental current

reference, which implies a coupling relationship exists between fundamental

reference tracking and harmonic component since the first item penalizes the

predicted current error quadratically. Therefore, idamp will always interfere

with fundamental reference tracking. On the contrary, the second item in

(2.18) implies that the harmonic component of capacitor voltage would be

suppressed as small as possible, where the fundamental and harmonic com-

ponents are controlled independently. Moreover, ignoring the switching effort

in these two cost functions firstly, Fig. 2.5 gives the contour map of Jproposed

and JAD with respect to dq-axis grid currents by keeping the same weighting

coefficients for the capacitor voltage to achieve the equivalent comparison, i.e.

λvcr=1/R2
damp. It is seen that the cost functions of these two controllers are

not equivalent, despite the switching cost. This difference is illustrated by the

different shapes of their corresponding contour lines. It can be seen that the

proposed cost function can achieve a very smooth shape, whereas the contour

map of cost function JAD looks spiky (lots of local solutions). Furthermore, it

can be seen that the overall cost value in JAD is larger than that of Jproposed,

especially when the current tracking error is larger.
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Figure 2.6: Demonstration for switching state transition in the proposed FCS-MPC.

To avoid large di/dt in CSR, the number of switching state changes in CSR

should be reduced as much as possible during each commutation, which implies

that only one switch can be switched at most or without any switching action.

Therefore, according to the transition rules for switching states in Fig. 2.6,

only five current vectors are taken into the FCS at the next predictive horizon.

Thus, the number of enumeration execution times in the proposed FCS-MPC

can be reduced consequently, which relieves the computational burden. For

example, if the switching state in kth sampling interval is iwr1, then the FCS

in the next sampling interval is determined as Iwr1, Iwr2, Iwr6, and two zero

vectors Iwr01, Iwr03. Another benefit of following the graph in Fig. 2.6 is that

the maximum average switching frequency can be restricted as well.

For the implementation of the proposed FCS-MPC, a full-order observer

for CSR can be taken to estimate the capacitor voltage vcr, thus reducing the

number of voltage sensors. The full-order observer is similar to those used to

estimate load current in [91] and stator flux of motor in [92]. The observer

mainly introduces the sampling error feedback of grid current based on the

measured output, thus realizing noise rejection and improving the accuracy of

estimation and prediction for the control algorithm. According to the state

space model in (2.3), the capacitor voltage observer can be expressed as{
dxob

dt
= Agxob + Bgug + Egvg − L(yg − yob)

yob = Cxob

(2.20)

where, yg=Cxg and C=[1 0 0 0; 0 1 0 0]; xob=[igα ob igβ ob vcrα ob vcrβ ob]
T
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is the observed variables and yob is the output of the designed observer. L

represents the feedback gain matrix for sampling error, which is 4×2 order

matrix. The linear quadratic (LQ) optimal principle [93] can be employed

to determine L with a guaranteed stability margin, thus L can be calculated

offline according to

L = −PCTR−1 (2.21)

Here P can be derived by solving the Riccati equation, i.e.

AgP + PAg
T −PCTR−1CP + Q = 0 (2.22)

Q and R are positive definite diagonal matrices and represent the weighting

values on the state variables and inputs respectively. Therefore, Q and R need

to be tuned to ensure the control system achieves satisfactory performance.

Assuming xd is the deviation between the actual value and the observed value

of state variables respectively, i.e. xd=xg-xob, therefore, the dynamic model

for error vector xd can be derived as follows according to (2.3) and (2.20).

dxd

dt
= (Ag + LC)xd (2.23)

The Lyapunov function-based analysis is used to prove the stability of the

observer [93]. Define the energy function as

ELF = xT
dP−1xd (2.24)

which shows that ELF is positive definite and then the derivative of ELF can

be calculated as

dELF

dt
=

dxT
dP

−1xd

dt
=

dxT
d

dt
P−1xd + xT

dP−1 dxd

dt

= xT
dP−1(PAg

T + AgP− 2PCTR−1CP)P−1xd

≤ −xT
dP−1QP−1xd

(2.25)

It can be seen that the derivative of ELF is always negative definite, which

implies that the observer is asymptotically stable.

Fig. 2.7 demonstrates the proposed FCS-MPC scheme for CSR under

normal grid conditions. Compared to the conventional FCS-MPCAD scheme in

Fig. 2.4, the simple structure under normal grid operations is reserved. Thanks
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Figure 2.7: The diagram of proposed FCS-MPC scheme for CSR.

to the inherent advantage of FCS-MPC, multi-objectives can be managed by a

single cost function. For the proposed cost function (2.18), λvcr can be turned

firstly to obtain a satisfactory damping effect for resonance, and λvcr=1/R2
damp

guides the design of λvcr as well. Then, the desired average switching frequency

can be reached by gradually increasing λsfr.

2.2.3 Proposed Cost Function With Selective Harmonic
Rejection

The power quality of the grid voltage supply will influence the performance

of CSR directly, where specific harmonic orders of series resonance will be

excited in grid current easily (for example 5th or 7th harmonic). Although the

control scheme taking grid current and capacitor voltage as the feedback can

effectively suppress the resonance from the CSR side, more suitable and reliable

strategies should be considered to furthermore improve the waveform quality of

grid currents under distorted grid voltage conditions. For the FCS-MPC under

distorted grid conditions with dominant 5th and 7th supply harmonic voltage,

a modified cost function is employed to take the fundamental current reference

tracking, capacitor voltage reference tracking, and selective current harmonic

suppression items to reduce grid current distortion and thus improving the
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Figure 2.8: Realizing process of SDFT in the digital controller.

waveform quality, which is shown as

Jdistorted grid =
[
x∗g distorted − xg(k + 2)

]T
W
[
x∗g distorted − xg(k + 2)

]
+

5,7∑
H

λigH [|igH(k + 2)|]2 + λsfr |Iwr(k + 1)− Iwr(k)|

(2.26)

where the reference vector x∗
g distorted=[i∗gαF i∗gβF v∗crα v∗crβ]T and i∗gαF and

i∗gβF represent the fundamental grid current reference. The selective harmonic

current suppression item can be seen as additional feedback in the controller

and will improve the grid current waveform quality furthermore.

The harmonic current prediction can be realized by employing the sliding

discrete Fourier transformation (SDFT) technique [94], which is suitable for

real-time implementation with acceptable computational cost. The principle of

SDFT is based on DFT but with the help of a constant N -sized sliding window,

the large unnecessary calculation can be avoided since the window serves as a

storage buffer for the sampling signal. During each sampling interval, the

first data in the window is discarded and the new predictive value enters

the window, which implies that only two data points are updated for each

SDFT operation during the predictive horizon, then according to the recursive

equation, i.e.,

Sh(n) = Sh(n− 1)ej
2πh
N − z(n−N) + z(n) (2.27)

the predictive harmonic components of the desired signal z can be extracted

in real-time. The Sh(n) represents the new spectral component and Sh(n-1)

represents the previous one. z is the input signal and h is a positive integer

which refers to the extracted harmonic order of z. The attractive feature
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of SDFT is the sliding window employed during each control interval. With

the recursive relationship between the updated data and previous data, the

realization process for SDFT in the DSPs is relatively easy to be programmed,

which is shown in Fig. 2.8. The computational burden is independent of N

and (2.27) is only executed once for each signal with only two data updated.

In addition, the exponent item ej
2πh
N can be calculated offline since h and N

are both determined in advance.

Under the distorted grid conditions, the control objective is still to obtain

sinusoidal current with fundamental grid frequency, and the harmonic voltage

will not generate real power since fundamental current and harmonic voltage

have different frequencies. Therefore, according to the instantaneous power

reference and fundamental component of grid voltage, the reference funda-

mental current can be calculated as follows. i∗gαF = 2
3

P ∗vgαF+Q∗vgβF
v2
gαF+v2

gβF

i∗gβF = 2
3

P ∗vsβF−Q∗vgαF
v2
gαF+v2

gβF

(2.28)

Here the grid fundamental voltage is also measured by the SDFT technique.

Fig. 2.9(a) demonstrates the proposed FCS-MPC scheme for CSR under

the distorted grid condition. It is worth mentioning that the magnitude of

grid harmonic component |vgH| can be utilized to distinguish whether the

grid condition is healthy or distorted, and subsequently decide which controller

should be selected, as shown in Fig. 2.9(b).

2.2.4 Simulation and Experimental Results

The proposed FCS-MPC under the αβ frame is firstly verified to illustrate

its effectiveness under normal and distorted grid conditions respectively. A

1-MVA CSR system with typical parameters in Table 2.1 [27] is adopted in

MATLAB/Simulink. The proportional gain and integral gain of the outer PI

regulator are set as 5 and 500 respectively. The resonance damping effect

shown in [27] concludes a rule that Rdamp for high-power CSR should not be

lower than 1.0p.u. Therefore Rdamp is selected empirically as 2p.u. in [89],

which is employed for conventional FCS-MPCAD as well. Moreover, white
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Figure 2.9: Proposed FCS-MPC scheme for CSR. (a) Control stage under distorted grid
conditions. (b) Mechanism to detect the distorted grid and shift control.

Gaussian noise is added to the sampling process of grid voltage and current.

Table 2.1: Simulated parameters of the CSR System

Parameters Simulated value Experimental value

Rated power 1MVA 10kVA

Rated line to line voltage 4160V60Hz 208V60Hz

Filter inductor 0.1p.u. 0.15p.u.

Filter capacitor 0.4p.u. 0.26p.u.

Line resistor 0.03p.u. 0.1p.u.

DC-link inductor 1.96p.u. 1.74p.u.

DC load resistor 1p.u. 2p.u.

Resonance frequency 300Hz. 300Hz.

Virtual damping resistor 2p.u. 2p.u.

Fig. 2.10 shows the waveforms of phase a grid current for FCS-MPCAD and

proposed FCS-MPC scheme respectively and corresponding frequency spec-

trum analysis results based on fast Fourier transformation (FFT). The rela-

tionship λvcr=1/R2
damp is kept to achieve an equivalent comparison between

these two schemes. Both these two control schemes can suppress the LC res-

onance in CSR effectively. Since the switching frequency is kept at 1kHz by

adjusting weighting factor λsfr, relatively superior grid current performances
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Figure 2.10: Simulated comparison of grid currents (phase a) and corresponding FFT anal-
ysis with 1kHz switching frequency. (a) FCS-MPCAD. (b) Proposed FCS-MPC.

Figure 2.11: Simulated comparison of grid currents (phase a) and corresponding FFT anal-
ysis with 500Hz switching frequency. (a) FCS-MPCAD. (b) Proposed FCS-MPC.

are achieved and the fundamental total harmonic distortion (THD) for these

two schemes are similar, i.e, 4.33% and 3.99% respectively.

Fig. 2.11 shows the performance of phase a grid current for FCS-MPCAD

and the proposed FCS-MPC scheme when the switching frequency is reduced

to 500Hz. It is observed that the grid current waveform and its harmonic

spectrum using the proposed FCS-MPC scheme are superior to those of the

adopted FCS-MPCAD under the same switching frequency, which has verified

the proposed cost function (2.18) is better than (2.14) with the lower switching

frequency. Besides, the cost function (2.18) is more intuitive with lower design

complexity.

Fig. 2.12 shows the grid current waveform of the proposed FCS-MPC

under distorted grid conditions. Two cases are presented, i.e. grid voltage

contains 10% 5th harmonic (resonant frequency), and the other case contains

5% 5th harmonic with 3% 7th harmonic. It is clearly that dominant 5th and 7th
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Figure 2.12: Simulated comparison of grid currents and FFT analysis under grid harmonic
voltage. (a) 10% 5th harmonic with normal grid controller. (b) 10% 5th harmonic with
distorted grid controller. (c) 5% 5th harmonic and 3% 7th harmonic with normal grid
controller. (d) 5% 5th harmonic and 3% 7th harmonic with distorted grid controller.

current harmonics are eliminated apparently by adding the selective harmonic

penalization item into the cost function, i.e., (2.26). Therefore, it confirms

that sinusoidal currents still can be obtained with the proposed controller

under distorted grid conditions.

Fig. 2.13 shows the magnitude of 5th and 7th harmonic components of grid

current over test time under supply voltage containing 10% 5th harmonic. From

0s to 1s, CSR works under normal grid operation, and the 5th and 7th harmonics

are relatively apparent, and thus the THD of grid current is large. At 1s

instant, the SDFT of fundamental grid voltage extraction is enabled, where

the current reference changes from (2.15) to the fundamental component, i.e.,

(2.28). Thus, the 7th harmonic is reduced but the 5th harmonic remains the

same magnitude. At 2s instant, the SDFT of harmonic grid current prediction

is enabled and then added into the cost function, which begins to suppress the

5th harmonic current. Therefore, based on these two improvements, desired

performance of grid current can be achieved under distorted grid conditions,

and the effectiveness of the proposed operation is verified.
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Figure 2.13: Magnitude of 5th and 7th harmonic of grid current under different operations.

Figure 2.14: Experimental setup of 10-kVA CSR.

Fig. 2.14 shows a scaled 10-kVA CSR hardware prototype. The IGCTs-

based CSR (IGCT module number: 5SHZ 0860F0005) is digitally controlled

by a MicroLabBox 1202 controller with a complex programmable logic device

(CPLD) system, which is employed to verify the proposed FCS-MPC scheme

experimentally. The detailed setup parameters are given in Table 2.1. The

proportional gain and integral gain of the outer PI loop in the experiment are

set as 2 and 200 respectively.

Fig. 2.15 shows the experimental waveforms of dc-link current, grid cur-

rent, grid voltage, and capacitor voltage obtained from FCS-MPCAD and the

proposed FCS-MPC scheme. It is observed that the performance gap of these

two schemes is not particularly large but the proposed FCS-MPC gains grid

currents with smaller THD 5.17% and a better damping effect.
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Figure 2.15: Experimental waveforms comparison with 1kHz switching frequency. (a) FCS-
MPCAD. (b) Proposed FCS-MPC.

Figure 2.16: Experimental waveforms comparison with 500Hz switching frequency. (a)
FCS-MPCAD. (b) Proposed FCS-MPC.

Similarly, Fig. 2.16 shows the experimental waveforms of dc-link current,

grid current, grid voltage, and capacitor voltage, except that the switching

frequency of FCS-MPCAD and proposed FCS-MPC are both kept at 500Hz.

It is observed that the grid current THD of the proposed FCS-MPC (9.30%) is

smaller than FCS-MPCAD (11.33%). The experimental results are consistent

with the theoretical analysis and simulated results.

Fig. 2.17 shows the experimental waveform and FFT analysis of grid cur-

rent of proposed FCS-MPC when the grid voltage contains 5% 5th harmonic.

It is worth mentioning that 5% 5th harmonic is relatively large since the LC

filter is in short-circuit status for the specific frequency. Fig. 2.18 gives the

result for grid current when grid voltage contains 5% 5th harmonic and 3%

7th harmonic. Similar to simulated results, dominant 5th and 7th current har-

monics are eliminated apparently by employing the modifications under the

distorted grid, which can be clearly seen from their corresponding harmonic

spectrums. Therefore, the proposed FCS-MPC with selective harmonic re-

jection can effectively improve the grid current quality under distorted grid
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Figure 2.17: Experimental waveforms comparison under 5% 5th grid harmonic voltage. (a)
Proposed FCS-MPC for the normal grid. (b) Proposed FCS-MPC for the distorted grid.

Figure 2.18: Experimental waveforms comparison under 5% 5th and 3% 7th grid harmonic
voltage. (a) Proposed FCS-MPC for the normal grid. (b) Proposed FCS-MPC for the
distorted grid.

conditions.

2.3 FCS-MPC Scheme With Enhanced Robust-

ness for CSR-Side

Considering the challenge of the MPC scheme, the system robustness to the

parameter mismatch is investigated and the disturbance observer is designed

to enhance the robustness. To this end, the tracking error model of CSR is

firstly built under the synchronous dq frame, where the constant state vari-

able can intuitively show the error change subjected to the specific parame-

ter mismatch case. Based on this, the observer is developed to estimate the

lumped disturbance and contributes to the prediction error compensation. The

observer-based disturbance estimation can also be universally applied to the

CSI-fed motor side. Finally, the potential of applying the FCS-MPC to CSR

with a long prediction horizon length is revealed.
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2.3.1 Proposed Disturbance Observer-Based FCS-MPC

To suppress the filter resonance, both the grid current and capacitor voltage are

regulated through the cost function in the proposed FCS-MPC. However, for

the high-order system, the effect of parameter mismatch is rarely investigated

in the MPC-based scheme. Undeniably, the variation of system parameters

will cause the prediction error within each control interval. As a result, the

accuracy of input vector selection will be reduced and thus the system perfor-

mance will degrade [95]. Moreover, the impact caused by parameter mismatch

will be worse for the FCS-MPC schemes applied in the CSR because the ca-

pacitor voltage reference is required in the cost function, which uses the value

of inductance. As a result, the tracking error of the capacitor voltage will

be further increased with the inductance value mismatch. Therefore, the ro-

bustness of FCS-MPC should be enhanced to ensure the performance under

mismatched parameters.

The system state variable is expected to track the steady-state reference,

including grid current reference i∗g= i∗gd+ji∗gq and capacitor voltage reference

v∗cr= v∗crd+jv∗crq. According to the active power P ∗ and reactive power Q∗, the

dq-axes grid current reference can be calculated as i∗gd = 2
3

P ∗vgd+Q∗vgq
v2
gd+v2

gq

i∗gq = 2
3

P ∗vgd−Q∗vgq
v2
gd+v2

gq

(2.29)

Furthermore, the dq-axes capacitor voltage reference can be inferred as follows

based on the internal modeling.{
v∗crd = −Rgi

∗
gd + ωgLri

∗
gq + vgd

v∗crq = −Rgi
∗
gq − ωgLri∗gd + vgq

(2.30)

According to the dynamic modeling (2.7) and the reference of grid current

and capacitor voltage, the dynamic equation of the state tracking error can be

built as
dx̃gdq

dt
= Agdqx̃gdq + Bgugdq + Bgudis (2.31)

where the error vector x̃gdq=[̃igd ĩgq ṽcrd ṽcrq]
T and ĩgd=igd-i

∗
gd, ĩgq=igq-i

∗
gq,

ṽcrd=vcrd-v
∗
crd, ṽcrq=vcrq-v

∗
crq. The input disturbance vector udis=[iwrd dis iwrq dis]

T,
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which is expressed as{
iwrd dis = −i∗gd − ωgCfrv∗crq +md

iwrq dis = −i∗gq + ωgCfrv
∗
crd +mq

(2.32)

where md and mq are the lumped disturbance, including the parameter mis-

match effect and unknown noise. As can be seen in (2.8), the value of induc-

tance and capacitance are mainly used as denominators in matrix elements.

Considering the magnitude order of LC parameters, a small change will cause

a significant mismatch in the system modeling. Therefore, the mismatched

LC filter will affect the prediction accuracy of the state variables. Besides, the

accuracy of the capacitor voltage reference will also be affected by the mis-

matched inductance. To overcome the adverse effect caused by the parameter

mismatch of the LC filter, both the capacitor voltage reference and the input

disturbance are estimated online through observers, which work parallel with

the controller to compensate for the steady-state tracking error. In this pro-

cess, the dynamic of the capacitor voltage reference and the input disturbance

are assumed to be slow compared to the fast sampling.

According to the dynamic modeling (2.7), the following modeling can be

built to describe the dynamic of grid current and capacitor voltage reference.{
dxt

dt
= Atxt + Btut

yt = Ctxt

(2.33)

where xt=[̃igd ĩgq v
∗
crd v

∗
crq]

T, ut=[vcrd vcrq]
T, yt=[̃igd ĩgq]

T, and

At =


−Rr
Lr

ωg
1
Lr

0

−ωg − Rr
Lr

0 1
Lr

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

 ,Bt =


− 1
Lr

0

0 − 1
Lr

0 0
0 0

 ,Ct =

[
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0

]
(2.34)

The discrete-time expression of (2.33) can be written as

xt ob(k + 1) = Atdxt ob(k) + Btdut(k) + Ltd(yt −Ctxt ob) (2.35)

where the estimated vector xt ob=[̃igd ob ĩgq ob v
∗
crd ob v

∗
crq ob]

T and the discrete

matrices Atd = eAtTs ≈
2∑

n=0

At
nTsn

n!
and Btd ≈

2∑
n=1

At
n−1Tsn

n!
Bt. The feedback
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matrix Ltd can be directly designed based on the Kalman filtering process [96],

where the steady-state gain can be expressed as

Ltd (∞) = AtdPtdCt
T(Rtd + CtPtCt

T)−1 (2.36)

and Ptd can be solved from the following Riccati equation

Ptd = Atd
T[Ptd −PtdCt(Rtd + Ct

TPtdCt)
−1Ct

TPtd]Atd + Qtd (2.37)

In this case, the observer closed-loop matrix Atd−LtdCt can be stable. Also,

the matrix Qtd and Rtd represent the covariance matrices of the measurement

noise and modeling mismatch respectively, which adjust the tradeoff between

the noise rejection and bandwidth.

To improve the prediction accuracy, the unknown input udis is also es-

timated by designing the observer. Based on (2.7), the following dynamic

modeling can be obtained.{
dxo

dt
= Aoxo + Bouo

yo = Coxo

(2.38)

where xo=[ṽcrd ṽcrq iwrd dis iwrq dis]
T, uo=[̃igd− iwrd ĩgd− iwrq]T, yo=[ṽcrd ṽcrq]

T

and

Ao =


0 ωg − 1

Cfr
0

−ωg 0 0 − 1
Cfr

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

 ,Bo =


1
Cfr

0

0 1
Cfr

0 0
0 0

 ,Co =

[
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0

]

(2.39)

The discrete-time expression of the disturbance observer (2.38) is

xo ob(k + 1) = Aodxo ob(k) + Boduo(k) + Lod(yo −Coxo ob) (2.40)

where the estimated vector xo ob=[ṽcrd ob ṽcrq ob iwrd dis ob iwrq dis ob]
T and Aod =

eAoTs ≈
2∑

n=0

Ao
nTsn

n!
, Bod ≈

2∑
n=1

Aon−1Tsn

n!
Bo. Also, the feedback matrix Lod is

designed according to

Lod (∞) = AodPodCo
T(Rod + CoPodCo

T)−1 (2.41)

and Pod can be solved by the Riccati equation. Also, the matrix Qod and Rod

can be taken as the tuning parameters.
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Figure 2.19: Disturbance-observer-based FCS-MPC scheme for CSR.

It is worth mentioning that the observer (2.35) and (2.40) also estimate the

state tracking error of grid-current and capacitor voltage, which are provided

in the one-step forward predictive manner based on the kth step sampling

information. Therefore, the delay compensation in the FCS-MPC can be re-

placed by the estimated state error from the observer. Fig. 2.19 shows the

diagram of the observer-based FCS-MPC scheme, and the robustness can be

strengthened through the disturbance compensation.

It should be noted that the cost function under the dq frame still directly

takes the tracking error of the grid current and capacitor voltage as the control

objectives, i.e.,

Jproposed dq = x̃T
gdqWx̃gdq + λsfr |Iwr(k + 1)− Iwr(k)| (2.42)

2.3.2 Long Prediction Horizon with Only Grid Current
Feedback

Based on the multivariable regulation, the FCS-MPC scheme with one-step

forward prediction can achieve good performance in the CSR system. To

further reveal the potential of FCS-MPC, the tracking process of grid current

and the predictive stage are analyzed. Furthermore, the predictive horizon

length is increased to estimate the controller performance in the CSR system.
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Fig. 2.20 presents the trajectory evolution of the grid current using the

FCS-MPC scheme but under different scenarios. Due to the second-order

feature, the change of capacitor voltage is constrained to be continuous. Con-

sequently, the derivative of the grid current cannot change suddenly, which

also expresses the continuous property. In Fig. 2.20(a), the one-step forward

prediction-based FCS-MPC scheme with the regulation of both grid-current

and capacitor voltage is applied. In this case, the two freedom degrees of the

current, including the magnitude and derivative are regulated well. For ex-

ample, considering the current time at the kth instant, the trajectory of grid

current may be driven to five possible candidates based on the control set. As

can be seen, the trajectory point with the minimum magnitude error is not al-

ways selected at each instant, such as the (k+1)th instant. The reason is that

the optimal trajectory presents the tradeoff between the derivative and magni-

tude error. In Fig. 2.20(b), the one-step forward prediction-based FCS-MPC

scheme is still applied but without the capacitor voltage regulation. Therefore,

the cost function selects the input vector only according to the magnitude er-

ror of the grid current. As can be seen at (k+1)th instant, the trajectory point

with minimum magnitude error is selected, but the grid current derivative is

not regulated. As a result, all available inputs will generate large deviations

from the reference at (k+2)th instant, which cannot restore the tendency of

grid current. Therefore, even though the point with the minimum magnitude

error is always selected, the resonance will appear. Fig. 2.20(c) presents the

trajectory with only grid current regulation but the prediction horizon has

been extended. In this case, the trajectory leading to resonance can be de-

tected at kth, which will be abandoned by the controller because all of the

instantaneous tracking errors within the horizon will be added up as the eval-

uation criteria. Finally, according to the RHP, the first element in the control

input sequence resulting in the optimal trajectory will be applied. Thus, it can

be inferred that the long horizon prediction can improve the CSR performance

with only grid current regulation.

In summary, both the magnitude and derivative of grid current are needed

to be regulated well with the one-step forward prediction. On the other hand,
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Figure 2.20: The trajectory of grid current under the FCS-MPC scheme. (a) One-step
prediction with capacitor voltage regulation. (b) One-step prediction without capacitor
voltage regulation. (c) Long-horizon prediction without capacitor voltage regulation.

the longer horizon length endows the controller with the ability to only regu-

late the magnitude error since the grid current tendency can be predicted in

advance. In this case, the capacitor voltage tracking item does not need to

be included in the cost function and the capacitor voltage reference can be

eliminated, thus enhancing the robustness of the control scheme.

Ignoring the input disturbance in (2.31), the long horizon prediction results

can be formulated as follows.

X̃gdq(k) = Φx̃gdq(k) + ΞUgdq(k) (2.43)

where X̃gdq(k)=[x̃gdq(k+1) x̃gdq(k+2) ,..., x̃gdq(k+N)]T, Ugdq(k)=[ugdq(k)

ugdq(k + 1) ,..., ugdq(k +N − 1)]T, Φ =
[

Agdq Agdq
2 , ..., Agdq

N
]T

,
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Ξ=


Bg

AgdqBg Bg
...
Agdq

N−1Bg Agdq
N−2Bg . . . Bg

and N is the length of the

predictive horizon.

According to (2.43), it can be seen that the prediction within the horizon

contains two components, i.e. the one depending on the state error x̃gdq and

the other reflecting the response from the available input combinations in the

future steps. During each sampling interval, the first item Φx̃gdq(k) can be

pre-calculated and taken as constant while the second item contains the future

response. Therefore, if the second item cannot cover the possible responses, the

optimal control input sequence may be missed because the cost function only

evaluates the subset of the response range. For CSR modeling in (2.31), matrix

Agdq is full rank and the length of the state vector is 4. Besides, checking that

rank[Bg AgdqBg] = 4 and thus the reachable subspace R(Agdq,Bg)|k of CSR

system at time instant kth can be expressed as [97]

R(Agdq,Bg)|k = span [Bg AgdqBg] (2.44)

where span[x1, x2, . . . , xm] represents the subspace generated by the linear

combinations of x1, x2, . . . , xm. Therefore, the one-step forward prediction

only evaluates the subset of span [Bg], whose scope is much smaller than the

reachable subspace. Thus, it is difficult for the controller to select the input

resulting in optimal trajectory, especially under the case with only grid current

regulation. With two-step prediction (N=2) adopted, the total 25 combina-

tions of span [Bg AgdqBg] are evaluated, which can significantly extend the

evaluated range. Further, the longer the prediction horizon (N≥2), the more

responses in the subspace are evaluated, thus improving system performance.

2.3.3 Simulation and Experimental Results

To intuitively observe the tracking errors of state variables caused by the LC

parameter mismatch effect, a simulated case for the state tracking error of the

CSR system is shown in Fig. 2.21, where the line-to-line grid peak voltage is

110V and the dc-link current reference is set as 7.2A with 500W active power
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Figure 2.21: The simulated tracking error of grid current and capacitor voltage using one-
step prediction FCS-MPC scheme. (a) Without parameter mismatch. (b) δL=+66.67%. (c)
δL=-66.67%. (d) δC=+50%. (e) δC=-50%.

generated and the reactive power is set as 0Var to maintain the unity power

factor. The parameter mismatch effect is tested by increasing or decreasing

the adopted value of the LC filter in the controller. The parameter mismatch

percent can be defined as

δL =
L∆

Lr
, δC =

C∆

Cfr
(2.45)

where L∆ and C∆ are the mismatched part of the inductance and capacitance

value. As shown in Fig. 2.21(a), all of the state tracking errors are close

to zero with the nominal inductance and capacitance value used in the con-

troller. Fig. 2.21(b) and Fig. 2.21(c) present the situation with mismatched

inductance used, resulting in non-zero tracking errors of both grid current

and capacitor voltage, which come from the prediction error and the incorrect

capacitor voltage reference. The different deviation directions of inductance

value will lead to the opposite change of the error in both the grid current

and capacitor voltage. Fig. 2.21(d) and Fig. 2.21(e) present the situation

with mismatched capacitance used and the non-zero errors have been caused
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Figure 2.22: The experimental tracking error of grid current and capacitor voltage using
one-step prediction FCS-MPC scheme with inductance mismatch. (a)/(b) Inactive/active
proposed observer with δL=+66.67%. (c)/(d) Inactive/active proposed observer with δL=-
66.67%

by the prediction error. It can be seen that the increased/decreased induc-

tance or decreased/increased capacitance used in the controller will generate

a similar deviated error in grid current. Especially, the q-axis current com-

ponent is affected most, which implies that the unity power factor cannot be

maintained. To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method under the in-

ductance mismatch situation, Fig. 2.22 shows the experimental tracking error

of grid current and capacitor voltage with/without using the dual observer. A

new grid-connected CSR hardware prototype, which adopts the SiC-MOSFET

(number: C3M0065100K) as the switching device has been adopted. The

digital controller is MicroLabBox 1202 and the tested switching frequency is

1.5kHz. The filter inductance is 3mH and the filter capacitance is 160µF. The

tracking error data is captured by the control desk project. As can be seen in

Fig. 2.22(a), with the increased inductance value used in the controller, the

prediction error and the incorrect capacitor voltage reference appear, result-

ing in the non-zero tracking error in both grid current and capacitor voltage.

When the proposed observer becomes active in Fig. 2.22(b), the zero tracking

error of the state variable can be guaranteed, where the prediction error is com-
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pensated and the capacitor voltage reference is generated from the observer.

Similarly, the state tracking error with reduced inductance value is compared

through Fig. 2.22(c) and Fig. 2.22(d), which verifies that the proposed method

is always effective to deal with the inductance mismatch.

Figure 2.23: The experimental tracking error of grid current and capacitor voltage using
one-step prediction FCS-MPC with inductance and capacitance mismatch. (a)/(b) Inac-
tive/active observer with δL=+66.67% and δC=-50%. (c)/(d) Inactive/active observer with
δL=+66.67% and δC=+50%. (e)/(f) Inactive/active observer with δL=-66.67% and δC=-
50%. (g)/(h) Inactive/active observer with δL=-66.67% and δC=+50%.

Fig. 2.23 compares the tracking error of grid current and capacitor voltage
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with the inductance and capacitance mismatch simultaneously. Undeniably,

the state tracking error exists in all of these cases. By enabling the proposed

dual observer, the tracking error of grid current and capacitor voltage can be

reduced to zero. Therefore, it verified that the robustness of the proposed

method for CSR application can be effectively improved.

To observe the effect of the long prediction horizon and verify the anal-

ysis in Fig. 2.20, the performance of FCS-MPC with different state variable

regulation and prediction horizon length are compared in Fig. 2.24, where

the experimental waveform and FFT analysis of grid current and line-to-line

capacitor voltage are presented. As can be seen in Fig. 2.24(a), the FCS-MPC

with one-step forward prediction can achieve satisfactory results by regulat-

ing both the grid current and capacitor voltage. Although the controller only

evaluates five kinds of prediction response, the freedom degrees of the current,

i.e. the magnitude and derivative are both effectively regulated. Furthermore,

Fig. 2.25(b) shows the CSR performance with one-step FCS-MPC but the

weighting factor for capacitor voltage has been set as zero. As a result, the

resonance problem appears and the grid current quality has been significantly

distorted. Therefore, it verifies that only grid current feedback in the CSR

system is not sufficient by using the one-step FCS-MPC. The derivative of the

grid current cannot be changed arbitrarily due to the capacitor constraint. The

FCS-MPC with the extended predictive horizon, including two-step and three-

step length, have been tested, where still only the grid current is regulated in

the cost function. As can be seen in Fig. 2.24(c), the CSR performance can be

significantly improved compared to Fig. 2.24(b). The range of the predictive

response has been enlarged, which makes the controller abandon the resonant

trajectory. The predictive response is closer to the subspace span[Br ArdqBr]

with a three-step prediction, further improving the grid current quality with

reduced THD in Fig. 2.24(d). Therefore, under the condition that with only

grid current feedback, the long-horizon FCS-MPC can guarantee closed-loop

stability and significantly improve the power quality compared to the one-step

case. In addition, the three-step FCS-MPC can achieve good current qual-

ity comparable to the one-step FCS-MPC scheme with both grid current and
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Figure 2.24: The steady-state experimental waveform of CSR system and FFT analysis of
grid currents and line-to-line capacitor voltage. (a) One-step prediction FCS-MPC with both
grid-current and capacitor voltage feedback. (b) One-step prediction FCS-MPC with only
grid-current feedback. (c) Two-step prediction FCS-MPC with only grid-current feedback.
(d) Three-step prediction FCS-MPC with only grid-current feedback.

Figure 2.25: The dynamic test of CSR system. (a) One-step FCS-MPC with both grid-
current and capacitor voltage feedback. (b) Two-step FCS-MPC with only grid-current
feedback. (c) Three-step FCS-MPC with only grid-current feedback.

capacitor voltage feedback.

The dynamic test of the multivariable feedback one-step FCS-MPC and

longer horizon prediction FCS-MPC with only grid current feedback are pre-

sented in Fig. 2.25. All of these three cases achieve smooth transient without

resonance spikes. Therefore, the CSR performance can be guaranteed with

only grid current feedback by extending the predictive length, which brings

benefits including the elimination of weighting factors for capacitor voltage

and the reduced effect caused by the mismatched inductance.

It is worth mentioning that the benefits of the multistep prediction ap-

plied to the second-order system have been focused and thus the further opti-

mization of the computational time reduction is not a core. To facilitate the
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realization of long prediction length, advanced branch and bound searching

processes, such as the sphere decoding method can be applied [98].

2.4 FCS-MPC for Transformerless CSCs-fed

PMSM Drives

The integrated dc-link choke can replace the bulky transformer in CSCs-fed

motor drive systems to bear the CMV. However, the CM resonance will be

excited by the specific harmonics in the CMV, which causes excessive CM

current in the loop. In this section, the FCS-MPC scheme is proposed to

tackle the CM resonance and filter resonance simultaneously. In the low-speed

region, besides restraining the PTP magnitude of the CMV at the rectifier side,

the third-order harmonic of the CMV generated by the inverter is extracted

and then penalized in the cost function to further suppress the CM current.

With the increase of the motor speed, the control objective of the inverter side

controller switches to the PTP magnitude of CMV suppression because of the

alleviation of the CM resonance. The simulation with 1MVA rated power and

the scaled-down experiment shows that the proposed scheme can suppress the

CM resonance, which contributes to a smaller size of the CM choke.

2.4.1 Expression and Properties of CMV Generated by
CSCs

The CMV generated by CSR and CSI sides are defined respectively as [53]

Vcmr =
VPr−g + VNr−g

2
, Vcmi =

VPi−o + VNi−o

2
(2.46)

where Vcmr and Vcmi represent the CMV at CSR and CSI sides. VPr−g and VNr−g

represent the voltage of two dc terminals Pr and Nr respectively, with respect

to the CSR-side ground g, as seen in Fig. 2.1. VPi−o and VNi−o represent

the voltage of two dc terminal Pi and Ni, respectively, with respect to the

motor-side neutral point o. Also, Vcmr and Vcmi can be calculated as follows
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[99]

Vcmr = 1
2
· [S1r + S4r S3r + S6r S5r + S2r]

 vga
vgb
vgc

 ,
Vcmi = 1

2
· [S1i + S4i S3i + S6i S5i + S2i]

 vsa
vsb
vsc

 (2.47)

In (2.47), the capacitor voltage of the CSR side can be substituted with the grid

voltage. It can be found that the CMV generated by the zero-switching state

will equal to the phase voltage while the active switching state will generate

CMV magnitude with half of the phase voltage. Therefore, the overall shape

of CMV is determined by the amplitude envelope of the capacitor voltage and

the applied switching state.

In general, for the FCS-MPC scheme for CSC application, the transition

between the active switching states is restrained to the adjacent vectors to

limit large di/dt. Besides, since three redundant zero vectors exist in a CSC,

the selection of zero vectors should follow the principle that maintains the

minimum number of transitions with the previous switching state. For ex-

ample, if the switching vector in the last interval is iwr(i)1 and zero vector

will be chosen, then iwr(i)z1 and iwr(i)z3 can be alternatives. However, these

two zero-states are still redundant since there is no further control freedom to

determine which one should be selected. Therefore, to ensure that the switch-

ing device of each phase can act evenly, the assignment of zero vector in the

general FCS-MPC scheme can use the transition rule from the SVM strategy

for CSC, where the transition of switching vectors is concluded in Table 2.2.

To clearly show the property of the CMV generated by the CSC, the simu-

lated waveform of the CMV and three-phase capacitor voltage of the CSI side

is presented in Fig. 2.26, where the switching state is switched according to

Table 2.2. It can be found that the CMV shape is the envelope of the capacitor

voltage. Besides, the CMV waveform contains the zero-sequence components

and the dominant harmonic order is the third [53].
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Table 2.2: Transition of the switching vectors for the general FCS-MPC scheme

The vector in last interval The candidate vectors in the next interval

iwr(i)1 iwr(i)6 iwr(i)1 iwr(i)2 iwr(i)z3

iwr(i)2 iwr(i)1 iwr(i)2 iwr(i)3 iwr(i)z2

iwr(i)3 iwr(i)2 iwr(i)3 iwr(i)4 iwr(i)z1

iwr(i)4 iwr(i)3 iwr(i)4 iwr(i)5 iwr(i)z3

iwr(i)5 iwr(i)4 iwr(i)5 iwr(i)6 iwr(i)z2

iwr(i)6 iwr(i)5 iwr(i)6 iwr(i)1 iwr(i)z1

iwr(i)z1 iwr(i)1 iwr(i)3 iwr(i)4 iwr(i)6 iwr(i)z1

iwr(i)z2 iwr(i)2 iwr(i)3 iwr(i)5 iwr(i)6 iwr(i)z2

iwr(i)z3 iwr(i)1 iwr(i)2 iwr(i)4 iwr(i)5 iwr(i)z3

Figure 2.26: The typical waveform of the CMV at the CSI side.

2.4.2 Common Mode Resonance in Transformerless CSCs

The CMV in the MV drive system can be blocked by the isolated transformer

but with the expense of system cost and weight. The integrated dc-link choke,

including differential inductance and CM inductance, has been proposed in

[52] to replace the isolated transformer. The differential inductance Ldiff can

reduce the dc-link current ripple while the CM inductance Lcm is responsible

Figure 2.27: The CM loop in the transformerless CSC-fed PMSM drive.
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for CMV suppression and the CM current limitation. According to Fig. 1.3,

the CM loop circuit can be redrawn in Fig. 2.27, which essentially is an RLC

loop. As can be seen, Vcmr and Vcmi are the two voltage sources in the CM

loop. Therefore, according to the Kirchhoff voltage law, the whole CMV of the

drive system Vog, namely the voltage between the neutral point o of PMSM

with respect to the ground g can be expressed as

Vog = Vcmr − Vcmi − VL (2.48)

where VL represents the voltage drop on the integrated dc-link choke. The total

CMV Vog can be significantly reduced since the dominant voltage component

of Vcmr − Vcmi is canceled out by VL. Moreover, the CM current icm can be

calculated as

icm =
Vcmr − Vcmi

Zcm
(2.49)

where Zcm is the total impedance of the CM loop. Therefore, the CM current

icm will be entirely determined by Vcmr, Vcmi and Zcm. It should be pointed

out that the positive/negative rail only contains half of the total CM current

flowing in the same direction [52]. According to the properties of CMV in

CSC, the third-order harmonic voltage is the dominant component in both

Vcmr and Vcmi, i.e., Vcmr 3 and Vcmi 3. Thus, it can be deduced that icm will

contain the dominant component with the triple stator frequency of the motor

side and the 180Hz component from the CSR side (the grid voltage frequency

is 60Hz).

The CM loop contains the inductive choke and two sides capacitors of

the CSC, which implies the CM series resonance will be easily excited by the

CMV component with a specific frequency. The resonant frequency can be

calculated as 
fcm res = 1

2π
√
LeqCeq

Hz

Leq = Lcm +
Ldiff

2

Ceq = 3 · Cfr·Cfi
Cfr+Cfi

(2.50)

where Leq and Ceq represent the equivalent inductance and capacitance of the

CM loop. As shown in [52], the typical resonance frequency of the CM loop is
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designed in the range of 0.528-0.744p.u., namely fcm res is from 31.5 to 44.7 Hz.

The frequency of Vcmr 3 is constant at 180Hz, which is higher than the resonant

frequency fcm res. Therefore, the CM current induced by the CSR side is not

very severe since the CMV component with 180Hz can be blocked by the CM

choke. However, due to the speed of motor changes, the frequency of Vcmi 3 will

change correspondingly. Assuming that the stator frequency of the motor is

approximately kept at 10-15Hz, the prominent third-order component with a

frequency ranging from 30 to 45Hz will appear in Vcmi. As a result, the severe

CM current will be induced in the CM loop, which may cause the magnetic

saturation of the CM choke. Furthermore, the CMV stress on the motor will

increase and the insulation challenge will be produced [53]. The core size of

the CM choke is directly related to the PTP magnitude of icm. As investigated

in [53], if a toroid core is adopted and the PTP magnitude of icm is reduced

by half, the core cross-sectional area, mean length per turn, and total copper

loss of the choke can be reduced by 60%, 37%, 22.25% respectively, which

contributes to the size reduction of the CM choke.

2.4.3 Proposed Cost Function With CM Resonance Sup-
pression

To reduce the CM current in the CSCs-fed PMSM system, the cost functions

of the FCS-MPC for both CSR and CSI sides are designed. For the CSR

side, to suppress the LC filter resonance, the grid current and the capacitor

voltage tracking at the CSR side are regulated simultaneously through the

cost function (2.18). On the other hand, because the frequency of dominant

component Vcmr 3 is constant at 180Hz and the amplitude of grid voltage is

constant as well, the component of icm induced by Vcmr will not change much.

The peak of icm can be reduced if the PTP magnitude of Vcmr is suppressed

well. Based on these two control objectives, the cost function for the CSR side

can be designed as follows

JCSR =
[
x∗g − xg(k + 2)

]T
W
[
x∗g − xg(k + 2)

]
+

λsfr |Iwr(k + 1)− Iwr(k)|+ λVcmr |Vcmr(k + 1)|
(2.51)
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where λVcmr is the positive weighting factor for the penalization of PTP magni-

tude of Vcmr. The predictive Vcmr can be calculated according to the definition

in (2.47).

For the CSI-fed PMSM side, the electromagnetic torque Te and stator flux

ψs can be controlled implicitly by regulating the stator current of PMSM.

However, because the CL resonance may occur and cause harmonic distortion,

the feedback of stator voltage (capacitor voltage) should be introduced into

the cost function as well. Therefore, the first component of the cost function

for the CSI side is designed as

JCSI1 = [x∗s − xs(k + 2)]TWs [x∗s − xs(k + 2)] + λsfi |Iwi(k + 1)− Iwi(k)|

(2.52)

where the second item penalizes the switching frequency with the weighting

factor λsfi. The q-axis reference i∗sq comes from the outer PI loop for motor

speed regulation and the d-axis reference i∗sd is set as 0 to achieve the operation

with the maximum torque current ratio. The positive weighting factor matrix

Ws is used to tune the priority of stator voltage tracking and thus the filter

resonance can be controlled. The steady-state reference of stator voltage can

be derived as {
v∗sd = Rsi

∗
sd − ωsLsi∗sq

v∗sq = Rsi
∗
sq + ωsLsi

∗
sd + ωsψf

(2.53)

Since the CM resonance will be excited by Vcmi when the motor runs in the

low-speed region, the CMV control strategy is different from that of the CSR

side. The CM current will be mainly amplified by the third-order component

Vcmi 3 at the CSI side. Therefore, it is important to eliminate Vcmi 3 when the

motor runs at a low speed. To achieve this goal, the cost function is designed

as follows to limit Vcmi 3 but not the PTP magnitude of Vcmi in the low-speed

region

JCSI2 LS = λVcmi 3
|Vcmi 3(k + 1)| (2.54)

where λVcmi 3
is the positive weighting factor for the penalization of the magni-

tude of Vcmi 3. As can be seen in (2.54), to effectively suppress the magnitude

of Vcmi 3, the extraction of harmonic information is needed. The SDFT can
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be employed to predict the harmonic information and be realized in real-time

with a low computational cost. The principle of SDFT is to store the data of

the signal into a buffer with a constant dimension. With the signal updated,

the new predictive data of the signal is sent into the buffer while the first data

in the buffer is discarded. Based on the recursive expression

|Vcmi h(k + 1)| = |Vcmi h(k)| ej
2πh
N − Vcmi(k −N) + Vcmi(k) (2.55)

the predictive harmonic component can be calculated, where the positive in-

teger h refers to the extracted harmonic order of Vcmi, i.e., h=3. As the motor

speed increases, the CM resonance will be alleviated since the stator frequency

will gradually move away from the resonant range of the CM loop. Therefore,

the third-order component Vcmi 3 can be blocked effectively by the CM choke

and icm will reduce consequently. In this case, the control objective should

switch from the elimination of Vcmi 3 to the suppression of the PTP magnitude

of Vcmi. As a result, the PTP value of icm will be reduced in the high-speed

region, which contributes to the reduction of the CM choke size. According to

this principle, the cost function for the high-speed region with PTP magnitude

suppression of Vcmi is designed as

JCSI2 HS = λVcmi |Vcmi(k + 1)| (2.56)

Finally, the cost function design for the CSI-fed PMSM side is expressed as

JCSI = JCSI1 + JCSI2 JCSI2 =

{
JCSI LS ωs < ωB
JCSI HS ωs ≥ ωB

(2.57)

where ωB is the speed boundary to distinguish whether the motor is running

in the low-speed region or the high-speed region.

The proposed FCS-MPC scheme for the CSCs-fed PMSM drive system

is shown in Fig. 2.28. The PI loop of the CSR side regulates the dc-link

current by generating the active power reference, and then the current and

capacitor voltage references can be derived. The predictive information of state

variables and the value of Vcmr can be calculated. Subsequently, the variable

ig and vcr are regulated to track their reference and the PTP magnitude of

Vcmr value is suppressed via the cost function (2.51). For the CSI side, the
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Figure 2.28: The proposed FCS-MPC scheme for transformerless CSCs-fed PMSM drive.

outer speed loop generates the dq-axis current reference and then the capacitor

voltage reference can be calculated. The information of Vcmi is predicted by

the candidate switching state. The control objective for the CSI side CMV

depends on the speed region of PMSM. When the speed is lower than the

defined boundary value ωB, the CM resonance suppression is prioritized, and

thus Vcmi 3 is extracted and then penalized in the cost function. With the

increased speed of the PMSM, the CMV control objective switches to the PTP

magnitude suppression of Vcmi. The regulation of CMV at both CSR and CSI

sides provides the freedom to decide which zero vectors will be selected. Thus,

all of the three zero-vectors iwr(i)z1, iwr(i)z2 and iwr(i)z3 can be included in

the next control interval.

The proposed FCS-MPC takes the advantage of multi-objective optimiza-

tion for the transformerless CSC-fed drive system. Since both the capacitor

voltage of CSR and CSI sides are controlled effectively, the LC/CL filter res-

onance is mitigated with reduced complexity compared to the existing AD

schemes. Moreover, the control scheme concentrates on all CMV generated in

the system, where the CM current reduction is the core. Therefore, the size of

the CM choke employed in the drive system can be reduced, which saves cost

and improves total efficiency.
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2.4.4 Simulation and Experimental Results

In order to verify the performance of the proposed FCS-MPC scheme for the

transformerless CSCs-fed PMSM drives, a simulated system with 1MVA rated

power is realized in the MATLAB/Simulink. The system parameters are shown

in Table 2.3. The sampling frequency for the whole system is 12kHz. The

weighting factors used in the simulation are λvcr=0.0008, λVcmr=0.002, λvci

=0.0015 and λVcmi =0.001 respectively. The weighting factors λsfr and λsfi

are tuned to maintain the 1kHz switching frequency of CSC.

Table 2.3: Simulated and experimental parameters of the transformerless CSCs-fed PMSM
drive system

Parameters Simulated value Experimental value

CSR Grid voltage (line-to-line) 4160V 90V

Nominal power 1MVA 10kVA

Grid frequency 60Hz 60Hz

Line inductance Lr 4.58mH 2.5mH

Input filter capacitance Cfr 76.64µF 160µF

DC link Differential-mode inductance Ldiff 31.5mH 40mH

Common-mode inductance Lcm 400mH 100mH

CM resistance Rcm 15Ω 5Ω

CM resonance frequency fcm res 30Hz 32Hz

CSI-PMSM Output capacitance Cfi 46µF 120µF

Rated power of PMSM 1MVA 1kW

Rated stator frequency 80Hz 100Hz

Rated torque of PMSM 8000N·m 8N·m

Stator inductance Ls 5.46mH 3.1mH

Permanent fluxψf 8.45Wb 0.15Wb

Pole pairs 4 5

Monent of inertia J 18kg·m2 0.0012kg·m2

The verification of CM current when PMSM runs in the low-speed region

is performed in Fig. 2.29. The rotor speed nr is kept at 150r/min and thus

the stator frequency is 10Hz, which implies the Vcmi will contain a dominant

30Hz component and the CM resonance will be amplified at this speed. The

load torque is 4000N·m to simulate the light load and low-speed operation.
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Figure 2.29: The simulated performance in the low-speed region. (a) The waveform of Vcmr,
(b) The waveform of Vcmi. (c) The system CMV with and without the integrated dc-link
choke. (d) The waveform of the CM current.

At the 4s instance, the suppression of the PTP magnitude of Vcmr is enabled,

where the weighting factor λVcmr changes from 0 to 0.002. Therefore, the effect

of the reduced Vcmr on the performance of CM current can be shown. The

suppression for Vcmi 3 is enabled at the 8s instance, where the weighting factor

λVcmi 3
changes from 0 to 0.001. Fig.2.29 (a) and (b) shows the waveform of

Vcmr and Vcmi respectively. As can be seen, the PTP magnitude of Vcmr is

reduced effectively at the 4s instance when the penalization item in the cost

function is enabled. Consequently, the PTP magnitude of icm is mitigated at

the instant 4s, which can be seen in Fig. 2.29(d). Besides, the suppression

of the third-order harmonic Vcmi 3 is realized via the cost function and thus

the PTP magnitude of icm is significantly reduced. To show the effect of the

CM choke, the waveform Vcmr-Vcmi, which represents the CMV of the system

without the CM loop, and Vog with the CM loop are compared in Fig. 2.29(c).

It can be seen the majority of the system CMV is blocked by the CM choke,

and thus the voltage stress generated on the motor neutral point is effectively

reduced. Since icm is suppressed by the proposed FCS-MPC scheme, the size

of the choke and the CM loop resistance can be lower.

To further verify the performance improvement of icm, Fig. 2.30 gives the

zoom-in view of icm and the corresponding spectrum using the FFT analysis.

Moreover, the spectrum of the system CMV Vog is presented. It can be seen

in Fig. 2.30(a) that without any CMV suppression strategy, the dominant

components of icm are the 30Hz harmonic and 180Hz harmonic, which are
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Figure 2.30: The waveform of CM current and the corresponding FFT spectrums under
different CMV scenes. (a) Without suppression of PTP magnitude of Vcmr and Vcmi 3. (b)
With only the suppression of PTP magnitude of Vcmr. (c) With the suppression of PTP
magnitude of Vcmr and Vcmi 3 simultaneously.

generated by the Vcmi 3 and Vcmr 3 respectively. However, since the resonant

frequency of the CM loop is 30Hz, the CM current at this frequency is am-

plified. While the component with 180Hz is blocked because of the relatively

large impedance of the CM loop. In Fig. 2.30(b), with the PTP magnitude

suppression of Vcmr, the low-order harmonics, as well as the 180Hz component

of Vog, are reduced. It can be also found that the magnitude of the 180Hz com-

ponent in icm is approximately reduced by half, and the low-order harmonics

are eliminated as well. In Fig. 2.30(c), with the suppression of the third-order

harmonic Vcmi 3, the 30Hz component in Vog is reduced significantly. As a

result, the CM resonance is attenuated effectively. Therefore, with the sup-

pression of the PTP magnitude of Vcmr and the third-order harmonic Vcmi 3

concurrently, the peak of icm is maintained low when the motor runs in the

low-speed region.

The verification of CM current when PMSM runs at a high speed is per-

formed in Fig. 2.31. The PMSM runs at 960r/min speed with 8000N·m load

torque and the stator frequency is 80Hz. The arrangement of simulation time
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Figure 2.31: The simulated performance in the high-speed region. (a) The waveform of
Vcmr before and after the PTP magnitude suppression. (b) The waveform of Vcmi before
and after the PTP magnitude suppression. (c) The CMV waveform of the system with and
without the integrated dc-link choke. (d) The waveform of the CM current.

for the CSR side is the same as the low-speed condition. At the 8s instance,

the CMV penalization item in the cost function of the CSI side is replaced by

the suppression of the PTP magnitude of Vcmi. Fig. 2.31 (a) and (b) show

the waveform of Vcmr and Vcmi respectively. The PTP magnitude of Vcmr and

Vcmi are reduced respectively at the 4s instance and 8s instance when the sup-

pression item in the cost function is enabled. With the use of the CM choke,

the total CMV of the system Vog can be significantly eliminated as seen in

Fig. 2.31(c). Moreover, the magnitude of icm is reduced accordingly with the

reduction of the CMV of both sides, which can be seen in Fig. 2.31(d).

Fig. 2.32 shows a scaled IGCT-based hardware prototype for CSC-fed

PMSM drives. The MicroLabBox 1202 controller is employed to verify the

proposed FCS-MPC scheme experimentally. The detailed setup parameters

are given in Table 2.3. The sampling frequency for the whole system is

set as 12kHz. The weighting factors used in the experiment are λvcr=0.001,

λVcmr=0.001, λvci =0.0012 and λVcmi =0.001.

The experimental waveform of speed, torque, phase current, and CM cur-

rent are shown in Fig. 2.33 when the PMSM runs with a 12Hz stator frequency

and a 3N·m load torque. Moreover, the spectrum of the CM current is also

presented. It can be seen in Fig. 2.33(a) that without any CMV suppres-

sion strategy, the dominant components of icm are the 36Hz harmonic and the

180Hz harmonic, which are generated by the Vcmi 3 and Vcmr 3 respectively. In

Fig. 2.33(b), It can be also found that the magnitude of the 180Hz component
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Figure 2.32: Experimental setup of the IGCTs-based CSCs-fed PMSM drive system.

Figure 2.33: The experimental waveform of speed, torque, phase stator current, CM current
and the corresponding FFT spectrums of CM current under different CMV scenes. (a)
Without any suppression. (b) With only the suppression of PTP magnitude of Vcmr. (c)
With the suppression of PTP magnitude of Vcmr and Vcmi 3 simultaneously.

in icm is approximately reduced by half with the PTP magnitude suppression

of Vcmr, and the low-order harmonics are eliminated as well. Furthermore, with

the suppression of Vcmi 3, the CM resonance is attenuated effectively which can

be found from the spectrum of icm in Fig. 2.33(c). Therefore, when the motor

runs in the low-speed region, the CM resonance and the peak of CM current

can be reduced effectively by the proposed scheme. Moreover, the THD of the

phase stator current does not change much with the CM current control. The

stator current performs well without resonance.

Fig. 2.34 shows the experimental waveforms of speed, torque, phase cur-

rent, and CM current when the PMSM runs at 30Hz stator frequency and

a 6N·m load torque. Firstly, the spectrum of CM current in Fig. 2.34(a) is

compared with that in Fig. 2.33(a). It can be seen that the CM resonance

has been alleviated with the higher motor speed, which is the result of the in-
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Figure 2.34: The experimental waveform under different CMV scenes with 30Hz stator
frequency. (a) Without any suppression. (b) With the suppression of PTP magnitude of
Vcmr and Vcmi simultaneously.

Figure 2.35: The dynamic performance of the proposed FCS-MPC. (a) The stator frequency
changes from 12Hz to 15Hz (The low-speed region). (b) The stator frequency changes from
15Hz to 20Hz (The control objective of CSI-side changes from suppression of Vcmi 3 to the
PTP magnitude of Vcmi).

creased loop impedance and the CM choke effectively blocking the third-order

component. Therefore, the control objective for the CSI side can switch to the

PTP magnitude suppression of Vcmi. As can be seen in Fig. 2.34(b), with the

suppression of the PTP magnitude of both Vcmr and Vcmi, the CM current can

be reduced significantly.

The experiment for dynamic tests are shown in Fig. 2.35. In Fig. 2.35(a),

with the stator frequency changing from 12Hz to 15Hz, the third-order har-

monic component is always suppressed and thus the peak value of the CM

current is low without any large spikes during the dynamic process. In Fig.

2.35(b), when the stator frequency further increases to 20Hz, the control ob-

jective of the CSI side switches to the PTP magnitude suppression of Vcmi,

and the peak value of the CM current is still maintained at a low level without

obvious spikes.
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2.5 Summary

This chapter firstly proposes an improved FCS-MPC scheme for the high-

power CSR in the MV motor drive application. Under normal grid conditions,

the proposed FCS-MPC directly takes grid current and capacitor voltage ref-

erence tracking into the cost function without using the AD concept. Under

distorted grid conditions, two targeted improvements are employed, which are

realized through extracting the fundamental grid voltage to modify the current

reference and adding the predictive harmonic current suppression items into

the cost function, which can reduce harmonics magnitude and improve grid

current quality with an acceptable computational burden. Furthermore, to

improve the robustness of the one-step FCS-MPC, the observer is proposed to

estimate the capacitor voltage reference and unknown input disturbance. The

experimental results have verified that the zero tracking error can be always

achieved under various parameter mismatch scenarios. In addition, the perfor-

mance of longer horizon FCS-MPC with only grid current feedback has been

assessed. The results show that the long horizon prediction guarantees CSR

performance, providing the benefits such as a simplified design stage with-

out weighting factors and additional capacitor voltage reference estimation.

Finally, this chapter proposes the FCS-MPC scheme applied to the trans-

formerless CSCs-fed PMSM drives system. The multi-objective optimization

is realized through the designed cost function for both CSR and CSI sides.

The LC/CL filter resonance is mitigated by directly controlling the capaci-

tor voltage at two sides. The PTP magnitude of the CMV generated from the

CSR side is always suppressed. The effect of the CMV generated from the CSI

side at different speed ranges is analyzed. In the low-speed range, the control

objective suppresses the third-order harmonic of CMV since the CM resonance

will be excited. Whereas, in the high-speed range, the CSI side switches to

the suppression of the PTP magnitude of CMV. From the simulated results

for the 1MVA drive system and the scaled-down experiments, it can be con-

cluded that the proposed MPC with transformerless operation can eliminate

the voltage stress on the neutral point of the motor, which is maintained as
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10%-15% of the CMV generated by the converter. The CM current is reduced

significantly, and thereby the core cross-sectional area, mean length per turn,

and total copper loss of the choke can be reduced at least by 60%, 37%, and

22.25% respectively, if a toroid core is adopted.

The proposed cost function design with direct multi-variable feedback can

also be applied to the second-order LC-filtered VSCs or extended to the third-

order LCL-filtered systems. Specifically, the LC-filtered VSCs share the du-

ality property with the CSCs and the inductor current and capacitor voltage

can be controlled through the cost function in a similar formulation. The

third-order LCL-filtering model introduces an additional state variable, whose

trajectory regulation can also be added to the cost function through a new

weighting factor. Correspondingly, the disturbance-observer-based control can

be universally applied to those applications with robustness enhancement and

the same benefits can be brought by the long prediction horizon. The pro-

posed FCS-MPC can be applied to motor drives that share similar problems

regarding the specific harmonic order of CMV reduction and CM resonance

suppression.
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Chapter 3

FCS-MPC With Reduced
DC-link Capacitor RMS
Current for BTB VSCs-fed
Motor Drives

This chapter designs the FCS-MPC for the VSCs-fed PMSM drive system to

reduce the intermediate dc-link capacitor RMS current, thus reducing the ca-

pacitor size or extending its lifetime. So far, extensive previous research for the

capacitor RMS reduction in the BTB system is the carrier-based PWM frame-

work. As a control strategy that is inherently different from the typical way,

the elimination of carrier-based switching operation through the FCS-MPC

will generate a distinctive capacitor current spectrum with more possible har-

monic reduction. Thus, the FCS-MPC is used as the control framework and

its full potential is developed to directly optimize the capacitor current per-

formance. The typical SVPWM with the synchronous carrier is selected as

the benchmark for the comparison. The state-space modeling of the BTB

drive system will be first formulated. Then, the SVPWM scheme with the

synchronous carrier will be reviewed and discussed. Next, the FCS-MPC with

capacitor current optimization will be proposed, and the weighting factor selec-

tion is also introduced. Finally, the comparative simulation and experimental

results will be shown to highlight the benefits of the proposed method.
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3.1 The Modeling for the BTB VSCs-fed PMSM

System

This section builds the predictive equation for the grid-connected VSR and

VSI-fed PMSM side respectively and the future grid current and motor current

can be obtained, which lays the fundamentals for the predictive controller

design. As shown in Fig. 1.5, a pair of the well-known two-level VSC is used

as the AFE rectifier and the inverter respectively. The variable speed load

takes a PMSM for the case study. The control schemes for the two sides are

developed under the synchronous dq frame. The general variables ξdq can be

calculated from the ξabc in three-phase abc reference frame by following Park’s

transformation.

ξdq = TParkξabc (3.1)

where the matrix TPark = 2
3

[
cos θ cos

(
θ − 2π

3

)
cos
(
θ + 2π

3

)
− sin θ −sin

(
θ − 2π

3

)
−sin

(
θ + 2π

3

)
]

and θ

could be the phase angle of grid voltage or the electrical position angle of the

PMSM.

3.1.1 Predictive Model of the VSR-Side

For the grid-connected VSR, the phase angle of the grid voltage θg is obtained

through the phase-locked loop (PLL) block with grid voltage oriented on the d-

axis. After the Park’s transformation, the grid voltage vector is vg = [vgd vgq]
T,

and ug = [vrd vrq]
T represents the controllable voltage variable generated by

the VSC. The grid current ig = [igd igq]
T is selected as the state variables.

According to the Kirchhoff voltage and current laws, the state-space model of

the rectifier-side can be expressed by the following continuous-time equation

dig
dt

= Agig + Bgug + Hgvg (3.2)

where the system matrix Ag, input matrix Bg, and the disturbance matrix

Hg are given by

Ag =

 −Rg
Lg

ωg

−ωg − Rg
Lg

 ,Bg =

 − 1
Lg

0

0 − 1
Lg

 ,Hg =

 1
Lg

0

0 1
Lg

 (3.3)
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The grid-side filter inductance is Lg and Rg is the equivalent serial resistance,

and ωg is the angular frequency of the grid voltage. To facilitate the controller

implementation in the digital platform, the continuous modeling (3.3) can be

discretized as follows based on the ZOH principle.

ig(k + 1) = Agdig(k) + Bgdug(k) + Hgdvg(k) (3.4)

where k represents the current sampling step. The discrete matrices can be

calculated based on the forward Euler discretization, i.e., Agd = (Ag + I2)Ts,

Bgd = BgTs, and Hgd = HgTs. The I2 is the two-dimension identity matrix

and Ts denotes the time length of the sampling interval.

3.1.2 Predictive Model of the VSI-fed PMSM Side

For the surface-mounted PMSMs, the continuous modeling in the synchronous

dq frame can be expressed as follows.

dis
dt

= Asis + Bsus + Es (3.5)

where the stator current vector is = [isd isq]
T and and the VSC input voltage

vector us = [vid viq]
T. The system matrix As, input matrix Bs and disturbance

matrix Es are respectively given by

As =

[ −Rs
Ls

ωs

−ωs − Rs
Ls

]
, Bs =

[ 1
Ls

0

0 1
Ls

]
, Es =

 0

−ωsψf
Ls

 (3.6)

where Rs is the stator resistance, Ls is the stator inductance, ψf represents

the magnitude of rotor flux, and ωs is the electrical angular velocity obtained

through the encoder. Similarly, the discretized modeling can be from (3.6)

based on the ZOH principle, i.e.,

is(k + 1) = Asdis(k) + Bsdus(k) + Esd (3.7)

where Asd = (As + I2)Ts, Bsd = BsTs, and Esd = EsTs.

3.2 Conventional Carrier-based SVPWM scheme

The typical control scheme applied to the BTB VSCs-fed PMSM drive system

contains the controller stage and the modulator block. The controller generates
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the reference voltage command and the modulator block transforms it into the

switching signal for the converters [100]. In this process, the switching state

of the VSC maps the three-phase current into the current pulse at the dc

side, and the instantaneous dc-side current of both the rectifier and inverter

sides determines the dc-link capacitor current. Thus, the capacitor current is

essentially determined by the applied modulator. In this chapter, the deadbeat

control is selected as the controller stage for both sides and the SVPWM is

used as the modulator to realize the conventional carrier-based PWM scheme.

Compared to the typical PI-based VOC for the rectifier side and the FOC for

the motor side [101], [102], the deadbeat controller provides the benefits such as

faster dynamic response and simplified parameter tuning procedure. Besides,

the reference voltage calculated in a deadbeat way can be subsequently used in

the proposed FCS-MPC to facilitate the candidate switching state searching.

3.2.1 Deadbeat Control Law

Fig. 3.1 shows the detailed diagram of the deadbeat control plus the carrier-

based SVPWM scheme. Firstly, the DC-link capacitor voltage is controlled

through the outer PI loop at the rectifier side, which generates the d-axis grid

current reference for the inner control loop. To implement the power balance

control and improve the dynamic capacitor current performance, the inverter-

side power is calculated and then the feedforward current component igd ff is

superimposed to obtain the final d-axis current reference i∗gd. The q-axis grid

current reference i∗gq is set as zero to achieve the unity power factor.

With the grid current reference i∗g = [i∗gd i
∗
gq]

T and the real-time sampling

current information, the desired reference voltage in the deadbeat control way

can be inversely calculated according to (3.4). However, considering the digital

delay in practical application, the one-step forward compensation should be

introduced and the predictive grid current at the (k+2)th instant is controlled

to track the given reference value. To this end, the (k+1)th instant predictive

current is firstly calculated based on the reference voltage determined from
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Figure 3.1: The deadbeat+carrier-based SVPWM control scheme for the BTB VSCs-fed
drive system.

the last sampling interval, i.e.,

ig(k + 1) = Agdig(k) + Bgdu
∗
g(k − 1) + Hgdvg(k) (3.8)

where u∗
g = [v∗rd v

∗
rq]

T is the optimal voltage input. Based on the grid current

reference i∗g(k+2) and the predictive equation for the rectifier side, the optimal

reference voltage for the kth instant can be derived as follows.

u∗g(k) =
(
Bgd

TBgd

)−1
Bgd

T
[
i∗g(k + 2)− Agdig(k + 1)−Hgdvg(k)] (3.9)

Substituting (3.8) into (3.9), the deadbeat control law for the rectifier side can

be expressed as follows.

u∗g(k) =
(
Bgd

TBgd

)−1
Bgd

T

·
[
i∗g(k + 2)−Agd

2ig(k)−AgdBgdu
∗
g(k − 1)−

(AgdHgd + Hgd)vg(k)]

(3.10)

In this process, the (k+2)th instant grid current reference can be obtained

through the Lagrangian extrapolation [103]. Also, the dq-axes grid voltage

components are constant, and thus vg(k + 1) = vg(k) can be adopted for

derivation of control law. Finally, the dq-axes reference voltages v∗rd and v∗rq

are transformed into the components in the stationary αβ frame, which are

then generated through the modulator block.

Similar to the derivation for the AFE rectifier side, the deadbeat control

law for the motor side control with delay compensation can be expressed as
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follows.
u∗s(k) =

(
Bsd

TBsd

)−1
Bsd

T

·
[
i∗s(k + 2)−Asd

2is(k)−AsdBsdu
∗
s(k − 1)−

(AsdEsd + Esd)]

(3.11)

where u∗
s = [v∗id v

∗
iq]

T is the optimal voltage input for the inverter, i∗s = [i∗sd i
∗
sq]

T

is the stator current reference. The mechanical dynamics of the PMSM are

assumed to be slow compared to the fast sampling operation, i.e., ωs(k+ 1) ≈

ωs(k). For the stator current reference, the d-axis reference i∗sd is set as 0 to

achieve the maximum torque current ratio operation and the q-axis reference

i∗sq is generated from the outer PI speed loop. The (k+2)th instant current

reference still can be predicted through the Lagrangian extrapolation. The

dq-axes reference voltages v∗id and v∗iq are transformed into the stationary αβ

frame to implement the modulation process.

3.2.2 Capacitor Current With the Synchronous Carrier

The modified PWM switching patterns for the single converter stage have

been proposed to reduce the capacitor RMS current, such as the dual carrier-

based PWM for the hybrid active neutral point clamped inverter [104] and

the optimal carrier phase-shift strategy for the paralleled inverters [105], etc.

Nonetheless, these specific PWM adjustments for single-stage converter can-

not be applied to the BTB drive case because it is the DC-side current pulse

cancellation between the rectifier and inverter that determine the capacitor

current ripple. Specifically, for the BTB drives, the improved discontinuous

PWM (DPWM) was proposed in [106], where the inverter-side switching se-

quence was adjusted to make the generated dc-side current pulse cancel that of

the AFE side. Although the capacitor current ripple of the proposed DPWM

is smaller than that of the conventional one, it does not give a significant

improvement compared to the SVPWM. Moreover, the DPWM is limited to

the high-power application while in low-power occasions and high switching

frequency applications, the SVPWM is still the most commonly used [66]. Ac-

cording to the investigation in [66], [107], the SVPWM with the synchronous

carrier is an optimal approach for the BTB drives to reduce the capacitor cur-
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rent ripple as much as possible, where both the carrier frequency and phase

shift at the two sides should be kept the same. In [108] and [109], the harmonic

phase feedback control is applied to the BTB drives to cancel the first/second

carrier band harmonic in the capacitor current. The order of desired har-

monic is extracted through the digital bandpass filter from the dc-link current,

which complicates the tuning procedure and deteriorates the dynamic system

response. Most importantly, only the sole specific carrier band harmonics can

be set as the control objective in this method, which cannot handle other

dominant components in the capacitor current.

The SVPWM is a typical modulation scheme used for the two-level VSC

because of the best harmonic profile performance [100]. With the obtained

control law (3.10) and (3.11), the SVPWM is adopted at the rectifier and

inverter sides to transform the reference voltage into switching signals. As

a result, the fundamental frequency of the dc-side current pulse of the recti-

fier/inverter is three times that of the corresponding AC side. For a single

VSC, the dc-side current pulse idc can be given through the double Fourier

series as follows [66], [100]

idc = |i0|+
∞∑
n=1

|in| cos [nω0(t− t0) + θn] +

∞∑
m=1

∞∑
n=1

|imn| cos [(mωc + nω0) (t− t0) + θmn]
(3.12)

where |i0| is the DC component; |in| and θn are the magnitude and phase of the

fundamental and baseband harmonics, ω0 and t0 represent the fundamental

frequency and initial time; imn and θmn are the magnitude and phase of the

carrier frequency and carrier sideband harmonics, ωc is the carrier frequency.

Based on (3.12), the capacitor current expression in the BTB system under

the carrier-based PWM can be obtained, i.e.,

icap = idcr − idci = |i0r| − |i0i|
+
∞∑
n=1

{|ir| cos [nωg(t− tr) + θnr]− |ii| cos [nωs(t− ti) + θni]}

+
∞∑
m=1

∞∑
n=1

{|imnr| cos [(mωcr + nωg) (t− tr) + θmnr] −

|imni| cos [(mωci + nωs) (t− ti) + θmni]

(3.13)

The dc components of the two sides are equal due to the power balance, which
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Figure 3.2: The spectrum of the rectifier dc-side current, inverter dc-side current, and
capacitor current using the carrier-based PWM.

implies the item |i0r| − |i0i| = 0. In the capacitor current, the dominant com-

ponent is the carrier frequency multiplier and carrier sideband harmonics [66].

Since the AFE rectifier and inverter sides have different fundamental frequen-

cies, it is always difficult for the carrier-based PWM to reduce the baseband

and the carrier sideband harmonics through the current cancellation between

the two sides [66]. Fortunately, it is possible to cancel the harmonics of the

carrier frequency multiplier in the capacitor current through the configuration

of the triangle carriers for two sides. Fig. 3.2 shows the spectrum of the dc

side current of the rectifier and inverter sides. The difference between these

two spectrums results in the spectrum of dc-link capacitor current. Firstly,

the dc components of the rectifier and inverter sides can cancel each other out

due to the same magnitude. In addition, it can be seen that the same carrier

frequency adopted for both the rectifier and inverter sides can eliminate the

harmonics of the carrier frequency multiplier. However, the carrier sideband

harmonics are still retained. The carrier frequency multiplier harmonics can

be specifically obtained from (3.13) with n=0 [66], i.e.,

icap ch = |im0r| cos [mωcr(t− tr) + θm0r]−|im0i| cos [mωci(t− ti) + θm0i] (3.14)

Under the case that the carrier with the same phase shift is applied to both the

rectifier and inverter, the minimized magnitude in (3.14) can be obtained, i.e.,
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Table 3.1: Simulated and experimental parameters

Parameters Value

Grid voltage/frequency 60V/60Hz

Grid inductance/resistance 10mH/0.2Ω

DC-link capacitance 2.8mF

DC-link voltage 180V

Rotor motor stator frequency 100Hz

Number of pole pairs 5

Rotor flux 0.15Wb

Stator inductance/resistance 3.1mH/0.5Ω

Rated load torque 8N·m

Figure 3.3: The spectrum of dc-link capacitor current in the BTB drive system under
different carrier configuration cases. (a) 10kHz carrier at rectifier side and 5kHz carrier at
inverter side. (b) 5kHz carrier at two sides but 90◦ phase shift angle between these two
carriers. (c) The 5kHz synchronous carrier at two sides.

|icap ch|min =
√
|im0r|2 + |im0i|2 − 2 |im0r| |im0i|. Therefore, the synchronous

carrier with both the same frequency and phase shift should be implemented in

the BTB drive system to reduce the capacitor current ripple and RMS value.

The simulated dc-link capacitor current spectrum is shown in Fig. 3.3 to

verify the effect caused by the carrier relationship between the two sides, and

the parameters of the BTB drive system are listed in Table 3.1.

In Fig. 3.3(a), the 10kHz carrier is applied to the rectifier side while the

5kHz carrier is for the inverter side. As a result, the dominant carrier frequency

multiplier harmonics, such as the 10kHz, 20kHz, and 30kHz are retained in

the dc-link capacitor current and the RMS value is 3.30A. In Fig. 3.3(b), the

carrier with the same frequency 5kHz is applied to both sides, however, a 90◦
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phase shift angle exists between these two carriers, and the resulted capacitor

current spectrum contains the dominant carrier frequency component, espe-

cially the harmonic at second carrier band 10kHz. Finally, in Fig. 3.3(c), the

synchronous carrier is applied to both sides with the same frequency 5kHz and

zero phase shift angle is maintained. It can be observed all of the dominant

carrier frequency multiplier harmonics have been eliminated due to the good

cancellation between the two sides and the minimized RMS value of 2.01A

is obtained. Thus, the carrier-based PWM applied to the BTB drive system

should be implemented with the synchronous carrier for the capacitor RMS

current reduction. However, as seen in Fig. 3.3(c), the carrier sideband har-

monics are still retained in the spectrum and they cannot be reduced through

the carrier-based PWM scheme.

3.3 Proposed FCS-MPC With Reduced Dc-

link Capacitor RMS Current

Although the predictive strategy has become an attractive control scheme for

power converters, rare research investigates the dc-link capacitor current per-

formance in BTB drive system under the FCS-MPC, and the benefit compared

to the typical carrier-based PWM has not been revealed. To further reduce the

dc-link capacitor RMS current and suppress the dominant harmonic compo-

nent in the carrier-based PWM scheme, the FCS-MPC is developed such that

the direct switching pulse generation principle without using the carrier-based

modulation can be utilized to give a completely different capacitor current

spectrum. In addition, since the nonlinear control objective can be conve-

niently designed into the cost function, further harmonic cancellation in the

capacitor current can be achieved through the FCS-MPC.

3.3.1 Proposed Unified Cost Function Design

The general procedure of the FCS-MPC is to firstly predict the future state

variable information under each candidate control input, and then a cost func-

tion is designed to penalize the tracking error between the predictive variable
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and corresponding reference. The cost function evaluates the effect of each

switching state combination individually and the one resulting in the mini-

mum cost value will be selected as the optimal input applied to the power

converter [103]. For the two-level VSC, it provides seven different switching

voltage vectors and the manipulated voltage input can be aggregated in the

control set, i.e., Vr 1,...,7 = {vr 1 vr 2 ... vr 7}. Each specific voltage input in the

synchronous dq frame corresponds to the unique switching state of the VSC.

Since the reference voltage commands through the deadbeat control way

have been obtained in (3.10) and (3.11), an alternative cost function can be

developed to evaluate the quadratic error distance between each voltage input

and the desired reference voltage. Hence, the discrete switching state resulting

in the closest voltage to such a command will be selected. Based on the

deadbeat control law, the cost function for the current control at two sides

can be expressed as follows.

JAC =
[
ug n − u∗

g(k)
]T [

ug n − u∗
g(k)

]
+ [us m − u∗

s(k)]T [us m − u∗
s(k)]

(3.15)

where n=1,2,. . . ,7 and m=1,2,. . . ,7. To reduce the capacitor RMS current, the

penalization of instantaneous capacitor current ripple should also be designed

into the cost function. To this end, the predictive ac-side current of the rectifier

can be obtained based on the compensated three-phase grid current in (3.8),

i.e.,

ig(k + 2) = Agdig(k + 1) + Bgdug n(k) + Hgdvg(k) (3.16)

The three-phase grid current then can be obtained through the inverse Park’s

transformation and the predictive dc-side current of the rectifier can be calcu-

lated as follows.

idcr(k + 2) = Sraiga(k + 2) + Srbigb(k + 2) + Srcigc(k + 2) (3.17)

where the binary variables Sra, Srb, and Src represent the switching state of

each phase leg in the rectifier. When the upper switching device of the leg

is ‘ON’, Srx=1 (x=a,b,c) while Srx =0 if it is ‘OFF’. Similarly, the predictive
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dc-side current of the inverter can be calculated through

is(k + 2) = Asdis(k + 1) + Bsdus m(k) + Esd (3.18)

and

idci(k + 2) = Siaisa(k + 1) + Sibisb(k + 1) + Sicisc(k + 1) (3.19)

where the binary variables Sia, Sib, and Sic represent the switching state of

each phase leg in the inverter. When the upper switching device of the leg is

‘ON’, Six=1 (x=a,b,c) while Six =0 if it is ‘OFF’. The compensated current

is(k+ 1) is obtained based on the sampling current and optimal control input

from the last interval.

The predictive capacitor current can be calculated as follows based on

(3.17) and (3.19), i.e.,

icap(k + 2) = idcr(k + 2)− idci(k + 2) (3.20)

To penalize the switching ripple of the capacitor current, the cost function for

this aim is developed as follows.

JDC = [icap(k + 2)− 0]2 (3.21)

Based on (3.15) and (3.21), the unified cost function for the BTB drive system

is

JProposed = JAC +WDCJDC (3.22)

where WDC is the scalar weighting factor to connect the different cost function

items and assign the priority between them. An extremely large WDC implies

that the capacitor current ripple is over suppressed but the AC-side current

control in the BTB drive system will be affected. On the other hand, over

small WDC fails to achieve the objective regarding the capacitor current RMS

reduction. Therefore, the WDC stands for a tradeoff between these two control

objectives and the optimal value needs to be adopted. A general rule to assign

the same priority for the different control items can be used to speed up the

selection of WDC. The cost function (3.15) penalizes the compared error in
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Figure 3.4: The dc-link capacitor RMS current, THD of grid current, and THD of PMSM
stator current under different weighting factors WDC. (a) The speed of PMSM is 1000rpm
under rated torque. (b) The speed of PMSM is 500rpm under rated torque.

the order of voltage magnitude while the cost function (3.21) penalizes the

compared error in the order of current magnitude. Based on the deadbeat

control law, the control gain between the voltage and the current at two sides

are Lg/Ts and Ls/Ts respectively. These two numbers give orders of magnitude

in the range of a few hundred for WDC. Based on this, the numerical value

of simulated capacitor RMS current, the THD of grid current, and the THD

of the PMSM stator current are presented in Fig. 3.4 under the different

values of the weighting factor WDC. Firstly, the capacitor RMS current can be

significantly reduced by giving a non-zero weighting factor WDC and the larger

WDC, the lower the RMS current. However, both the THD of grid current

and PMSM stator current slightly increase along with a larger WDC, due to

more priority assigned to the capacitor current ripple suppression. Besides,

when the WDC is larger than 500, the decreasing trend of capacitor RMS

current gradually turns flattened. Therefore, to maintain an acceptable three-

phase grid/stator current quality and reduced capacitor RMS current, the

WDC is selected as 500 to present a good tradeoff. It is worth mentioning

that the magnitude limitation for the state variable is usually included in

the cost function to prevent the overcurrent/overvoltage issue. In this work,

the core part is focused on the dc-side capacitor current optimization and

ac-side current control, and the state variable magnitude violation is not a

big concern since the MPC endows the state variables with fast reference
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Figure 3.5: The proposed FCS-MPC with reduced capacitor RMS current.

tracking ability usually within several sampling intervals. Also, the extra over

current/voltage protection logic is implemented in the programming code to

guarantee a reliable operation, which is similar to the function provided by

adding the state variable limitation into the cost function.

The control diagram of the proposed FCS-MPC with reduced capacitor

RMS current is shown in Fig. 3.5. Compared to the carrier-based PWM

scheme in Fig. 3.1, the modulation block has been replaced by direct switch-

ing pulse generation. The elimination of the carrier devotes to a completed

different capacitor current spectrum with the carrier-based scheme, where the

dominant harmonic, such as both the carrier frequency multiplier and carrier

sideband component can be suppressed in the proposed FCS-MPC.

3.3.2 Comparison With the Distributed FCS-MPC

The proposed FCS-MPC for the BTB drive system is essentially a kind of

centralized controller, which treats the AFE rectifier and inverter as a sin-

gle power converter. As a result, the optimal switching states for both sides

are determined together through a double cycle loop. In this case, the ex-

plicit capacitor current can be predicted and its instantaneous ripple can be

suppressed through the centralized cost function (3.22). This kind of control

manner typically demands more computational resources than the distributed

way, where the control for rectifier and inverter sides are implemented sep-

arately. To show the performance difference, the FCS-MPC with split cost

function implementation for the rectifier and inverter is also implemented for
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Figure 3.6: Simulation comparison of the capacitor RMS current, grid current THD, and
PMSM stator current THD at wide motor speed change. (a) The capacitor RMS current.
(b) Grid current THD. (c) PMSM stator current THD.

comparison, and each cost function on both sides contains the dc-side current

pulse suppression. This kind of FCS-MPC realized separately will be called the

distributed FCS-MPC(DFCS-MPC) in the following contents. Theoretically,

it is the separate dc-side current pulse of the rectifier and inverter that can be

improved while the dc-link capacitor current has not been directly controlled

in the DFCS-MPC. From this point of view, the proposed FCS-MPC is more

powerful for capacitor RMS current reduction. The numerical performance in

terms of the capacitor RMS current will be compared in the next section.

3.4 Simulation and Experimental Results

To fairly investigate the property of control schemes, the 5kHz switching fre-

quency is configured for both sides in the carrier-based SVPWM scheme. The

FCS-MPC scheme adopts the 30kHz sampling frequency to obtain an average

5kHz switching frequency when the PMSM operates at 1000rpm and 8N·m

load torque.

A simulated summary in terms of capacitor RMS current, grid current

THD, and PMSM stator current THD has been presented in Fig. 3.6. The

proposed FCS-MPC can achieve a lower capacitor RMS current than that

of the synchronous carrier-based PWM, especially at the higher motor speed
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Figure 3.7: Experimental setup of the BTB VSCs-fed PMSM drive system.

range. Although the DFCS-MPC suppresses the dc-side current of two sides,

its performance for the RMS reduction is not as good as the proposed method.

Regarding the grid-side THD comparison, the proposed FCS-MPC can always

maintain an average switching frequency 5kHz at the AFE side, and thus

similar results are kept with the carrier-based PWM. On the other hand, the

FCS-MPC has a higher motor-side THD in the low-speed range due to the

significantly lower switching frequency than that of the carrier-based PWM.

A fair comparison at 1000rpm point can be performed where the FCS-MPC

has an average 5kHz switching frequency on the inverter. The FCS-MPC has

a slightly increased stator current THD but it can be accepted.

Fig. 3.7 shows the hardware prototype of the BTB VSCs-fed PMSM drive

system with parameters designed in Table 3.1. The VSC is configurated by the

IGBT power modules. The programming code of the proposed controller is

implemented in the MicroLabBox 1202 digital platform, where the ADC and

PWM pulse emission are realized on the programmable FPGA (Xilinx Kintex-

7 XC7K325T) and the control algorithm are programmed on the OorlQ P5020

processors.

Fig. 3.8 shows the experimental results under different control schemes

when the motor operates at the 1000rpm and 8N·m load torque. In Fig.

3.8 (a), the deadbeat control law is realized using the asynchronous carrier-

based SVPWM, where the carrier of the inverter side is 90◦ behind that of the

rectifier side. As a comparison, the deadbeat control with the synchronous

carrier-based SVPWM is given in Fig. 3.8(b). Through these two situations,
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Figure 3.8: Experimental DC-link voltage, grid current, DC-side current pulse of rectifier,
capacitor current, DC-side current pulse of inverter, PMSM speed, and the stator current
(PMSM:1000rpm and 8N·m). (a) The asynchronous carrier-based SVPWM. (b) The syn-
chronous carrier-based SVPWM. (c) DFCS-MPC. (d) The proposed FCS-MPC.

it can be seen that the synchronous carrier maintained at two sides can sig-

nificantly reduce the carrier frequency multiplier harmonics, which verifies the

effectiveness of the previous analysis. In Fig. 3.8 (c), the DFCS-MPC is pre-

sented. Firstly, it can be observed that the dc-side current pulse of both the

rectifier and inverter side becomes sparse compared to the SVPWM scheme,

which is due to the cost function item for current ripple suppression at each

side. However, since the DFCS-MPC suppresses the separate DC-side cur-

rent pulse at two sides, the capacitor current is not directly controlled and its

RMS value is even larger than that of the synchronous carrier-based scheme.

The result using the proposed FCS-MPC is shown in Fig. 3.8(d), where the

smallest capacitor RMS current has been obtained. It can be seen that the

dc pulses of the rectifier side and capacitor side are almost maintained in the

same phase, leading to a good cancellation and hence, smaller capacitor cur-

rent ripple. The dominant remained carrier sideband harmonics in Fig. 3.8(b)

have been eliminated in Fig. 3.8(d), which verifies the effectiveness of the pro-

posed method. The harmonic at the 30kHz frequency is caused by the regular

sampling process.

Fig. 3.9 shows the experimental comparison between the synchronous

carrier-based SVPWM and the proposed FCS-MPC when the PMSM operates
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Figure 3.9: Experimental results for medium speed case (PMSM:500rpm and 8N·m). (a)
The synchronous carrier-based SVPWM. (b) The proposed FCS-MPC.

at a medium speed case, i.e., 500rpm, and the load torque 8N·m. Firstly, it can

be seen that the dominant carrier-frequency multiplier harmonics appear in

Fig. 3.9(a) even though the synchronous carrier is still maintained at two sides,

which is different from that in Fig. 3.8(b). The reason is that the magnitude

of the grid-side three-phase current and that of the motor stator current have

a significant difference under the PMSM medium speed case, while the compa-

rable three-phase current magnitude at two sides in Fig. 3.8(b). Fortunately,

the proposed FCS-MPC can still achieve a lower capacitor RMS current, as

seen in Fig. 3.9(b) and the dominant harmonics can be eliminated in the

spectrum. The grid-side current THD of these two schemes are similar, i.e.,

3.31% using the SVPWM scheme and 3.83% using the proposed FCS-MPC.

The motor-side stator current THD using the proposed FCS-MPC is 6.50%

and that of using the SVPWM scheme is 4.03%.

Figs. 3.10 and 3.11 show the dynamic experimental waveforms of proposed
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Figure 3.10: Dynamic response with PMSM speed change from 500rpm to 1000rpm of
proposed FCS-MPC and synchronous-carrier SVPWM scheme.

Figure 3.11: Dynamic response with PMSM load change from 4N·m to 8N·m of proposed
FCS-MPC and synchronous-carrier SVPWM scheme.

FCS-MPC and synchronous carrier-based SVPWM, where the respect tran-

sient change is given to the PMSM speed (from 500rpm to 1000rpm) and the

load torque (from 4N·m to 8N·m). The proposed control performs well dur-

ing the transient process and the capacitor current is controlled with smaller

ripples.

The numerical comparison has been summarized in Table 3.2 for a fast

review. The proposed FCS-MPC obtains the smallest capacitor RMS cur-

rent while maintaining the similar grid current THD with the carrier-based

scheme. The THD of motor current slight increase but still can be acceptable.

The computational time of the proposed FCS-MPC is a bit longer but it is

comparable with that of other schemes.

The typical modeling-based approach for the capacitor lifetime estimation

is based on the following equation [110]

L = L0 ·KT ·KR ·KV

= L0 · 2
T0−TA

10K ·Ki

1−

IA/fcorrection
IR


2
∆T0

10K

·
(
UA
UR

)−n (3.23)

where KT represents the temperature factor; KR represents the ripple current
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Table 3.2: Numerical comparison for the carrier-based PWM, proposed FCS-MPC and
DFCS-MPC (PMSM: 1000rpm 8N·m).

Indices Carrier-based DFCS-MPC Proposed FCS-MPC

Switching 5kHz(fixed) 5kHz(ave.) 5kHz(ave.)
frequency

THD(ig) 2.16% 2.64% 2.22%

THD(is) 5.96% 6.38% 7.52%

RMS(icap) 1.83 2.71 1.46

Computation 21.72µs 20.8µs 23.6µs
time

factor and KV represents the voltage factor. In the specific calculation, the L is

the estimated lifetime; L0 is the lifetime under nominal load at upper category

temperature; T0 is the rated temperature; TA is the ambient temperature; Ki

represents the safety factor; IA is the actual rated ripple current; IR is the ripple

current at upper category temperature; fcorrection is the frequency correction

factor that makes the ripple current stress occurring at all the frequencies

equivalent to the effect at the nominal frequency; ∆T0 is the core temperature

rise of the capacitor; UA is the actual operating voltage and UR is the rated

voltage. Based on the typical frequency correction factor fcorrection=1.1 and

considering a rated ripple current IR=2A, the lifetime of capacitor using the

FCS-MPC scheme can be 1.2 times and 1.55 times the carrier-based SVPWM

when the PMSM speed is 1000rpm and 500rpm respectively.

3.5 Summary

This chapter investigates the performance of the dc-link capacitor current in

the BTB drive system using the FCS-MPC and reveals its advantages com-

pared to the typical carrier-based PWM. Typically, the synchronous carrier-

based PWM in such a system can reduce the dominant harmonics at the carrier

frequency multiplier but the carrier sideband harmonics still exist. To further

eliminate the remains harmonics and reduce the capacitor RMS current, the

direct dc-side pulse current cancellation between two sides is designed into the

cost function of FCS-MPC. The simulated and experimental results show that
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the FCS-MPC can give a 20%-35% lower capacitor RMS current than the syn-

chronous carrier-based SVPWM, which contributes to a smaller size of dc-link

or extended lifespan of the existing capacitor. In addition, the quality of the

three-phase grid current and the motor stator current can be acceptable. The

effectiveness of the proposed compared to the existing distributed type is also

presented.

The proposed method can be adopted as a general framework for other

BTB applications, such as wind power conversion systems. The proposed

FCS-MPC shows more flexibility in terms of nonlinear objective optimization

compared to the conventional linear control approach.
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Chapter 4

Hybrid Model Predictive
Voltage and Current Control for
LCL-filtered VSCs

For the VSCs in the grid-connected application, the line filter is required be-

tween the VSCs bridge and the terminal of the grid to improve the quality of

the power. Compared to the single inductive L filter, the LCL filter features

high-order properties, and reduced weight and size, which can attenuate the

harmonic more effectively. However, the LCL filter introduces the inherent res-

onance problem, which brings challenges to the stability of the grid-connected

system. The resonant current spikes will be excited by the switching harmonics

from the VSCs or the background harmonic in the grid voltage. On the other

hand, the installment of the LC filter between VSI and motor can significantly

reduce the dv/dt and make the voltage and current applied to the motor closer

to sinusoidal, which is beneficial to a longer life of the motor. However, the

LC filter, together with the motor inductor, will induce the additional LCL

resonance problem and thus cause voltage and current oscillations. To exploit

the benefits brought by the LCL filter for the grid-connected and motor-side

applications, this chapter designs the MPC scheme with hybrid voltage and

current control to solve the resonance problem.

Firstly, the CCS-MPC is designed for the grid-connected VSCs and the cost

function involves the grid current, inverter-side current, and capacitor voltage

tracking. The optimized control law is generated according to the minimiza-
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tion of the designed cost function. In this process, the weighting factors are

exactly arranged to place the desired closed-loop poles with guaranteed system

stability. The hybrid cost function with modified reference is also proposed to

reject the harmonics caused by the unhealthy grid condition.

Secondly, for the LC filtered VSCs-fed motor drive application, the FCS-

MPC is designed to realize the speed command tracking while suppressing the

filter resonance simultaneously. The cost function design will be analyzed in

the time-domain with the intuitive concept, which regulates the trajectory of

multivariable in the system. The experimental results prove that the proposed

FCS-MPC scheme can achieve a motor-friendly waveform and overcome the

resonance problem effectively. The robustness of the controller to parameter

variations of the filter is also verified.

4.1 CCS-MPC for Grid-Connected VSCs with

LCL Filter

In this section, the CCS-MPC is adopted as the framework for LCL-filtered

grid-connected VSI, which aims to suppress the resonance and adapt to the

unhealthy grid condition with sinusoidal current maintained. The control law

is derived according to the optimal analytical solution of the cost function,

which contains the hybrid current and capacitor voltage tracking. The driv-

ing pulse is further generated by the sinusoidal PWM (SPMW) stage. The

proposed CCS-MPC scheme will be compared with the conventional capaci-

tor current-based AD scheme and the FCS-MPC scheme to show the bene-

fits. To this end, the system modeling and discretization for the LCL-filtered

grid-connected VSI will be firstly introduced. Then, the CCS-MPC elements,

including parameter design and stability analysis will be presented. Next, the

modification of the CCS-MPC to deal with unhealthy grid conditions will be

proposed and finally, some simulated and experimental results will be shown

to verify the proposed points.
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Figure 4.1: (a) The topology of grid-connected VSI with LCL filter. (b) The equivalent
circuit of LCL-filtered VSI in the stationary αβ coordinate frame.

4.1.1 Predictive Model of LCL-filtered Grid System

Fig. 4.1(a) shows the typical configuration of the VSI equipped with an LCL

filter, which transfers the power from the dc side to the grid. The components

of LCL filter for each phase are denoted as L1, Cf , and L2, which are inverter-

side inductance, filter capacitance, and grid-side inductance respectively. Fig.

4.1(b) shows the equivalent circuit in the stationary αβ coordinate frame,

where the state variables are defined as
vinv = vinvα + jvinvβ i1 = i1α + ji1β

vc = vcα + jvcβ i2 = i2α + ji2β

vg = vgα + jvgβ

(4.1)

According to Kirchhoff voltage and current laws, the state-space model of the

system in continuous time can be described as

dxg

dt
= Agxg + Bgvinv + Egvg (4.2)

where the state vector xg = [i1 vc i2]T. The matrix Ag, Bg, and Eg are given

as follows.

Ag =

 −
R1

L1
− 1

L1
0

1
Cf

0 − 1
Cf

0 1
L2

− R2

L2

 Bg =


1
L1

0

0

 Eg =

 0

0

− 1
L2

 (4.3)

R1 and R2 are the equivalent series resistance of inductance L1 and L2 respec-

tively, which can be ignored in the controller design due to the small value.

According to the ZOH principle, the modeling (4.2) can be discretized to ob-

tain the predictive equation as

xg(k + 1) = Agdxg(k) + Bgdvinv(k) + Egdvg(k) (4.4)
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where k represents the current time instant. Assuming that the sampling

interval is Ts, the discrete matrix Ad, Bd, and Ed are expressed as

Agd = eAgTs , Bgd =

∫ Ts

0

eAgτBgdτ, Egd =

∫ Ts

0

eAgτEgdτ (4.5)

4.1.2 Proposed Cost Function With Hybrid Current and
Voltage Control

In the grid-connected VSI with the single L filter, the grid current is the

sole control objective, which can be regulated well by the cost function [111],

[112]. However, considering the third-order characteristic and the coupling

dynamics among the components of LCL filter, the control objective with only

the regulation of grid current is insufficient to realize resonance damping. The

cost function shows great potential to regulate several variables simultaneously

[113]–[115], and the hybrid current and voltage control are designed firstly in

this part.

The cost function should realize the grid current reference tracking and

thus implicitly ensure the normal power injection. Therefore, the item for grid

current regulation is designed as

J1 = [i∗2α(k + 1)− i2α(k + 1)]2 +
[
i∗2β(k + 1)− i2β(k + 1)

]2
(4.6)

According to the demanded power and measured grid voltage, the reference of

grid current can be calculated as
i∗2(k) = i∗2α(k) + ji∗2β(k)

i∗2α(k) = 2
3

P ∗vgα(k)+Q∗vgβ(k)

v2
gα(k)+v2

gβ(k)

i∗2β(k) = 2
3

P ∗vgβ(k)−Q∗vgα(k)

v2
gα(k)+v2

gβ(k)

(4.7)

where P ∗ is the active power reference, and Q∗ is the reactive power reference,

which is set at zero in this work to achieve the utility power factor. Considering

the internal modeling expressed in (4.2), the reference for capacitor voltage and

inverter-side current can be derived respectively as
v∗c (k) = v∗cα(k) + jv∗cβ(k)

v∗cα(k) = vgα(k)− ωgL2i
∗
2β(k)

v∗cβ(k) = vgβ(k) + ωgL2i
∗
2α(k)

(4.8)
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and 
i∗1(k) = i∗1α(k) + ji∗1β(k)

i∗1α(k) = i∗2α(k)− ωgCfv∗cβ(k)

i∗1β(k) = i∗2β(k) + ωgCfv
∗
cα(k)

(4.9)

where ωg is the fundamental angular frequency of grid.

As the coupled dynamics among the LCL components, the grid current will

be affected by the capacitor voltage and inverter-side current. For example,

the derivative of the grid current is directly related to the capacitor voltage.

Therefore, it is necessary to ensure the trajectory of capacitor voltage and

inverter-side current are both maintained close to their reference value. The

regulation for capacitor voltage regulation and inverter-side current can be

realized by designing the cost function as follows.

J2 = [v∗cα(k + 1)− vcα(k + 1)]2 +
[
v∗cβ(k + 1)− vcβ(k + 1)

]2
(4.10)

and

J3 = [i∗1α(k + 1)− i1α(k + 1)]2 +
[
i∗1β(k + 1)− i1β(k + 1)

]2
(4.11)

One of the significant advantages of MPC is that multiobjective optimization

can be easily realized by the pre-defined cost function. To simultaneously

controlled all state variables near the corresponding reference, the final cost

function with hybrid current and voltage control can be written as

J = J1+wvcJ2 + wi1g3 =
[
xg(k + 1)−x∗g(k + 1)

]T
Wg

[
xg(k + 1)−x∗g(k + 1)

]
(4.12)

where the reference vector x∗
g = [i∗1 v

∗
c i

∗
2]T. The positive semidefinite matrix

Wg=diag(wi1 , wvc , 1), including weighting factors wvc for capacitor voltage

and wi1 for inverter-side current, which assigns the different priorities to pe-

nalize each tracking error.

It can be seen that the concept of cost function design is intuitive, i.e, all

predictive state variables are controlled to track their corresponding reference.

Supposing that the state variable vector x tracks x∗ well, then the resonance

problem will be solved.
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4.1.3 Optimized Control Law

Substituting the predictive equation (4.4) into the cost function (4.12) and

performing the gradient of (4.12) with respect to vinv equals to zero. The

unconstrainted control law can be expressed as

vinv unc(k)= (Bgd
TWgBgd)−1Bgd

TWg

[
x∗g(k + 1)−Agdxg(k)− Egdvg(k)

]
(4.13)

It can be found that besides the information of state variables and grid voltage

at the kth instant is needed, the reference value at (k+1)th instant is also

required, which can be obtained as

x∗g(k + 1) = x∗g(k)ejωgTs (4.14)

Since the cost function penalizes the tracking error of state variables quadrat-

ically, the control law in (4.13) corresponds to the minimum value of the cost

function (4.12). Different from FCS-MPC, the CCS-MPC uses the modulator

to synthesize the desired voltage command. Considering the maximum voltage

Vinv lim generated by the modulator, the constraint for the control law should

be effective when vinv unc is out of the allowable region of the modulator, i.e.,

|vinv unc| =
√
v2
invα unc + v2

invβ unc ≤ Vinv lim (4.15)

Therefore, the optimized control law sent into the SPWM block is expressed

as

v∗inv(k) =

{
vinv unc(k) |vinv unc| ≤ Vinv lim

vinv unc(k)
|vinv unc(k)|Vinv lim |vinv unc| > Vinv lim

(4.16)

In this way, the exhaustive searching process for candidate vectors in FCS-

MPC is eliminated, and the optimized control law with the minimum cost

function value is ensured.

Although the optimized control law (4.13) is determined at the kth in-

stant, it cannot be executed immediately by the VSI due to the computational

time and PWM delay. Considering the one-step delay, the predictive model is

rewritten as

xg(k + 1) = Agdxg(k) + Bgdv
∗
inv(k − 1) + Egdvg(k) (4.17)
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Therefore, the one-step delay should be compensated by the controller other-

wise the system performance will deteriorate. To do this, the state variables

at the (k+1)th instant will be estimated firstly, and then the cost function will

evaluate the state variables at the (k+2)th instant, i.e.,

Jcom =
[
xg(k + 2)−x∗g(k + 2)

]T
Wg

[
xg(k + 2)−x∗g(k + 2)

]
(4.18)

Correspondingly, the unconstrainted control law with delay compensation will

be updated as follows.

vinv unc(k)= (Bgd
TWgBgd)−1Bgd

TWg

[
x∗g(k + 2)−Agdxg(k + 1)− Egdvg

]
(4.19)

The two-step ahead sinusoidal reference can be obtained by

x∗g(k + 2) = x∗g(k)ejωg2Ts (4.20)

The dynamic of grid voltage can be considered to be slow compared to the

sampling process. The state variable information at the (k+1)th instant can

be estimated by designing a state observer.

4.1.4 Weighting Factor Design

The weighting factors are usually determined in FCS-MPC by trial and error.

On the contrary, the essence of the CCS-MPC is a linear control strategy.

Thus, it is possible to analyze the closed-loop performance by examining the

poles of the system. The simulated and experimental parameters of the LCL-

filtered grid-connected VSI are given in Table 4.1.

Since the computational delay has been compensated, the closed-loop state-

space modeling can be obtained by substituting the control law (4.13) into

(4.4), i.e.,

xg(k + 1) = Φgxg(k) + Γgi
∗
2(k) + Ξgvg(k) (4.21)

where Φg =
[
I3 −Bgd(Bgd

TWgBgd)
−1

Bgd
TWg

]
Agd,

Γg=Bgd(Bgd
TWgBgd)−1Bgd

TWgTg,

Ξg=Egd+Bgd(Bgd
TWgBgd)−1Bgd

TWg(Rg − Egd),
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Table 4.1: Simulated and experimental parameters of the LCL-filtered VSI system

Parameters Value

DC-link voltage 300V

DC-link capacitance 3300µF

Gird fundamental frequency 60Hz

Gird peak voltage 115V

Inverter-side inductance 3mH

Filter capacitance 30µF

Grid-side inductance 1mH

Resonant frequency 1061Hz

Sampling frequency 6kHz

Tg =
[
1− ω2

gL2Cf jωgL2 1
]T

and Rg = [jωgCf 1 0]T. I3 is the iden-

tity matrix with 3-dimension. It can be seen that the system matrix Agd of

the open-loop model has been modified into the closed-loop matrix Φg. The

closed-loop poles can be obtained by solving the characteristic equation as

|λI3 −Φg| = 0 (4.22)

Since the control law is related to the weighting factor matrix Wg, the

values of the wi1 and wvc will affect the closed-loop system performance. Only

the system poles under the α-axis component are investigated since the β-axis

counterpart is completely the same. The open-loop poles of system are plotted

in Fig. 4.2(a), which illustrates the open-loop system is unstable with poles

lying on the boundary of the unit circle. The closed-loop poles of system, i.e.,

the solution of (4.22) are plotted in Fig. 4.2(b) with wi1=0.3 and wvc=0.03

respectively. It can be seen that all closed-loop poles are moved into the unit

circle with a zero pole and two complex poles. The system stability is improved

and the damping ratio is configured around 0.6, which is slightly smaller than

the optimum value 0.707 to obtain a relatively faster response [71]. To further

show the impact of the weighting factors, the root loci are plotted in Fig.

4.2(c) and Fig. 4.2(d) as wi1 and wvc changes respectively. It can be seen

in Fig. 4.2(c) that with a larger wvc , the two complex poles move closer to

the origin, resulting in a faster dynamic response. However, considering the

sensitivity to the noise in the real controller, the value of wvc is selected as
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Figure 4.2: The poles map of the system. (a) Open-loop poles. (b) Closed-loop poles
(wi1=0.3, wvc=0.03). (c) The closed-loop root loci with wvc changes from 0.03 to 0.4. (d)
The closed-loop root loci with wi1 changes from 0.2 to 1.

0.03. On the contrary, with a larger wi1 , the two complex poles move away

from the origin, which reduces the stability margin of the system. Besides,

the oscillations caused by disturbance will be more obvious due to the lower

damping ratio. It is consistent with the analysis in Fig. 4.2(c), which implies

the penalization strength for capacitor voltage tracking error becomes weak

when a larger wi1 is adopted. Therefore, the value of wi1 is selected as 0.3 with

the closed-loop poles designed in Fig. 4.2(b).

The discrete transfer function from the grid current reference i∗2 to the

actual current i2 can be derived as

i2(z)

i∗2(z)
= C(zI3 −Φg)−1Γg (4.23)

where C=[0 0 1]T. The bode plot of (4.23) is shown in Fig. 4.3, which shows

the proposed CCS-MPC can achieve zero tracking error for wide bandwidth.

While in case the feedforward compensation is not fully included, e.g., the third

gain coefficient in Γg is set as zero, the steady-state tracking error will exist.

Therefore, compared to the direct state feedback way, the proposed MPC

can achieve better closed-loop performance since the optimized control law

corresponds to the minimization of the cost function. To realize the optimized

control law, the information of all state variables needs to be known. In this

work, the full-order state observer is incorporated, which not only can reduce

the number of sensors but can compensate for the control delay by using the

estimated state value. According to the separation principle, the state observer

and the controller can be designed independently [97]. The state observer in
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Figure 4.3: The bode plot of the transfer function (4.23) with and without full feedforward
compensation.

the discrete time-domain is expressed as
x̂g(k + 1) = Agdx̂g(k) + Bgdv

∗
inv(k−1) + Egdvg(k) + Kob [y(k) − ŷ(k)]

y(k) = Cx(k)

ŷ(k) = Cx̂g(k)
(4.24)

where Kob is the gain matrix for the observer and x̂g = [̂i1 v̂c î2]T is the

estimated state vector. Defining xe=xg-x̂g represent the estimated error of

the observer, and thus the dynamic of xe can be described as

xe(k + 1) = (Agd −KobC)xe(k) (4.25)

It can be found the eigenvalues of the closed-loop matrix Agd −KobC will de-

termine the dynamic response of the state observer. The pole placement design

can be applied to obtain the value of Kob. Although the eigenvalues which are

closer to the origin will bring a faster response, the noise rejection ability will

be weakened. In this work, the poles of the observer are designed according

to a rule of thumb that the dynamic of the observer should be faster than
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the controller. The closed-loop poles of the controller are [0 0.2353+j0.4026

0.2353-j0.4026], which are shown in Fig. 4.2(b). Therefore, the distance be-

tween the observer poles and the origin is selected as one-third of the distance

between the controller poles and the origin. In this case, the poles designed

for the state observer are determined as [0 0.1359+j0.2324 0.1359-j0.2324]. By

using the ‘place’ order in MATLAB, the gain matrix Kob is determined as

[0.4211 0.8718 1.6156]T.

4.1.5 Modified Reference for Grid-Side Harmonic Re-
jection

MPC provides a flexible mode to design the cost function such that to suit

the different sceneries. Therefore, to maintain sinusoidal current when the

unhealthy grid voltage appears, the modification of the controller is proposed

in this section. Compared to the previous design structure of the controller,

only the reference with two-step ahead compensation needs to be updated

under the distorted and unbalanced grid voltage.

The distorted grid is assumed to contain the dominant 5th, 7th, 11th, and

13th harmonic order voltage besides the fundamental component. The open-

loop model of LCL-filtered VSI is sensitive to the background harmonic in the

grid since the resonant peak will be induced. The output admittance of the

VSI can be defined as the transfer function from the grid voltage to the grid

current. The smaller admittance implies the strong harmonic rejection ability

of the system. Fig. 4.4 plots the bode diagram of the output admittance of VSI

with the open-loop plant and closed-loop controller respectively. It can be seen

that the open-loop admittance has a peak at the resonant frequency, where the

grid voltage with the same frequency will cause a significant harmonic. The

resonant peak has been significantly eliminated in the closed-loop equation

(4.21), as can be seen from the blue line in Fig. 4.4. Therefore, the proposed

MPC controller can effectively reject the harmonics response from the distorted

grid voltage, but two modifications are still proposed to improve the current

performance under a distorted grid.

The first one is that the current reference generation should only contain
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Figure 4.4: The bode plot of the output admittance of the open-loop model and closed-loop
model.

the fundamental component otherwise the harmonic counterpart will also be

tracked accurately as seen in Fig. 4.3. To exact the fundamental and harmon-

ics of the grid voltage, the SDFT tool is chosen here. Compared to the resonant

filters, which may easily introduce phase errors, the SDFT can achieve more

accurate extraction results [116]. The basic diagram of the digital realization

for SDFT is shown in Fig. 4.5, where a constant N -sized sliding window is

used to store the information of the signal. The discrete transfer function for

the hth order harmonic can be expressed as

HSDFT(z) =
1− z−N

1− ej2πh/Nz−1
(4.26)

With the fundamental grid voltage vgα 1 and vgβ 1 obtained, the fundamental

grid current reference under distorted grid conditions can be generated as
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Figure 4.5: The realization diagram for the hth harmonic extraction using SDFT.

follows 
i∗2 1(k) = i∗2α 1(k) + ji∗2β 1(k)

i∗2α 1(k) = 2
3

P ∗vgα 1(k)+Q∗vgβ1 (k)

v2
gα 1(k)+v2

gβ 1(k)

i∗2β 1(k) = 2
3

P ∗vgβ 1(k)−Q∗vgα 1(k)

v2
gα 1(k)+v2

gβ 1(k)

(4.27)

Since the current reference in (4.27) is still sinusoidal, the two-step ahead

compensation for control delay can still be obtained by

i∗2 1(k + 2) = i∗2 1(k)ejωg2Ts (4.28)

Correspondingly, the cost function for the grid current regulation under dis-

torted grid conditions is designed as

J1D = [i∗2α 1(k + 2)− i2α(k + 2)]2 +
[
i∗2β 1(k + 2)− i2β(k + 2)

]2
(4.29)

Another modification for the controller under the distorted grid conditions

is to ensure the capacitor voltage can replicate the harmonic components of

the grid voltage. In this case, as much as the harmonics in the grid current

can be rejected. The cost function for the capacitor voltage regulation under

distorted grid conditions is designed as

J2D = [v∗cα H(k + 2)− vcα(k + 2)]2 +
[
v∗cβ H(k + 2)− vcβ(k + 2)

]2
(4.30)

where vcα H
∗ and vcβ H

∗ are the reference for capacitor voltage tracking, which

contains the harmonic component from the grid. Normally, the grid harmonic

component can be obtained by subtracting the fundamental voltage from the

total grid voltage. However, considering the two-step ahead compensation for

the reference still needed to be realized and the background harmonic voltage of

the grid has different frequencies, the compensation is realized independently

for each harmonic component. For example, the 5th, 11th harmonic voltage
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with the negative sequence and 7th, 13th harmonic voltage with the positive

sequence can be compensated as

vg 1(k + 2) = vg 1(k)ejωg2Ts

vg 5(k + 2) = vg 5e
−j5ωg2Ts

vg 7(k + 2) = vg 7(k)ej7ωg2Ts

vg 11(k + 2) = vg 11(k)e−j11ωg2Ts

vg 13(k + 2) = vg 13(k)ej13ωg2Ts

(4.31)

Therefore, the reference vcα H
∗ and vcβ H

∗ can be calculated as

v∗c H(k = v∗cα H(k) + jv∗cβ H(k)

v∗cα H(k) =
1,5,7,11,13∑

h

vgα h(k)− ωgLgi∗2β 1(k)

v∗cβ H(k) =
1,5,7,11,13∑

h

vgβ h(k) + ωgLgi
∗
2α 1(k)

(4.32)

Furthermore, the reference for inverter-side current is the sum of the grid

current and capacitor current, which can be calculated as

i∗1 H(k) = i∗1α H(k) + ji∗1β H(k)

i∗1α H(k) = (1− ωg2L2Cf ) i
∗
2α 1(k)+ωgCf

(
−

1,7,13∑
h

h−−→vgβh(k) +
5,11∑
h

h−−→vgβh(k)

)
i∗1β H(k) = (1 + ωg

2L2Cf ) i
∗
2β 1(k)+ωgCf

(
1,7,13∑
h

h−−→vgαh(k)−
5,11∑
h

h−−→vgαh(k)

)
(4.33)

and the cost function for the inverter-side current regulation under distorted

grid conditions is designed as

J3D = [i∗1α H(k + 2)− i1α(k + 2)]2 +
[
i∗1β H(k + 2)− i1β(k + 2)

]2
(4.34)

Finally, the total cost function can be written as

JD = J1D+wvcJ2D + wi1J3D (4.35)

The optimized control law can also be derived by performing the gradient of

(4.35) with respect to vinv equals to zero.

The unbalanced grid voltage will cause the prominent triple-order harmonic

in the grid current [117]. In this section, the capability of MPC to tackle
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Figure 4.6: Diagram of the proposed MPC scheme with hybrid current and voltage control.
(a) The unified structure of the proposed controller. (b) The reference generation under
normal grid condition. (c) The reference generation under distorted grid condition. (d) The
reference generation under unbalanced grid condition.

the unbalanced grid condition is extended for LCL-filtered VSI. To maintain

a simple concept and avoid using the positive/negative sequence extraction

block, the modification of the instantaneous reactive power is used to generate

the grid current reference [75], which is realized in this work to verify its

application versatility on a high-order plant. To do this, the variable xd is

defined, which lags x by 90 electrical degrees. For grid voltage, it can be

expressed as {
vgα = V1cos(ωt+ ϕ1) vdgα = V1sin(ωt+ ϕ1)

vgβ = V2cos(ωt+ ϕ2) vdgβ = V2sin(ωt+ ϕ2)
(4.36)

and the instantaneous active and reactive powers are defined as{
Pn = 3

2
(vgαigα + vgβigβ)

Qn = 3
2
(vdgαigα + vdgβigβ)

(4.37)

Substituting (4.36) into (4.37) and making the dc component of Pn equals P ∗

while the coefficients before the ripple component and the dc component of Qn

equal zero at the same time. Therefore, the reference for grid current under
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Figure 4.7: Experimental setup of the LCL filtered VSI system.

unbalanced grid conditions can be derived as
i∗2 n(k) = i∗2α n(k) + ji∗2β n(k)

i∗2α n(k) = 2
3

−P ∗vdgβ(k)

(vgβvdgα−vgαvdgβ)

i∗2β n(k) = 2
3

P ∗vdgα(k)

(vgβvdgα−vgαvdgβ)

(4.38)

The delay variable of the grid voltage vdgα and vdgβ can be obtained by using the

second-order generalized integrator (SOGI) block. The reference of capacitor

voltage v∗c n(k) and inverter-side current i∗1 n(k) can be derived in (4.8) and

(4.9) respectively by replacing i∗2(k) with i∗2 n(k). Since all references are sinu-

soidal, the two-step ahead compensation can be directly adopted. Similarly,

the optimized control law can be then obtained by using the new reference

generated.

The diagram of the proposed MPC scheme with hybrid current and voltage

control for LCL-filtered grid-connected VSI is shown in Fig. 4.6. The system

with resonance damping and harmonic rejection ability is incorporated, and

the control delay is compensated by the forecast reference and estimated state

variables from the observer. It can be seen that the proposed controller is

implemented with an intuitive concept and only the reference of the state

variables needs to be modified under unhealthy grid voltage conditions.

4.1.6 Simulation and Experimental Results

The proposed controller is simulated by using the MATLAB/Simulink firstly

with the parameter shown in Table 4.1. Then, it is verified experimentally
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Figure 4.8: Simulation and experimental results of grid current with 1kW injected power
under the sinusoidal grid voltage (a) Simulated grid current. (b) Experimental grid current.

by MicroLabBox 1202 digital controller with the same parameter used. A

three-level neutral-point-clamped (NPC) inverter configurated by IGBT power

modules (Infineon F3L75R07W2E3) is connected to the ac grid simulator.

The SPWM block with a common-mode signal injection is used to generate

the optimized control law from the controller while maintaining the balance

of dc-link voltage. Fig. 4.7 shows the adopted hardware prototype for the

three-level NPC inverter connected to the grid through the LCL filter.

Fig. 4.8 shows the simulated and experimental results of the grid current.

It can be seen that both the simulated and experimental grid currents are

maintained as sinusoidal waveforms without resonance oscillations. The THD

value of the injected current is lower, i.e, 1.99% in simulation and 2.22% in the

experiment. Therefore, the proposed CCS-MPC scheme can ensure the normal

power injection at the steady-state with satisfactory current performance. For

comparison, if the weighting factor wvc for capacitor voltage tracking is set as

0, then the system cannot work normally and the ac grid simulator indicates

the ‘fault’ mode in the experiment.

To verify the resonance damping ability of the proposed MPC controller.

The dynamic response of the grid current by using simulation and experiment

are shown in Fig. 4.9, where the active power reference changes from 500W

to 1kW. With the closed-loop poles designed in Fig. 4.2(b), the resonance

peak caused by the disturbance can be effectively reduced, as seen in Fig.

4.9(a) and Fig. 4.9(c). For comparison, the weighting factor for capacitor

voltage regulation wvc is reduced to 0.003 with the results shown in Fig. 4.9(b)
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Figure 4.9: Simulation and experimental results of grid voltage and current with the injected
power changes from 500W to 1kW (a) Simulation (wvc =0.03). (b) Simulation (wvc=0.003).
(c) Experiment (wvc=0.03). (d) Experiment (wvc=0.003).

Figure 4.10: Experimental results of grid current with 1kW injected power (a) FCS-MPC
with sampling frequency 30kHz. (b) PI-based AD scheme with capacitor current feedback.

and Fig. 4.9(d) respectively. Since the closed-loop poles are far away from

the origin with a reduced wvc , the stability margin of the system is reduced.

Besides, the resonance peak becomes prominent due to the smaller damping

ratio. Therefore, with the suitable parameter designed, the proposed MPC

can significantly dampen the resonance peak and improve system security.

To show the contribution of the proposed scheme, the other two typical

schemes applied to the LCL filtered grid-connected inverter are compared.

The steady-state performance with 1kW injected power of the FCS-MPC and

PI-based AD scheme with capacitor current feedback are shown in Fig. 4.10.

The spectrum of grid current has been presented in Fig. 4.11. The FCS-MPC
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Figure 4.11: The spectrum of experimental grid current with 1kW injected power (a) FCS-
MPC with sampling frequency 30kHz. (b) PI-based AD scheme with capacitor current
feedback. (c) Proposed MPC scheme.

Figure 4.12: Dynamic experimental results of α-axis grid current with the injected power
changes from 500W to 1kW (a) FCS-MPC with sampling frequency 30kHz. (b) PI-based
AD scheme with capacitor current feedback. (c) Proposed MPC scheme.

scheme exhaustively searches the optimized input vector according to the pro-

posed cost function (4.12). As a result, the FCS-MPC needs almost 25µs to

execute the algorithm. Therefore the sampling frequency 30kHz is adopted in

FCS-MPC to ensure enough computation resources for the algorithm execu-

tion. Besides, since there is no modulation stage incorporated in FCS-MPC,

the switching frequency is unfixed (almost 4.5kHz with lkW power injection)

and the resulted spectrum of the injected current is spread. As can be seen

in Fig. 4.10(a), the steady-state current performance of FCS-MPC is worse

than that of the proposed scheme. The capacitor current feedback-based AD

scheme utilized the cascaded way, where the PI regulator is adopted for the

injected current. The parameters of PI are adjusted according to the sym-

metrical optimum whereas the LCL filter is approximated to the L filter [118].

Besides, the damping coefficient is determined by the root loci of the closed-

loop transfer function. As can be seen in Fig. 4.10(b), this AD scheme can

also achieve a satisfactory steady-state current. The dynamic α-axis current

tracking performances of the three schemes are shown in Fig. 4.12. It can be

seen that both the proposed scheme and FCS-MPC show faster current track-
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ing performance than that of the AD scheme. It is worth mentioning that the

AD scheme has at least four parameters including the proportional gain, in-

tegral gain, saturation value of the PI regulator, and damping coefficient that

need to be designed. On the contrary, only two weighting factors wi1 and wvc

need to be designed in the proposed MPC scheme. Therefore, compared to

this AD scheme, a faster dynamic response and reduced tuning complexity can

be achieved by the proposed scheme. Finally, the comparison of FCS-MPC,

PI-based AD and the proposed MPC scheme is summarized in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2: Comprehensive comparison for FCS-MPC, PI-based AD and proposed MPC
scheme

Indices FCS-MPC PI-based AD Proposed MPC

Steady-state performance general good good

Dynamic response fast slow fast

Parameter number two four two

Weighting factor tuning difficult - easy

Computational burden high low low

Sampling frequency high low low

Switching frequency unfixed constant constant

Bandwidth high limited high

Design concept intuitive complex intuitive

Multivariable control easy difficult easy

Fig. 4.13 shows the grid current waveform under the distorted grid con-

ditions, which contains 2% 5th, 2% 7th, 1% 11th, and 1% 13th order harmonic

voltage. Firstly, the performance of grid current is tested by using the pro-

posed CCS-MPC without any modification. It can be seen in Fig. 4.13(a) and

Fig. 4.13(c) that the current waveform is significantly polluted by the grid

harmonic voltage with simulated THD 10.93% and experimental THD 13.88%

respectively. To clear the harmonic components in grid current, the proposed

two modifications are applied, i.e., the reference is changed to the distorted

grid condition and the capacitor voltage is forced to replicate the grid harmonic

voltage by the cost function. As a result, it can be seen in Fig. 4.13(b) and

Fig. 4.13(d) that the sinusoidal current can still be maintained with low THD

obtained. Therefore, the proposed modification within the MPC framework
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Figure 4.13: Simulation and experimental results of grid current using the proposed CCS-
MPC with 1kW injected power under distorted grid conditions (a) Simulation without mod-
ification. (b) Simulation with reference modification. (c) Experiment without modification.
(d) Experiment with reference modification.

can effectively reject the harmonics caused by the distorted grid conditions.

Fig. 4.14 shows the grid current waveform under the unbalanced grid

conditions, where the phase a grid voltage is reduced to 80% percent of the

other two phases. The performance of grid current is tested by directly using

the proposed CCS-MPC without reference modification. As expected in Fig.

4.14(a) and Fig. 4.14(c), the prominent triple-order harmonic appears in the

grid current, resulting in simulated THD 7.34% and experimental THD 7.81%

respectively. By modifying the reference of grid current in (4.38), the sinusoidal

current is obtained in Fig. 4.14(b) and Fig. 4.14(d) with THD 1.90% and

1.82% respectively. Therefore, the proposed scheme can effectively reject the

harmonics caused by unbalanced grid conditions. Moreover, as seen in Fig.

4.14(e), the proposed controller reacts quickly to the voltage sags with a good

transient process.

With the weighting factors wi1(0.3) and wvc(0.03) designed for the proposed

MPC, the performance of the controller affected by the mismatch of the plant

parameters is investigated. The real value of the inverter-side inductance is

3mH used, and the closed-loop root loci is plotted in Fig. 4.15(a) when the used
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Figure 4.14: Simulation and experimental results of grid current using the proposed CCS-
MPC with 1kW injected power under unbalanced grid conditions (a) Simulation without
modification. (b) Simulation with reference modification. (c) Experiment without modifi-
cation. (d) Experiment with reference modification. (e) The dynamic current response in
case of voltage sags.

Figure 4.15: The closed-loop root loci with mismatched plant parameters. (a) The used L1

value changes from 33.33% to 140% of the real value. (b) The used Cf value changes from
33.33% to 166.67% of the real value. (c) The used L2 value changes from 50% to 150% of
the real value.

value in the controller changes from 33.33% to 140% of the real value. It can

be seen that with a reduced value of L1 used, the stability margin of the system

and the damping ratio are reduced. When the used value reaches 140%, the

pole lies out of the unit cycle, and the system becomes unstable. However, for

a wide range of L1 changes, the system performance can be ensured. Similarly,

the closed-loop root loci is plotted in Fig. 4.15(b) when the used capacitance

value in the controller changes from 33.33% to 166.67% of the real value.

The damping ratio will reduce considerably with the increased capacitance,

resulting in more resonance peaks during the dynamic process. Fig. 4.15(c)
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Figure 4.16: Simulation and experimental results of grid current with 1kW injected power
under grid-side inductance mismatch (a) Simulation with 0.5mH L2. (b) Simulation with
1.5mH L2. (c) Experiment with 0.5mH L2. (d) Experiment with 1.5mH L2.

plots the closed-loop root loci when the used grid-side inductance value in the

controller changes from 50% to 150% of the real value. The damping ratio will

change slightly but still with guaranteed system performance. A study case of

the grid-side inductance mismatch is shown in Fig. 4.16 with 50% and 150%

of the real value used. It can be seen that the system performance does not

change too much compared to Fig. 4.8.

4.2 FCS-MPC for VSC-fed PMSM With Out-

put LC Filter

In this section, the FCS-MPC is designed for the three-level NPC inverter-fed

PMSM drive system with an LC filter, as shown in Fig. 4.17. Firstly, the state

trajectory between the first-order system (without filter) and the high-order

plant is compared in the time domain. Therefore, the design principle of the

cost function for filter resonance suppression can be revealed intuitively. Sec-

ondly, to reduce the hardware cost, the Kalman-filter-based state estimation

is adopted with the compensation for control input delay. Finally, to make an

easy realization in the digital platform, the cost function is further optimized
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Figure 4.17: Three-level NPC inverter-fed PMSM drive system with an output LC filter.

to a simplified form. An exhaustive and detailed description of the proposed

FCS-MPC controller is presented.

4.2.1 Predictive Model of PMSM Side With LC filter

The dynamic modeling in Fig. 4.17 can be described as

dxs

dt
= Asx+ Bsus + Es (4.39)

where the state vector xs = [isd isq vsd vsq ifd ifq]
T and the input vector us =

[vinvd vinvq]
T. The time-varying matrix As, Bs, and the disturbance matrix Es

are given by

As =



−Rs
Ls

ωe
1
Ls

0 0 0

−ωe − Rs
Ls

0 1
Ls

0 0

− 1
Cf

0 0 ωe
1
Cf

0

0 − 1
Cf

− ωe 0 0 1
Cf

0 0 − 1
Lf

0 − Rf
Lf

ωe

0 0 0 − 1
Lf

− ωe − Rf
Lf


,

Bs =



0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
1
Lf

0

0 1
Lf


, Es =



0

−ωeψf
Ls

0
0
0
0



(4.40)

vsd, vsq, and isd, isq represent the dq-axes stator voltage and current respec-

tively. Rs and Ls represent the stator resistance and inductance for the
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surface-mounted PMSM. ωe is the synchronous angular velocity. ψf repre-

sents the magnitude of rotor flux. vinvd, vinvq, and ifd, ifq represent the dq-axes

inverter-side voltage and current respectively. Lf and Cf represent the filter

inductance and capacitance respectively. Rf is the equivalent series resistance

of Lf , which is ignored in this work due to the quite small value. Besides,

the worst situation without any internal damping factor will make the system

more unstable.

Assuming that the sampling interval is Ts and the current time step is k,

the modeling (4.39) is discretized based on the ZOH principle to obtain the

predictive equation as

xs(k + 1) = Asdxs(k) + Bsdus(k) + Esd (4.41)

Considering the high-order feature of (4.39) and the coupling dynamic between

state variables, the Taylor series expansion of the discrete matrices are reserved

to the third-order item to improve the accuracy of state prediction, i.e.,

Asd ≈
3∑

n=0

As
nTs

n

n!
, Bsd ≈

3∑
n=1

As
n−1Ts

n

n!
Bs ,Esd ≈

3∑
n=1

As
n−1Ts

n

n!
Es (4.42)

Considering the inaccurate disturbance Ẽsd and other constant disturbance

ηd in the system model, i.e.,

xs(k + 1) = Asdxs(k) + Bsdus(k) + Ẽsd+ηd (4.43)

The integral operation is embedded into the predictive equation to improve

the accuracy [119], which can eliminate the effect that comes from the slow-

varying disturbance. Applying the differential operation to both sides of (4.43),

we have

xs(k + 1)− xs(k) = Asd [xs(k)− xs(k − 1)] + Bsd [us(k)− us(k − 1)]

+Ẽsd − Ẽsd+ηd − ηd
(4.44)

or equivalently

∆xs(k + 1) = Asd∆xs(k) + Bsd∆us(k) (4.45)
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where the dynamic of ωe is assumed as constant(dωe/dt = 0). ∆xs(k)=xs(k)-

xs(k-1), ∆us(k)=us(k)-us(k-1) are the incremental component of state vari-

able and control input respectively. Therefore, the predictive state variables

can be obtained through the augmented equation

xs(k + 1) = xs(k) + Asd∆xs(k) + Bsd∆us(k) (4.46)

Each phase leg l ∈ {a, b, c} has three voltage levels that can be selected,

i.e., 0.5Vdc(λl=1), 0(λl=0), and -0.5Vdc(λl=-1), where λl represent the switch-

ing variable of each leg. Therefore, the dynamic equation of the two dc-link

capacitor voltages Vdc1 and Vdc2 can be expressed as [120] dVdc1
dt

dVdc2
dt

 =

 − Γ1a

Cdc1
− Γ1b

Cdc1
− Γ1c

Cdc1

− Γ2a

Cdc2
− Γ2b

Cdc2
− Γ2c

Cdc2

 ifa
ifb
ifc

+

 idc
Cdc1

idc
Cdc2

 (4.47)

where

Γ1l =
λl(λl + 1)

2
Γ2l =

λl(1− λl)
2

.

ifa, ifb, ifc and idc represent the three-phase inverter-side currents and dc-

link current, as noted in Fig. 4.17. The two dc-link capacitances used are

same, i.e., Cdc1=Cdc2=Cdc. Therefore, the dynamic equation for the voltage

deviation ∆Vdc between Vdc1 and Vdc2 can be obtained as

d∆Vdc
dt

= dVdc1
dt
− dVdc2

dt

= 1
Cdc

[(Γ2a − Γ1a) ifa + (Γ2b − Γ1b) ifb + (Γ2c − Γ1c) ifc]
(4.48)

Using the first-order Euler discretization, the predictive dc-link voltage devia-

tion can be obtained as

∆Vdc(k + 1) = ∆Vdc(k) + Ts
Cdc

[(Γ2a − Γ1a) ifa(k)+

(Γ2b − Γ1b) ifb(k) + (Γ2c − Γ1c) ifc(k)]
(4.49)

4.2.2 Proposed Cost Function With Multivariable Con-
trol

The typical cascaded way for the motor drive controller is adopted in this

work, where the outer speed loop uses the PI regulator to generate the q-axis

current reference i∗sq. The d-axis current reference i∗sd is set as 0 to achieve
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Figure 4.18: The trajectory evolution of stator current in the MPC realization process (a)
Motor drive without additional filter (first-order system) and (b) Motor drive with LC filter.

the maximum torque current ratio. The inner loop only includes a single

FCS-MPC controller without a multiloop path. To demonstrate the resonance

problems caused by the additional filter, the trajectory of state variables is

firstly analyzed.

The cost function should realize the dq-axes stator current reference track-

ing and thus implicitly ensure the tracking of speed reference. Therefore, the

first item in the cost function is designed as

J1 =
[
i∗sq − isq(k + 1)

]2
+ [i∗sd − isd(k + 1)]2 (4.50)

To dampen the filter resonance, the existing AD schemes are realized with

additional feedback, e.g., capacitor current or converter-side current are intro-

duced. Besides, the virtual-impedance-based harmonic loop is also combined,

where the design is a transfer-function-based process with a modulator applied.

To provide an intuitive principle of the resonance generation and suppression,

the compared trajectory of state variables in the drive system with and with-

out additional filter (first-order system) are demonstrated in the time-domain

firstly, as seen in Fig. 4.18. In Fig. 4.18(a), where the motor drive without

LC filter is considered, the control objective only includes the dq-axes current

reference tracking and the manipulated voltage vector which can achieve the

minimized current tracking error will be selected at each sampling instant.

Therefore, the derivative of current can change suddenly subjected to the ap-

plied input stator voltage without any physical constraints. While for the
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motor terminal connected with LC filter, the stator voltage is maintained as a

continuous variable due to the effect of the capacitor. In the system modeling

(4.39), vsdq can be treated as the virtual input for the control of isdq. Since vsdq

cannot change instantaneously, the derivative of isdq are forced to maintain as

continuous at each sampling instant. As seen in Fig. 4.18(b), with the dq-

axes current reference tracking as the sole objective, the virtual input vsdq will

contribute to the minimized error between the actual current trajectory and

references. However, the derivative of the current remains uncontrolled at each

sampling instant. Therefore, in the case of the current trajectory evolved from

the last instant, although the input vsdq which can achieve the smallest current

deviation is still selected, the current trajectory trend cannot be remedied. In

other words, due to the continuous constraint of the current derivatives, all

available virtual inputs vsdq will generate a relatively large current deviation

in the next interval. Furthermore, the current trajectory will deviate more

and more from the desired reference, which causes the filter resonance phe-

nomenon. Therefore, besides the current reference tracking at each sampling

instant, the capacitor voltage, which is directly related to the current deriva-

tive should also be regulated effectively. As can be seen in Fig. 4.18(b), the

derivatives of the stator current reference are zero since the constant value

under dq frame. According to the dynamic equation of stator current
disd
dt

= −Rs
Ls
isd + ωeisq + 1

Ls
vsd

disq
dt

= −ωeisd − Rs
Ls
isq + 1

Ls
vsq − ωeψf

Ls

, (4.51)

the capacitor voltage reference can be obtained by making the derivatives of

the stator current in (4.51) equal zero. Therefore, we have{
v∗sd = Rsi

∗
sd−ωeLsi∗sq

v∗sq = Rsi
∗
sq+ωeLsi

∗
sd+ωeψf

(4.52)

As a result, the cost function that regulates the capacitor voltage tracking

is expressed as

J2 =
[
v∗sq − vsq(k + 1)

]2
+ [v∗sd − vsd(k + 1)]2 (4.53)
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Similarly, the derivative of the capacitor voltage is kept continuous due to the

physical constraint of the filter inductor. The instantaneous values of capaci-

tor voltage are regulated in (4.53) without the derivative control. Therefore,

to remedy the trajectory of capacitor voltage, the inverter-side current, which

is directly related to the derivative of capacitor voltage, should also be regu-

lated. The inverter-side current reference corresponds to the zero derivatives

of capacitor voltage can be generated as{
i∗fd = i∗sd−ωeCfv∗sq

i∗fq = i∗sq + ωeCfv
∗
sd

(4.54)

The cost function that regulates the inverter-side current tracking is expressed

as

J3 =
[
i∗fq − ifq(k + 1)

]2
+
[
i∗fd − ifd(k + 1)

]2
(4.55)

Therefore, the cost function for the state variables regulation is designed as

JAC = J1+wvsJ2 + wifJ3 = [xs(k + 1)−x∗s]
TW [xs(k + 1)−x∗s] (4.56)

where the reference vector x∗s=[i∗sd i
∗
sq v

∗
sd v

∗
sq i
∗
fd i

∗
fq]

T. The matrix W assigns

the different weighting factors to penalize each tracking error, which can be

expressed as W=diag(1, 1, wvs, wvs, wif , wif ) since the diagonal property.

The dimension of W is 6 and also it is positive semidefinite. It can be seen

in (4.56) that the weighting factor for stator current is set as 1 and thus only

two weighting factor wif and wvs need to be tuned in this stage.

The dc-link voltage balance can be achieved by exploiting the redundancy

provided by small vectors and zero vectors of NPC inverter [121]. To do this,

the penalization item for the deviation between Vdc1 and Vdc2 is added into the

cost function. The final cost function for the NPC-fed PMSM drive with LC

filter is expressed as

Js = [xs(k + 1)−x∗s]
TW [xs(k + 1)−x∗s] +wbal[∆Vdc(k + 1)]2 (4.57)

The weighting factor plays a vital role in the connection among physical

variables with different units, dimensions, and rates of change. In (4.57), three

weighting factors need to be tuned, i.e., wvs, wif , and wbal. Firstly, the value
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Table 4.3: Simulated and experimental parameters of the NPC inverter-fed PMSM drive
system

Parameters Value

DC-link voltage 240V

DC-link capacitance: Cdc1 Cdc2 3300µF

Rated power 1.1kW

Rated stator frequency 100Hz

Number of pole pairs 5

Rotor flux 0.15Wb

Stator resistance 0.5Ω

Stator inductance 3.1mH

filter capacitance 60µF

filter inductance 3mH

Resonant frequency 375Hz

Sampling frequency 15kHz

of wbal is designed according to the tradeoff between state variables regulation

and dc-link voltage balance. The function JAC has the same value for the

redundant switching states. According to their different effect on the dc-link

voltage deviation, the function JM can distinguish which one should be applied

by setting wbal>0. In this work, the simulated and experimental parameters for

the NPC inverter-fed PMSM system are shown in Table 4.3. The simulated

performances of dc-link voltage are compared in Fig. 4.19 by setting three

values of wbal at 0.2s, i.e., 2×10−7, 2×10−4, and 2×104. It can be seen that

when wbal is set as 2×10−7 and 2×10−4, the two dc-link voltages are both

balanced well at the steady-state, and the speed and torque of motor are not

affected too much during the dynamic process. However, when wbal is increased

to 2×104 in Fig. 4.19(c), the dynamic performance of motor is sacrificed for

the faster response of dc-link voltage balance although the steady-state is still

well regulated. In practical application, since the dc-link voltage balance is

always controlled, the value of wbal can be tuned as a smaller value. Therefore,

the value 2×10−4 is selected for wbal to maintain enough margin for the dc-link

voltage balance. It is worth to mention that the proposed FCS-MPC scheme at

the steady-state shows high robustness to wbal, which can be set easily within

a wide range.
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Figure 4.19: The simulated performance of dc-link voltage, motor speed, and torque by
using different values of wbal at 0.2s. (a) wbal=2×10−7. (b) wbal=2×10−4. (c) wbal=2×104.

Figure 4.20: The simulated performance of motor torque with different weighting factors
used. (a) wvs=0.0003, wif=0.001. (b) wvs=0.003, wif=0.001. (c) wvs=0.03, wif=0.001.
(d)wvs=0.003, wif=0.0001. (e) wvs=0.003, wif=0.01.

Secondly, the adjustment of weighting factor wvs and wif , which are directly

related to the state variables, is more important to the system stability. To

speed up the tuning process, we can start from the assumption that the same

priority is assigned for all tracking errors of state variables. Since the additional

filter, the waveforms of stator current and stator voltage are smooth due to

the high-order filtering. Considering the maximum change of inverter output

voltage is 2Vdc/3, the ripple of inverter-side current is roughly estimated as

2VdcTs/(3Lf ). The ripples of capacitor voltage and stator current are roughly

calculated as 2VdcTs
2
/

(3LfCf ) and 2VdcTs
3
/

(3LfCfLs) respectively. Since the
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cost function penalizes the tracking error quadratically, the square of the ratio

of stator current ripple to inverter-side current ripple is set as the turning

point for wif , i.e., T 4
s /(CfLs)

2
. Similarly, the square of the ratio of stator

current ripple to capacitor voltage ripple is set as the turning point for wvs,

i.e., T 2
s /Ls

2
. Therefore, the weighting factor can be further adjusted in order to

achieve the desired resonance damping performance. Generally, the resonance

damping ability of system can be enhanced with larger wif and wvs adopted.

Besides, it is worth to mention that both wif and wvs drive the state trajectory

in the same trend, which can simplify the tuning process. According to the

parameters in Table 4.3, wif and wvs can be tuned from 0.00057 and 0.00046

respectively. The final value of wif and wvs are set as 0.001 and 0.003 through

the simulated comparison of motor torque in Fig. 4.20, where several sets

of wif and wvs are adopted. Either the insufficient damping ability or the

overdamping situation will cause the oscillations in the motor torque.

4.2.3 Control Scheme Implementation

To dampen the filter resonance, the capacitor voltage and inverter-side current

are both controlled, which means the information of vsdq(k) and ifdq(k) need

to be known. To reduce the number of sensors, the Kalman filter-based state

estimation is adopted. Considering the one-step delay in the digital controller,

the discrete-time observer is expressed as
x̂s(k + 1) = Asdx̂s(k) + Bsdus(k−1) + Esd+Kob [y(k)− ŷ(k)]

y(k) = Cxs(k)

ŷ(k) = Cx̂s(k)

(4.58)

where the matrix C is given by

C =

[
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0

]
and x̂s=[̂isd îsq v̂sd v̂sq îfd îfq]

T is the estimated state vector. Due to the digital

delay, the optimized voltage vector us(k− 1) determined from the last control

interval will be applied at the k instant. To compensate for the delay, the

one-step forward state variable is estimated in a predictive manner by using
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(4.58), which can be used directly as the start point for the prediction of state

variable. It should be noted that the prediction process uses all the estimated

value from the observer. The feedback gain Kob is a 6×2-dimension matrix.

Considering the modeling matrix in (4.41) is time-varying, the gain Kob is

calculated recursively as [122] Kob(k) = Pp(k)CT
[
CPp(k)CT + R

]−1

Pp(k + 1) = Asd [I−Kob(k)C] Pp(k)Asd
T + Q

(4.59)

where I is the 6th order identity matrix and Pp represents the auto-covariance

matrix for the predictive state variables. The auto-covariance matrices for the

modeling mismatch and measurement noise are Q and R respectively, which

can be set as diagonal matrices and need to be tuned properly. The larger Q

implies that the larger variations between the predictive state and real state,

which causes stronger update of the estimated vector. The auto-covariance

matrices of noise in the experimental test are set as Q=diag(0.0001, 0.0001,

0.0003, 0.0003, 0.001, 0.001) and R=diag(0.0001, 0.0001). The Kalman-filter

based state estimation makes compensation for the state variables. Therefore,

the designed cost function evaluates the trajectory of state variables at the

(k+2)th instant, which are calculated according to

xs(k + 2) = x̂s(k + 1) + Asd∆x̂s(k + 1) + Bsd∆us(k) (4.60)

In the typical implementation of FCS-MPC scheme, the candidate control

inputs are substituted into the predictive model and then the corresponding

effect will be evaluated via the cost function. This kind of way put the re-

peated state prediction into the circulation, which causes numerous computing

operations in the digital controller. To further reduce the computational bur-

den, the unconstrained solution of cost function JAC in (4.56) is found firstly.

By making the gradient of JAC equals to zero, i.e.,

∇JAC [xs(k + 2), ∆us(k)] = 0 (4.61)

where ∇ represents the derivative of JAC with respect to ∆us(k). Substituting
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Figure 4.21: The flow chart of the FCS-MPC realization (a) Using the cost function (4.57).
(b) Using simplified cost function (4.64).

(4.60) into (4.61), the unconstrained solution ∆u∗s(k) can be expressed as

∆u∗s(k)=(Bsd
TWBsd)−1Bsd

TW [(x∗s − x̂s(k + 1))−Asd∆x̂s(k + 1)]

(4.62)

Thus, the optimized voltage reference can be obtained as

u∗s(k)=us(k−1)+∆u∗s(k) (4.63)

Finally, the cost function (4.57) can be simplified as

JSs = [us(k)− u∗s(k)]T [us(k)− u∗s(k)] +wbal[∆Vdc(k + 1)]2 (4.64)

Fig. 4.21 shows the comparison between FCS-MPC using the cost func-

tion (4.57) and the simplified form (4.64) respectively. It can be seen that

by directly comparing each input with u∗s(k) in Fig. 4.21(b), the repeated

prediction process in Fig. 4.21(a) for state variable xs(k+2) in the circulation

can be eliminated. Therefore, the computational burden is reduced.

The proposed FCS-MPC scheme for NPC-fed PMSM drives is presented

in Fig. 4.22, where only the stator current, electrical rotor angle θe, and two
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Figure 4.22: The proposed FCS-MPC controller for NPC-fed PMSM drives with LC filter.

dc-link voltages need to be measured. The speed command tracking can be

satisfied while the filter resonance is suppressed by cost function (4.64).

Figure 4.23: The inner loop comparison of (a) AD scheme with linear modulator. (b) The
proposed FCS-MPC.

To clearly show the advantage of the proposed scheme, the comparison

between the inner loop of proposed FCS-MPC and conventional AD scheme

[123] are shown in Fig. 4.23. The conventional AD scheme generates the funda-

mental control component uAD f by PI regulators in a cascaded way (uADdq ff

are the dq-axes feedforward component), and the resonant component of the

measured capacitor voltage vs res is extracted through a low-pass filter (LPF).

The harmonic voltage with the filter compensation is further multiplied by the

damping coefficient Kd to obtain the damping variable uAD damp. The final ref-

erence u∗AD sent into the modulator is the superposition of uAD f and uAD damp.
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Figure 4.24: Experimental setup of the three-level NPC inverter-fed PMSM drive with LC
filter.

In this AD scheme, the parameters of the PI regulator (the anti-windup mech-

anism is required), the cutoff frequency of LPF, and Kd are all needed to

be tuned properly. Moreover, the AD scheme cannot accurately extract the

resonant voltage component when the switching frequency is low. While the

inner loop of the proposed FCS-MPC only includes the optimization process of

voltage vectors without any other control paths or harmonic extraction block.

It is worth to mention that the conventional AD scheme only introduces the

capacitor voltage as the additional feedback while the inverter-side current is

not controlled. On the contrary, all state variables are controlled effectively

through the proposed cost function (4.64). Therefore, the proposed controller

expresses more flexibility, high bandwidth as well as low tuning complexity

(only two parameters wvs and wif needs to be determined).

4.2.4 Simulation and Experimental Results

Fig. 4.24 shows the adopted hardware prototype for the three-level NPC

inverter-fed PMSM drive system with LC filter. The FCS-MPC scheme is

realized using the MicroLabBox 1202 controller with the parameter shown in

Table 4.3. The inverter setup configurated by IGBTs power modules (Infineon

F3L75R07W2E3) is used to drive the PMSM.

Fig. 4.25(a) shows the Kalman-filter based state estimation at the steady-

state operation of PMSM (rotor speed 1000r/min, load torque 5N·m). The
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Figure 4.25: Experimental results for Kalman-filter-based state estimation (a) Steady-state
operation of PMSM (rotor speed 1000r/min, load torque 5N·m.), (b) Start-up process of
PMSM (the rotor speed starts from still to 1000r/min).

dynamic process is shown in Fig. 4.25(b) with speed changes from zero to

1000r/min. The estimated state variables are generated on the oscilloscope

using the 16-bit Digital/Analog output channels while the real values are di-

rectly measured by probes. It can be seen that both in the steady-state and

dynamic process, the estimated value of ifa, vsa, and isa are all consistent well

with the real state information.

To verify the design process for the cost function (4.64). Fig. 4.26 shows the

experimental results with different control situations for state variables when

the motor operates at 1000r/min (rotor speed) with 5N·m load torque. Firstly,

the system performance is shown in Fig. 4.26(a) with inverter-side current,

capacitor voltage, and stator current all controlled effectively. The weighting

factors assigned for capacitor voltage and inverter-side current are wvs=0.003

and wif=0.001, respectively. The average switching frequency is about 3.3kHz.

It can be seen that both stator current and capacitor voltage maintain sinu-

soidal waveform with low THD value. Although the ripples of inverter-side

current exist, no resonance phenomenon occurs. Fig. 4.26(b) shows the state

performance with a decreased weighting factor for inverter-side current control,

i.e., wif=0.0002. It can be seen that larger ripples appear in the inverter-side

current due to insufficient control. Consequently, the THD of capacitor volt-

age and stator current increase a bit, but no obvious resonance occurs since

the capacitor voltage is still regulated effectively. Therefore, the inverter-side

current control can improve the damping performance of system. The weight-
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Figure 4.26: Experimental results for filter resonance suppression verification using differ-
ent weighting factors (a) wvs=0.003 and wif=0.001, (b) wvs=0.003 and wif=0.0002. (c)
wvs=0.0003 and wif=0.001.

ing factors wvs is decreased gradually since the instability problem will easily

be caused. The performance of state variables is shown in Fig. 4.26(c) when

wvs=0.0003. It can be seen that the obvious resonance phenomenon appears,

and the THD of capacitor voltage and stator current increases considerably,

which implies the insufficient control of capacitor voltage will cause a more

significant effect on the system than that of inverter-side current. It is worth

to mention that the THD of inverter-side current becomes lower (16.67%) in

Fig. 4.26(c). This is the result of more priority are assigned for the inverter-

side current reference tracking with the smaller weighting factor assigned for

capacitor voltage.

The dynamic performance of the FCS-MPC scheme is shown in Fig. 4.27,

including the start-up process when the PMSM speeds up to 1000r/min from

the still state and the dynamic process with a sudden change of load torque.

It can be seen that the dynamic performance during the start-up process is

satisfactory without resonant oscillations in Fig. 4.27(a). Moreover, with

the external load torque suddenly changed between 0N·m and 5N·m in Fig.
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Figure 4.27: Experimental results for dynamic performance test (a) The start-up process of
PMSM that speeds up to 1000r/min, (b) The dynamic process with a sudden change of the
load torque.

4.27(b), the dq-axes current shows a smooth response without any unstable

resonance. Besides, the dc-link voltage Vdc1 and Vdc2 are always maintained as

the same without any unbalance.

The results for the robustness test are shown in Fig. 4.28, where the ±40%

parameters variation of the filter inductance and capacitance are considered.

The parameters mismatch includes the values used in the controller, which are

lower and higher than the real value. From the compared results with Fig.

12(a), the system performance is stable without obvious differences, and no

resonance phenomenon occurs as well. The FCS-MPC scheme for the NPC

inverter-fed PMSM drive with LC filter shows high robustness to the parameter

variation of filter.

4.3 Summary

The MPC scheme with hybrid current and voltage control is proposed in this

chapter to address the resonance problems in the LCL-filtered grid-connected

application and the motor drive equipped with the output LC filter. For

the grid-connected case, the resonance oscillation caused by the LCL filter

is well dampened with the proposed cost function, and the digital delay is

also effectively compensated with improved system performance. The har-

monic caused by the unhealthy grid conditions are effectively rejected by the

modified reference of state variables. The proposed MPC exhibits the merit
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Figure 4.28: Robustness test of the FCS-MPC. (a) The inductance used is 60% of the real
value, (b) The inductance used is 140% of the real value. (c) The capacitance used is 60%
of the real value. (b) The capacitance used is 140% of the real value.

including intuitive concept, low computational burden, faster dynamic and

flexible adaptability, which has been verified by the simulation and experi-

mental tests. The proposed scheme can be extended to other multivariable

plants with the coupling dynamic involved, such that the control structure

and parameter design can be simplified with an optimized process.

On the other hand, different from the linear AD schemes applied to sup-

press the resonance in the motor drive system with an LC filter, this chap-

ter analyzes the resonance mechanism and suppression strategy in the time

domain, which shows a more clear and intuitive design process for the cost

function. The detailed description and realization steps of the proposed FCS-

MPC scheme have been presented. Compared to the linear AD scheme, the

proposed design shows reduced complexity and a simplified tuning process.

The multivariable control is designed into the cost function without any other

cascaded/feedforward paths or harmonic extraction blocks. High bandwidth

can be obtained by using the single inner loop controller. The hardware cost is

saved since the Kalman filter-based state estimation is used, which also com-

pensates for the one-step delay in the digital controller. The search process for
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the voltage vector is optimized with the unconstrained solution obtained first,

which reduces the computational burden significantly. The proposed scheme

can be extended to motor drive applications designed with high-order filters,

like the SiC or GaN-based inverter-fed, where the high dv/dt is the main

challenge in the long-cable transmission.
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Chapter 5

Multi-rate Model Predictive
Control for High Switching
Frequency Power Converters

For both the FCS-MPC and CCS-MPC, the high S/I frequency demand is a

great challenge because such a short period imposes big computational diffi-

culty in the programming code execution. Particularly, due to the modulator-

free structure, the FCS-MPC needs a high S/I frequency (20kHz-50kHz) for

power converters application, while the typical converter switching frequency

is around 20-25% of the sampling frequency. To extend it to the high switch-

ing frequency converter application, it is not always practical to increase the

sampling rate by considering the computational burden in DSPs. Therefore,

increasing the switching frequency without using a high sampling frequency

is a critical task for FCS-MPC, particularly applied to SiC and GaN-based

high switching frequency power converters. To solve this problem, this chap-

ter proposes the multi-rate FCS-MPC (MRFCS-MPC), where the control fre-

quency is allowed to be higher than the sampling frequency. Consequently, the

switching frequency can be significantly increased without changing the sam-

pling frequency. The proposed scheme inherits the ability to handle complex

control objectives from the traditional FCS-MPC. The lifting model is built

to predict the fast rate information of state variables based on the low sam-

pling output. Then, the fast rate control inputs within one sampling interval

are solved efficiently with a good tradeoff between computational burden and
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optimized system performance.

This chapter also proposes a multi-rate CCS-MPC (MRCCS-MPC) scheme,

where the S/I trigger and switching device transition can be performed at dif-

ferent rates. Compared to the existing typical CCS-MPC schemes, the main

feature of the proposed MRCCS-MPC is that the high-dimension control se-

quence is solved and applied within each S/I interval. As a result, the high

switching frequency objective can be easily achieved with a low S/I frequency

configuration, which can significantly relieve the execution of the heavy inter-

rupt tasks in DSPs. The applied control sequence through the MRCCS-MPC

is solved according to the minimization of the cost function, which results in

a more optimal solution than the MRFCS-MPC.

5.1 Dual Time-rate Prediction and Lifting Op-

eration

In most cases, the dynamic of the power converter system can be described by

the linear time-invariant equation

dx

dt
= Ax+ Bu+ E (5.1)

where, in general, the state vector x ∈ Rn, input vector u ∈ Rp, output vector

y ∈ Rq and the system matrix A, input matrix B, disturbance matrix E, and

output matrix C are of compatible dimensions, i.e., A ∈ Rn×n, B ∈ Rn×p,

E ∈ Rn and C ∈ Rq×n. For the real-time realization, the MPC predicts the

system behavior based on the state-space model in the discrete domain, and

the predictive equation can be expressed as

x(k + 1) = Asx(k) + Bsu(k) + Es

y(k) = Cx(k)
(5.2)

where k represents the current sampling step. Considering the general sam-

pling interval Ts, the discrete matrices As, Bs, and Es are calculated as

As = eATs , Bs =

∫ Ts

0

eAτBdτ, Es =

∫ Ts

0

eAτEdτ (5.3)
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Figure 5.1: The timeline of the multi-rate system.

The state vector x includes the typical state variable, such as inductor cur-

rent, capacitor voltage, motor torque, speed, flux, etc. The output vector y

contains the measurable components. The sampling frequency fs equals 1/Ts.

The state-space equation (5.2), which is discretized with the time scale Ts,

predicts the state variable information in the next S/I interval. To lay the

foundation for the MR-MPC, the S/I interval is equally divided into N inter-

vals, and each small interval is defined as the control interval, whose length is

defined as Tc. Fig. 5.1 shows the relationship between these two time intervals

and the timeline of the interrupt trigger (INT) and the control trigger (CT).

Correspondingly, the sampling frequency fs equals 1/Ts, and the control fre-

quency fc equals 1/Tc. Thus Ts=NTc or fc=Nfs. With the defined control

interval Tc, the dynamic model (5.1) can be discretized as

xc(l |k ) = Acxc(l − 1 |k ) + Bcuc(l − 1 |k ) + Ec

yc(l |k ) = Cxc(l |k )
(5.4)

for l=1, 2, . . . , N , where l represents the current control step and l |k repre-

sents the lth control instant during the kth sampling interval. As a compar-

ison, the discrete modeling in (5.2) represents the slow-rate prediction while

(5.4) represents the fast-rate prediction due to the short interval. The discrete

matrices are expressed as

Ac = eATc , Bc =

∫ Tc

0

eAτBdτ, Ec =

∫ Tc

0

eAτEdτ (5.5)

To facilitate the modeling of the system with different time scales involved,

the lifting technique is adopted to aggregate the fast rate data stream into a
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super vector [124]. Assuming a general signal z, i.e.,

z(k) = [z(0) z(1) . . . z(N − 1)|z(N) z(N + 1) . . . z(2N − 1)]T (5.6)

The representation of the lifting vector with entended dimension can be written

as

z =



z(0)
z(1)
...
z(N − 1)

 ,

z(N)
z(N + 1)
...
z(2N − 1)

 , . . .


T

(5.7)

5.2 Review of Conventional SRFCS-MPC

The typical FCS-MPC will be called the single-rate FCS-MPC(SRFCS-MPC)

in the following contents. The general framework and digital realization of

the SRFCS-MPC are reviewed first. In SRFCS-MPC, the control frequency is

defined the same as the S/I frequency, and the length of the predictive horizon

is set as one sampling interval. With the predictive state variable obtained,

the optimization process can be performed to decide the optimized control

input uop. The typical cost function penalizes the tracking error between the

predictive output y and the corresponding reference y∗ quadratically, which

can be written as

g = [y(k + 1)− y∗(k + 1)]TW [y(k + 1)− y∗(k + 1)] (5.8)

The weighting factors are included in the matrix W with diagonal and positive

definite properties. The SRFCS-MPC exploits the discrete feature of the power

converter to evaluate the effect of each candidate input. Since the power

converter provides the finite switching states, the manipulated control input

in total number Nu can be aggregated in the control set

U(k) = {u1(k) u2(k) ... uNu(k)} . (5.9)

Fig. 5.2 shows the principle of the SRFCS-MPC, including the operation

process and the flowchart of the algorithm. As can be seen in Fig. 5.2(a), in

the kth sampling interval, the predictive stage is executed by substituting each
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Figure 5.2: The principle of SRFCS-MPC (typical FCS-MPC). (a) The flowchart of the
algorithm. (b) The operation process.

candidate input into (5.8) in turn. Therefore, a collection of the cost function

value can be obtained, which represents the system response under the effect of

each input. Finally, the control input with the minimum cost function value

is selected and send into the driving block to generate the switching pulse.

In this way, the minimum tracking error between the output y and reference

y∗ can be achieved at each sampling instant, as seen in Fig. 5.2(b). This

process will be repeated in the coming control intervals to realize the rolling

optimization in real-time.

The SRFCS-MPC is a kind of direct control strategy without using the

modulator. Since the rolling optimization is executed in each sampling interval

to select the control input, the control frequency is the same as the sampling

frequency. Therefore, only the time scale Ts is adopted in the power converter

system, which belongs to the single rate control category.

The detailed realization in the digital controller is shown in Fig. 5.3, where

the single-rate control signal is obtained by using the SRFCS-MPC algorithm.

The switching pulse is generated by comparing the count value in the register

with the triangle carrier. If the register value is larger than the triangle carrier,

a high switching level is generated otherwise a low switching level will be

generated. It also can be found that the carrier frequency is the same as

the sampling frequency. It is worth mentioning that delay compensation is
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Figure 5.3: The digital realization of SRFCS-MPC.

necessary for the digital realization of FCS-MPC. The commonly adopted way

is to estimate the system information by one step forward, i.e., x(k+1), which

will be taken as the starting point for the predictive stage. Then the cost

function will evaluate the system performance at the (k+2)th instant.

5.3 Proposed Multi-rate FCS-MPC Design

This section extends the typical FCS-MPC framework to the MRFCS-MPC

form, where the update frequency of the control input is increased to be faster

than that of the system output. The advantage of the proposed multi-rate

technique is that no additional parameters or switching pulse patterns need

to be designed, and the switching frequency can be significantly enhanced

without increasing the sampling frequency. The MRFCS-MPC elements are

designed, including the lifting model and lifting control input solving process.

The two-level VSI-fed motor drive is taken as the case study to verify the

proposed MRFCS-MPC.
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5.3.1 Lifting Model With a Fast Rate Control Input

Since the control frequency is different from the sampling frequency, dual-rate

time scales exist in the system. To perform the modeling, the lifting technique

is an effective tool to deal with the control problem in the multi-rate sampled-

data system, where the dimension of a vector can be extended to accommodate

the fast signal stream [124]. The multi-rate control has been used in the

low switching frequency converters to improve the PWM control accuracy

of harmonics [125], and a similar concept is also applicable to WBG device-

based high switching converters. In MRFCS-MPC, the control frequency is

designed as the integer multiple of the sampling frequency. In this case, the

lifting model is built to connect the fast-rate control input and the slow-rate

sampling output.

The system output is sampled every Ts duration and the information at the

kTs instant is already available. As can be seen in Fig. 5.1, the state variable

at the 0Tc control instant is assumed as the starting point at each sampling

interval and thus

xc(0 |k ) = xs(k) (5.10)

Based on the discrete modeling (5.4), the system state variable at each con-

trol instant within the sampling interval from kTs to (k+1)Ts can be calculated

as follows respectively.

xc(1 |k ) = Acxc(0 |k ) + Bcuc(0 |k ) + Ec

= Acxs(k) + Bcuc(0 |k ) + Ec

(5.11)

xc(2 |k ) = Acxc(1 |k ) + Bcuc(1 |k ) + Ec

= Ac
2xs(k) + AcBcuc(0 |k ) + Bcuc(1 |k )

+AcEc + Ec

(5.12)

xc(N |k ) = Acxc(N − 1 |k ) + Bcuc(N − 1 |k ) + Ec

= Ac
Nxs(k) + Ac

N−1Bcuc(0 |k )

+Ac
N−2Bcuc(1 |k ) + ...+ Bcuc(N − 1 |k )

+Ac
N−1Ec + ...+ Ec

(5.13)
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To aggregate the fast rate information, the output vector and the input vector

are lifted as N -dimensional form, i.e.,

y(k) =


yc(1 |k )
yc(2 |k )

...
yc(N |k )

 ,u(k) =


uc(0 |k )
uc(1 |k )

...
uc(N − 1 |k )

 (5.14)

Therefore, the lifting model of the dual-rate system can be built as

xs(k + 1) = Axs(k) + Bu(k) + Es

y(k) = Cxs(k) + Du(k)+E
(5.15)

where the lifting matrices A = As, B =
[
Ac

N−1Bc Ac
N−2Bc ... AcBc Bc

]
,

and C =
[
CAc CAc

2 ... CAc
N−1 CAc

N
]T

,

D =



CBc 0 ... 0 0

CAcBc CBc ... 0 0

CAc
2Bc CAcBc ... 0 0

...

CAc
N−1Bc CAc

N−2Bc ... CAcBc CBc


,

E =



CEc

CAcEc + CEc

CAc
2Ec + CAcEc + CEc

...

C
N−1∑
h=0

Ac
hEc


.

5.3.2 Suboptimal Solving Process of the Lifting Control
Input

Different from the SRFCS-MPC, the optimized lifting control input uop(k) is

applied during the interval from kTs to (k+1)Ts by using MRFCS-MPC. TheN

input elements contained in uop(k) are applied sequentially, where the duration

of each one is Tc. Two kinds of ways can be adopted to solve the optimized

solution uop(k). The first one is to solve all N elements simultaneously. For
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each control interval Tc, the number of Nu primary vectors in (5.9) can be

applied, which implies NN
u feasible solutions in total can be obtained during

the whole sampling interval Ts. Since the exhaustive enumeration searching

process is employed in FCS-MPC, this way will exponentially aggravate the

computational burden as the dimension of u(k) increases. Another alternative

method is to solve these N elements one by one, which belongs to the sub-

optimal way. In this case, the first element ucop(0 |k ) is solved by directly

evaluating each primary vector during the first control interval, where the cost

function is

J1|k = [yc(1 |k )− y∗(1 |k )]TW [yc(1 |k )− y∗(1 |k )] (5.16)

and yc(1 |k ) can be calculated according to (5.15). After this stage, the first

solution is obtained, i.e., ucop(0 |k ), which corresponds to the minimum value

of (5.16). Subsequently, the solving stage moves to the next control interval,

where the second element uc(1 |k ) is solved in the same way. In this case, the

control input for the previous control interval is substituted with the already

solved optimized solution ucop(0 |k ) to calculate the predictive state informa-

tion. Namely
xc(2 |k ) = Ac

2xs(k) + AcBcucop(0 |k )

+Bcuc(1 |k ) + AcEc + Ec

(5.17)

and the cost function for the second control interval is

J2|k = [yc(2 |k )− y∗(2 |k )]TW [yc(2 |k )− y∗(2 |k )] (5.18)

The process is repeated until the Nth unknown input uc(N−1 |k ) is solved,

and the state information is calculated according to

xc(N |k ) = Ac
Nxs(k) + Ac

N−1Bcucop(0 |k )

+Ac
N−2Bcucop(1 |k ) + ...+ Bcuc(N − 1 |k )

+Ac
N−1Ec + ...+ Ec

(5.19)

Also, the cost function for the Nth control interval is

JN |k = [yc(N |k )− y∗(N |k )]TW [yc(N |k )− y∗(N |k )] (5.20)
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Figure 5.4: The solving flowchart of the lifting control input for MRFCS-MPC.

The above process is presented in Fig. 5.4. where the lifting control inputs

within one sampling interval are solved successively. This way maintains a

good tradeoff between computational burden and optimized system perfor-

mance, which can be easily realized through the digital controller.

5.3.3 Digital Realization

Compared to the digital realization of SRFCS-MPC, the carrier frequency in

MRFCS-MPC should be increased to be the same as the control frequency fc

since the multiple input signals will be applied during each sampling interval.

The sampling frequency and the interrupt generation are kept the same as

SRFCS-MPC and the detailed realization is demonstrated in Fig. 5.5. As

can be seen, the proposed MRFCS-MPC decides the control inputs with a

fast update frequency during each sampling interval Ts. After that, each ele-

ment in the optimized input vector is successively generated by comparing the

corresponding register value with the fast rate triangle carrier. Finally, the

switching state during each sampling interval will be updated multiple times,

bringing increased switching frequency. Regarding the delay compensation,

the lifting control inputs will be applied in the next sampling interval. There-

fore, the one-step forward calculation with time scale Ts is realized according
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Figure 5.5: The digital realization of proposed MRFCS-MPC.

to the optimized lifting inputs during the last sampling interval, i.e.,

xs(k + 1) = Axs(k) + Buop(k) + Es (5.21)

5.3.4 Experimental Results and Evaluation

The two-level VSI-fed PMSM drive system is taken to verify the proposed

MRFCS-MPC scheme. The three-phase variable is transformed to the syn-

chronous dq frame through Park’s transformation, Therefore, the dynamic

equation (5.1) has x=y=[isd isq]
T, u=[uinvd uinvq]

T, and A =

−
Rs

Ls
ωe

−ωe −
Rs

Ls

 , B =


1

Ls
0

0
1

Ls

 , E =

 0

−ωeϕf
Ls

 , C =

[
1 0

0 1

]
, where isd, isq represent the dq-

axes stator current respectively and uinvd, uinvq, represent the dq-axes input

voltage generated by VSI. Rs and Ls represent the stator resistance and induc-

tance of the surface-mounted PMSM. ωe is the synchronous angular velocity.

ϕf represents the permanent flux linkage. The kinematic equation of PMSM
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Figure 5.6: Diagram of model predictive current control for PMSM drives.

can be expressed as

Te = 1.5pϕf isq (5.22)

J
dωe
dt

+Bωe = Te − Tl (5.23)

where Te is the electromagnetic torque produced by PMSM and Tl is the load

torque. p is the number of pole pairs. J is the machine inertia and B is the

viscous friction coefficient. The typical approach, i.e. the FCS-MPC scheme

with stator current regulation is adopted for PMSM control [126]–[128], as

shown in Fig. 5.6. According to (5.22), the value of Te can be maximum when

all stator current is devoted to the torque generation, i.e. the stator current

vector is=isq[127]. Therefore, the d-axis current reference i∗sd is set as 0 to

achieve the maximum torque current ratio operation. The outer speed loop

uses the PI regulator to generate the q-axis current reference i∗sq. The dq-axes

current references can be assumed as the same during each sampling interval

for both SRFCS-MPC and MRFCS-MPC by considering the slow mechanical

dynamic. In this case, the desired torque can be produced by controlling isq

since Te is directly proportional to the isq in (5.22). Therefore, to minimize

the torque ripple, the tracking error between i∗sq and isq should be minimized,

which is the main objective realized by the inner control loop. Based on this,

the cost function of SRFCS-MPC penalizes the dq-axes current tracking error

is designed as

J = [isd(k + 1)− i∗sd(k + 1)]2 +
[
isq(k + 1)− i∗sq(k + 1)

]
(5.24)
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Figure 5.7: Experimental setup of the VSI-fed PMSM drive system.

With the dual time scales Ts and Tc, the stator current prediction equation

used in SRFCS-MPC and MRFCS-MPC can be expressed respectively as[
isd(k + 1)
isq(k + 1)

]
= As

[
isd(k)
isq(k)

]
+ Bsus(k) + Es (5.25)[

isd(l + 1 |k )
isq(l + 1 |k )

]
= Ac

[
isd(l |k )
isq(l |k )

]
+ Bcuc(l |k ) + Ec (5.26)

where the discrete matrices are As =

[
1− RsTs

Ls
Tsωe

−Tsωe 1− RsTs
Ls

]
, Bs =

[ Ts
Ls

0

0 Ts
Ls

]
,

Es =

 0

−ωeϕfTs
Ls

 .Ac =

[
1− RsTc

Ls
Tcωe

−Tcωe 1− RsTc
Ls

]
, Bc =

[ Tc
Ls

0

0 Tc
Ls

]
, Ec = 0

−ωeϕfTc
Ls

 .
Correspondingly, the MRFCS-MPC predicts the lifting current information

and then solves the lifting control input by evaluating the cost function N

times, whose time scale is changed to Tc, as seen in (5.16), (5.18), and (5.20).

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 5.7, which adopts the MicroLabBox

1202 digital controller. The VSI setup configurated by IGBT power modules

(Infineon F3L75R07W2E3) is used to drive the PMSM. The parameters are

shown in Table 5.1.

Four kinds of control algorithms are compared for the two-level VSI-fed

PMSM drive case, i.e., SRFCS-MPC with 10kHz sampling frequency, SRFCS-

MPC with 40kHz sampling frequency, MRFCS-MPC (N=5) with 10kHz sam-

pling frequency, and MRFCS-MPC (N=10) with 10kHz sampling frequency.
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Table 5.1: Experimental parameters of the VSI-fed PMSM system

Parameters Value

DC-link voltage 180V

DC-link capacitance Cdc 3300µF

Rated power 1.1kW

Rated stator frequency 100Hz

Number of pole pairs 5

Rotor flux 0.15Wb

Stator resistance 0.5Ω

Stator inductance 3.1mH

Sampling frequency 10kHz

Control frequency (SRFCS-MPC) 10kHz

Control frequency (MRFCS-MPC) 50kHz 100kHz

All control schemes use the same PI parameter for the speed loop. It is worth

mentioning that due to the simple inverter topology and system modeling in

this case study, the SRFCS-MPC can still be executed with 40kHz sampling

frequency. Considering the increased number of switching states in the mul-

tilevel converter or complex system plant such as high-order filter involved, it

will be challenging to adopt 40kHz sampling frequency. Fig. 5.8 shows the

Figure 5.8: The experimental PMSM current waveform and FFT spectrum (rotor speed
1000r/min, load torque 8N·m) (a) SRFCS-MPC(fs=10kHz). (b) SRFCS-MPC(fs=40kHz).
(c) MRFCS-MPC(fs=10kHz, fc=50kHz, N=5). (d) MRFCS-MPC(fs=10kHz, fc=100kHz,
N=10).

steady-state current waveform of the PMSM by using four kinds of control

algorithms respectively, The motors operated at 1000r/min rotor speed and

8N·m load torque. The control schemes with the same sampling frequency
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are compared first. It can be seen that the current performance of PMSM is

poor by using SRFCS-MPC with a 10kHz sampling frequency. The switching

frequency fsw is only 1.7kHz and the large current ripples exist, where the

THD of stator current is 11.32%. With the control frequency increased to

50kHz in MRFCS-MPC (N=5), the system performance is enhanced with a

7.7kHz switching frequency. The stator current ripple is lower and the THD

reduces to 6.40%. Furthermore, when the 100kHz control frequency is used in

MRFCS-MPC (N=10), the switching frequency reaches 15.2kHz. The stator

current ripple is further reduced and 4.65% THD can be achieved. Therefore,

with the proposed MRFCS-MPC scheme, the system switching frequency can

be significantly enhanced with improved performance, and only 10kHz sam-

pling frequency is used. Moreover, with the sampling frequency increased to

40kHz in SRFCS-MPC, the switching frequency is maintained as 6.8kHz and

the THD of the stator current is 5.15%. It can be inferred that the effect of

MRFCS-MPC is not as good as the SRFCS-MPC with 40kHz sampling fre-

quency under the same switching frequency condition. The reason is that the

update frequency of the real-time current feedback is only 10kHz in MRFCS-

MPC and the prediction for the intersample instant is executed in an open-

loop manner. On the other hand, with a higher sampling frequency used in the

SRFCS-MPC, a faster real-time current feedback is provided. Therefore, the

time duration for the prediction is shorter, resulting in more accurate control

input selection. Fortunately, the proposed MRFCS-MPC still shows benefit

in the computational burden especially when the SRFCS-MPC with higher

sampling frequency cannot be realized. Fig. 5.9 shows the detailed dq-axes

current waveform and the corresponding root mean square error (MSE) value

(defined in (5.27)) at steady-state. As can be seen, the MRFCS-MPC can

significantly reduce the current ripple of dq-axis currents, i.e. MSE(i∗sq- isq)

and MSE(i∗sd- isd).

MSE(x∗ − xj) =

√√√√ 1

Ntotal

Ntotal∑
i=0

(x∗ − xj)2 (5.27)

To verify the dynamic performance, the start-up process where the rotor
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Figure 5.9: The experimental PMSM dq-axes current waveform (a) SRFCS-
MPC(fs=10kHz). (b) SRFCS-MPC(fs=40kHz). (c) MRFCS-MPC(fs=10kHz, fc=50kHz,
N=5). (d) MRFCS-MPC(fs=10kHz, fc=100kHz, N=10).

speed changes from the standstill state to the 1000r/min is shown in Fig. 5.10.

It can be seen that the proposed strategy reduces the current ripple while not

affecting the dynamic performance of the original SRFCS-MPC. Furthermore,

the dynamic test with step load change from zero to 8N·m is shown in Fig.

5.11. It can be seen that all schemes show a fast response to the external

disturbance. To fully investigate the property of the proposed MRFCS-MPC,

the zoom-in views of the rotor speed with speed maneuver and load torque

change are compared in Fig. 5.12. The initial speed oscillations are caused

by the flexible shaft connection between the load machine and PMSM. With

the increased control frequency of MRFCS-MPC, the scheme shows a faster

response to the speed regulation with higher control bandwidth. The MRFCS-

MPC with 100kHz control frequency expresses the minimum speed deviation

and restores faster to the nominal speed in Fig. 5.12. Therefore, the proposed

MRFCS-MPC maintains the fast dynamic response of the FCS-MPC and also

can improve the system response to external disturbance.

Figure 5.10: The dynamic start-up process test (a) SRFCS-MPC(fs=10kHz). (b)
SRFCS-MPC(fs=40kHz). (c) MRFCS-MPC(fs=10kHz, fc=50kHz, N=5). (d) MRFCS-
MPC(fs=10kHz, fc=100kHz, N=10).

The proposed MRFCS-MPC is a generic form of the SRFCS-MPC, where
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Figure 5.11: The dynamic test with step load change (a) SRFCS-MPC(fs=10kHz). (b)
SRFCS-MPC(fs=40kHz). (c) MRFCS-MPC(fs=10kHz, fc=50kHz, N=5). (d) MRFCS-
MPC(fs=10kHz, fc=100kHz, N=10).

Figure 5.12: The zoom-in view comparison of the dynamic speed response (a) Start-up pro-
cess with 10kHz sampling frequency. (b) Step load change with 10kHz sampling frequency.

the control frequency is not limited by the sampling frequency. The main

advantage of the MRFCS-MPC is that the switching frequency can be signif-

icantly increased with unchanged sampling frequency. To evaluate the total

computational burden, the execution time of each control scheme is measured

by using the dSPACE Profiler, and the result is shown in Table 5.2. The

interrupt occupancy is defined as the ratio of the total execution time used

to the sampling duration. A higher interrupt occupancy indicates the lower

computational margin remains.

In many practical applications, the SRFCS-MPC cannot be realized with

a high enough sampling frequency. In this case study, the simple power con-

verter topology two-level VSI is adopted, and only the stator current reference

tracking is included in the cost function. Considering more complex systems,

additional control objectives, and a general digital platform, the computa-

tional burden increase. Besides, due to the frequently varying work mode

and magnitude order change of variables in practical application, the real ex-

ecution time of the control algorithm will vary consequently. Therefore, it is
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Table 5.2: The computational burden comparison between SRFCS-MPC and MRFCS-MPC

Indices Execution Interrupt THD fsw
time occupancy

SRFCS-MPC 15.2µs
15.2/100

11.32% 1.7kHz
(10kHz) =15.2%

SRFCS-MPC 15.2µs
15.2/25

5.15% 6.8kHz
(40kHz) =60.8%

MRFCS-MPC 19.16µs
19.16/100

6.4% 7.7kHz
(N=5) =19.16%

MRFCS-MPC 26.08µs
26.08/100

4.65% 15.2kHz
(N=10) =26.08%

recommended to remain at least around 30% computational margin. Based

on these factors, it will be difficult to obtain the desired switching frequency

by using a high sampling frequency, e.g., 40kHz. In this case, the proposed

MRFCS-MPC could be an alternative way, which shows a higher ceiling for

the improvement of switching frequency and system performance.

The control frequency is determined by the selection of the number of N

in the proposed MRFCS-MPC scheme. In practical application, considering

the converter loss, filter size, power level, etc., the switching frequency can

be determined. In this case, the number of N can be selected according to

the switching frequency requirement. On the other hand, N can be infinite

theoretically, and the larger the N , the higher the switching frequency, the

better the system performance. However, in real-time implementation, the

number of N will be limited by the capability of the DSPs. Besides, due to

the parameter mismatch and uncertainties, the cumulative prediction error

becomes larger as N increases. On the occasion that FCS-MPC is designed

with a disturbance observer, the increase of N can be more efficient. There-

fore, the selection of the number of N should be determined by considering the

switching frequency requirement, practical computational burden, and mod-

eling accuracy. In the case study, the situation N=10 has been realized and

verified, which can be enough for most power converters. To further enhance

the switching frequency, the sampling frequency can also be increased appro-
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priately, for example, the combination of 20kHz sampling frequency and N=10

can be adopted for MRFCS-MPC.

5.4 Review of Conventional SRCCS-MPC

The multi-rate technique is also developed for the CCS-MPC to address the

computational issue in high switching frequency applications. The typical

single-rate CCS-MPC (SRCCS-MPC) is firstly reviewed before introducing

the MRCCS-MPC. Considering the S/I interval Ts and the current predictive

step k, the prediction equation can be derived in (5.2). Assuming that the

information of the state variable at the current time step k, i.e., x(k) is avail-

able, the future state variable can be predicted for Np samples ahead, where

the number Np is called the predictive horizon. The predictive variables can

be denoted as x(k+ 1 |k ), x(k+ 2 |k ), ..., x(k+m |k ), ..., x(k+Np |k ), where

k +m |k is the future k +m instant started from the current step k. Accord-

ing to (5.2), the general expression of the predictive vector x(k+m |k ) can be

deduced as
x(k +m |k ) = As

mx(k) + As
m−1Bsu(k)

+As
m−2Bsu(k + 1) + . . .

...

+Bsu(k +m− 1)

+
Np−1∑
i=0

CAs
iEs

(5.28)

Therefore, the predictive outputs y(k + 1 |k ), y(k + 2 |k ), ..., y(k +m |k ), ...,

y(k + Np |k ) can be obtained by substitution, which can be expressed in the

compact matrix form as

Y(k + 1 |k ) = Φsx(k) + ΓsU(k) + Ξs (5.29)

and Y(k + 1 |k ) is the prediction output sequence over the predictive horizon

Np; U(k) is the control sequence over the control horizon, and the control

horizon is taken as the same as the predictive horizon Np for simplicity in this

work. The vector Y(k + 1 |k ), U(k) and the matrix Φk, Γk, Ξk are shown in
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the following respectively.

Y(k + 1 |k ) = [y(k + 1 |k ) y(k + 2 |k ) . . . y(k +Np |k )]T (5.30)

U(k) = [u(k) u(k + 1) . . . u(k +Np − 1)]T (5.31)

Φs =
[
CAs CAs

2 CAs
3 . . . CAs

Np
]T

(5.32)

Γs =


CBs

CAsBs CBs

...
...

. . .

CAs
Np−1Bs CAs

Np−2Bs CAs
Np−3Bs . . . CBs

 (5.33)

Ξs =

[
CEs CAsEs + CEs . . .

Np−1∑
i=0

CAs
iEs

]T

(5.34)

It can be seen that all of the prediction outputs are calculated in terms of the

current state variable information x(k) and the future control input u(k + i),

where i=0, 1, . . . , Np-1. The cost function is designed to guarantee that

the predictive variable can track the corresponding reference and it can be

expressed as

J = ∆Y(k + 1 |k )TΘ∆Y(k + 1 |k )+U(k)TΥU(k) (5.35)

where ∆Y(k+1 |k ) = Y(k+1 |k )−Y∗(k+1 |k ). The reference vector contains

the desired output within the predictive horizon, i.e.,

Y∗(k + 1 |k ) = [y∗(k + 1 |k ) y∗(k + 2 |k ) . . . y∗(k +Np |k )]T (5.36)

Θ and Υ are the symmetric positive definite matrices, and they represent

the weight assigned for the penalization of the output tracking error and the

control effort. Furthermore, Θ and Υ aggregates the Q and R in total number

Np respectively, i.e., Θ = diag(Q,Q, . . .Q) and Υ = diag(R,R, . . .R), where

Q and R are the weighting factors of the output tracking error and control

effort for each predictive step respectively.

The optimal control sequence U(k) can be obtained according to the mini-

mization of the cost function (5.35). Substituting (5.29) into (5.35) and taking

the derivative of J with respect to U(k) equals zero, i.e.,

∂J

∂U(k)
= 0 (5.37)
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Figure 5.13: The principle of the SR-MPC scheme.

The optimized control sequence can be obtained as

U(k) = (Γs
TΘΓs + Υ)−1Γs

TΘ [Y∗ −Φsx(k)−Ξs] (5.38)

Moreover, the condition that the second-order partial derivative of the J , i.e.,

∂2J/∂U2(k) > 0 guarantee the solution resulting in the minimization value of

(5.35).

According to the RHP, the first element of U(k) will be applied to the next

S/I interval, thereby the optimized control law is

u(k) = W(Γs
TΘΓs + Υ)−1Γs

TΘ [Y∗ −Φsx(k)−Ξs] (5.39)

where W=[1 0 . . . 0]T with Np dimension. The modulator is utilized to synthe-

size the control input, which is constrained into the allowable region. Assuming

that the magnitude of the maximum reachable input is umax, the final input

sent into the modulator block is expressed as

u∗(k) =

{
u(k) |u(k)| ≤ umax

u(k)
|u(k)|umax |u(k)| > umax

(5.40)

Fig. 5.13 shows the principle of the MPC scheme at the kth S/I interval.

The predictive horizon with lengthNp serves as a moving window, within which

the future output information is calculated based on the kth step state variable

and the control sequence. With the optimized solution, only the first element,

i.e. (5.37) is applied to the next S/I interval to provide real-time feedback.

In the next S/I interval, the horizon window moves one step forward starting
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Figure 5.14: The digital realization of the SRCCS-MPC scheme.

from the k+1 instance, and the same procedure will be repeated to obtain the

control law u(k+1). With the CCS-MPC framework. The optimized control

law will be sent into the modulator block to generate the switching driving

pulse during each S/I interval. Fig. 5.14 shows the realization of the SRCCS-

MPC in the digital platform. As can be seen, only the time scale Ts exists

in the controller, and thus the conventional MPC belongs to the single-rate

control category. The control law is converted into the modulated reference,

which is compared with the triangle carrier to determine whether a high or

low switching level will be given. The algorithm starts with sampling at the

bottom of the triangle carrier and ends with the update of the modulation

ratio at the beginning of the next triangle carrier. During each S/I interval,

the switching device of each leg only acts once, and therefore the switching

frequency is constant and equals to the S/I frequency directly. Considering

the computational burden of the control scheme, the S/I frequency is limited,

which is typically below 20kHz in DSPs. Therefore, the switching frequency

of the SRCCS-MPC scheme cannot be easily enhanced. As seen in Fig. 5.14,

due to the existence of the control delay, the one-step ahead compensation of

state variable is necessary for the digital realization. In this case, the system

information x(k+1) will be taken as the starting point for the prediction stage.

Correspondingly, both the output information used in the cost function and

the optimized control law will be compensated by one-step forward.
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5.5 Proposed Multi-rate CCS-MPC Design

The MRFCS-MPC type has been proposed, where the ratio of switching fre-

quency to sampling frequency can be enhanced. However, due to the inherent

searching process of FCS-MPC, i.e., the enumeration approach, the computa-

tional burden exponentially increases as the dimension of the lifting switching

sequence increase, which implies the simultaneous solving of all elements in

the high-dimension switching sequence is quite difficult. Therefore, the sub-

optimal method is adopted, where each element in the high-dimension switch-

ing sequence is solved one by one. To address this issue, the MRCCS-MPC is

developed such that the lifting sequence can be solved simultaneously accord-

ing to the differentiation of the cost function. Besides, the more general pre-

diction problem, i.e., the long predictive horizon modeling can be addressed in

the proposed MRCCS-MPC, which is challenging for the MRFCS-MPC type.

Due to the utilization of the modulator, it is also more convenient to decide

the number of control periods within each S/I period.

5.5.1 Lifting Model With Long Prediction Horizon

The lifting state vector, which contains the state variable information at all

control instants within the predictive horizon Np, is expressed as

x(k + 1 |k ) =




x(1Tc |k )
x(2Tc |k )
...
x(NTc |k )

 ,

x(1Tc |k + 1)
x(2Tc |k + 1)
...
x(NTc |k + 1)

 , . . .

,


x(1Tc |k +Np − 1)
x(2Tc |k +Np − 1)
...
x(NTc |k +Np − 1)





T

(5.41)

Therefore, the lifting output vector Y(k+ 1 |k ) over the predictive horizon Np

can be written in the compact matrix form as

Y(k + 1 |k ) = Φsx(k) + ΓsU(k) + Ξs (5.42)

where U(k) is the lifting control sequence over the predictive horizon. The

lifting vector Y(k + 1 |k ) ,U(k) and the matrix Φs, Γs, Ξs are shown in the
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following, respectively,

Y(k + 1 |k ) =




y(1Tc |k )
y(2Tc |k )
...
y(NTc |k )

 ,

y(1Tc |k + 1)
y(2Tc |k + 1)
...
y(NTc |k + 1)

 ,

. . .


y(1Tc |k +Np − 1)
y(2Tc |k +Np − 1)
...
y(NTc |k +Np − 1)





T

(5.43)

U(k) =




u(0Tc |k )
u(1Tc |k )
...
u((N − 1)Tc |k )

 ,

u(0Tc |k + 1)
u(1Tc |k + 1)
...
u((N − 1)Tc |k + 1)

 ,

. . .


u(0Tc |k +Np − 1)
u(1Tc |k +Np − 1)
...
u((N − 1)Tc |k +Np − 1)





T

(5.44)

Φs =

[
CAc CAc

2 . . . CAc
N |CAc

N+1 CAc
N+2 . . . CAc

2N | . . .
CA

(Np−1)N+1
c CAc

(Np−1)N+2 . . . CAc
NpN

]T

(5.45)

Γs =

CBc

CAcBc Bc
...

. . .

CAc
N−1Bc CAc

N−2Bc ... Bc

CAc
NBc CAc

N−1Bc ... CAcBc CBc

CAc
N+1Bc CAc

NBc ... CAcBc CBc
...

. . .

CAc
2N−1Bc CAc

2N−2Bc ... CAcBc CBc
...

. . .

CAc
(Np−1)NBc CAc

(Np−1)N−1Bc ... CAcBc CBc

CAc
(Np−1)N+1Bc CAc

(Np−1)NBc ... CAcBc CBc
...

. . .

CAc
NpN−1Bc CAc

NpN−2Bc ... CAcBc CBc


(5.46)
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Ξs =


CEc CAcEc + CEc . . .

N−1∑
i=0

CAc
iEc|

N∑
i=0

CAc
iEc

N+1∑
i=0

CAc
iEc . . .

2N−1∑
i=0

CAc
iEc|

. . .
(Np−1)N∑

i=0

CAc
iEc

(Np−1)N+1∑
i=0

CAc
iEc . . .

NpN−1∑
i=0

CAc
iEc



T

(5.47)

The information of the output variable at each control instant can be ob-

tained according to the lifting modeling (5.42). All of the prediction outputs

are calculated in terms of the current state variable information x(k) and the

future lifting control input U(k), which needs to be solved according to the

optimization of the system behavior.

5.5.2 Optimized Lifting Control Law

Different from the SRCCS-MPC scheme, the proposed MRCCS-MPC scheme

steers all of the outputs in the lifting vector Y(k+1 |k ) to track the correspond-

ing reference. In this case, the cost function of the MRCCS-MPC problem is

expressed as

JMR = ∆Y(k + 1 |k )TΘ∆Y(k + 1 |k )+U(k)TΥU(k) (5.48)

where ∆Y(k + 1 |k ) = Y(k + 1 |k )−Y∗(k + 1 |k ) is the lifting tracking error

vector. Y∗(k+1 |k ) is the lifting reference vector within the predictive horizon,

i.e.,

Y∗(k + 1 |k ) =




y∗(1Tc |k )
y∗(2Tc |k )
...
y∗(NTc |k )

 ,

y∗(1Tc |k + 1)
y∗(2Tc |k + 1)
...
y∗(NTc |k + 1)

 ,

. . .


y∗(1Tc |k +Np − 1)
y∗(2Tc |k +Np − 1)
...
y∗(NTc |k +Np − 1)





T

(5.49)

Θ and Υ are the corresponding lifting weighting factor matrix, which are

composed of diagonal elements Q and R respectively in the total number of

Np×N .
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Figure 5.15: The principle of the proposed MRCCS-MPC scheme.

Similarly, substituting (5.42) into (5.48) and taking the derivative of JMR

with respect to U(k) equals zero, the optimized lifting control vector within

the predictive horizon Np can be derived as

U(k) = (Γs
TΘΓs + Υ)−1Γs

TΘ [Y∗ −Φsx(k)−Ξs] (5.50)

With the extended receding horizon policy, the first N element of U(k) will

be applied during the current S/I interval. Therefore, the final expression of

the lifting control law of the proposed MRCCS-MPC is

u(k) = Ψ(Γs
TΘΓs + Υ)−1Γs

TΘ [Y∗ −Φsx(k)−Ξs] (5.51)

where the matrix Ψ =


1 0 . . . 0 . . . 0
0 1 . . . 0 . . . 0
...

. . .

0 . . . 0 1 . . . 0

 with N×NpN dimension.

Fig. 5.15 shows the physical-level principle of the proposed MRCCS-MPC

scheme during the kth S/I interval. Compared to Fig. 5.13, the same predic-

tive horizon with length Np still serves as a moving window. The difference

is the future output information at all control instants which are calculated

based on the kth step state variable and the lifting control sequence. As a re-

sult, the first N element in (5.50), i.e. the control law (5.51) is applied to the

next S/I interval. Since the control input updates multiple times within each

S/I interval, the output variable will show reduced ripples with the improved

switching frequency.
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5.5.3 Stability Analysis

The stability of the proposed MR-MPC scheme can be investigated by finding

the eigenvalues of the system matrix in the closed-loop model. Based on (5.2)

and the control law (5.51), the closed-loop system model can be expressed as

x(k + 1) = Asx(k) +
[
Ac

N−1Bc Ac
N−2Bc ... Bc

]
u(k) + Es

=

{
As −

[
Ac

N−1Bc Ac
N−2Bc ... Bc

]
·Ψ(Γs

TΘΓs + Υ)−1Γs
TΘΦs

}
x(k)

+
[
Ac

N−1Bc Ac
N−2Bc ... Bc

]
·Ψ(Γs

TΘΓs + Υ)−1Γs
TΘ [Y∗ −Ξs] + Es

(5.52)

The closed-loop stability can be guaranteed if the eigenvalues of As −[
Ac

N−1Bc Ac
N−2Bc ... Bc

]
Ψ(Γs

TΘΓs + Υ)
−1

Γs
TΘΦs are all within the unit

circle on the discrete z-domain. The suitable design of the weighting factors

Q and R can move the closed-loop poles and achieve the desired dynamic

performance.

5.5.4 Digital Realization

The implementation process of the proposed MRCCS-MPC scheme in the

digital processor is shown in Fig. 5.16. During each S/I interval, the modulated

reference will update multiple times based on the solution of the lifting control

law. The frequency of the triangle carrier is increased to be the same as the

control frequency. The interrupt frequency is maintained the same as the

SRCCS-MPC scheme. Therefore, a high switching frequency can be achieved

while a low S/I frequency is adopted. The relatively long S/I interval allows

the easy execution of the computational tasks and the demand of the WBG

device-based power converter can also be met.

The one S/I interval delay compensation is still necessary for the proposed

MR-MPC scheme. Thus, instead of the state variable x(k), the predictive

vector x(k + 1) will be used, i.e.

x(k + 1) = Asx(k) +
[
Ac

N−1Bc Ac
N−2Bc ... Bc

]
u(k) + Es (5.53)
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Figure 5.16: The digital realization of the proposed MRCCS-MPC scheme.

Figure 5.17: The control diagram of the proposed MR-MPC scheme.

In this case, the predictive state variable in both the cost function (5.48) and

the control law (5.51) will move one-step forward. The control diagram of the

proposed MR-MPC scheme for the high switching frequency power converter

is shown in Fig. 5.17.

5.5.5 Experimental Results and Evaluation

The proposed MRCCS-MPC scheme is verified on a two-level voltage source

inverter-fed surface-mounted PMSM drive system. The dynamic modeling of

the PMSM in the αβ reference frame is written as

disα
dt

= −Rs
Ls
isα + 1

Ls
uinvα +

ωeψf
Ls

sin θe

disβ
dt

= −Rs
Ls
isβ + 1

Ls
uinvβ − ωeψf

Ls
cos θe

(5.54)
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where the state variable x = [isα, isβ]T includes the αβ-axes stator current and

the control input u = [uinvα, uinvβ]T includes the αβ-axes modulated voltage

generated by VSI. Rs and Ls are the stator resistance and inductance of the

PMSM. ωe is the synchronous angular velocity and θe is the rotor position

angle. ϕf represents the permanent flux linkage. Based on the S/I interval Ts

and the control interval Tc, the discrete matrix can be obtained as

As =

[
1− RsTs

Ls
0

0 1− RsTs
Ls

]
, Bs =

[
Ts
Ls

0

0 Ts
Ls

]
, Es =

[
ωeψfTs
Ls

sin θe

−ωeψfTs
Ls

cos θe

]

Ac =

[
1− RsTc

Ls
0

0 1− RsTc
Ls

]
, Bc =

[
Tc
Ls

0

0 Tc
Ls

]
, Ec =

[
ωeψfTc
Ls

sin θe

−ωeψfTc
Ls

cos θe

]
The output variable y is the same as the state variable x and the output

matrix C equals the 2×2 dimension identity matrix. To reduce the effect that

comes from the parameter mismatch and the slow-varying disturbance, the

Luenberger observer is utilized to estimate the lumped disturbance item on-

line. To prove that the proposed scheme can effectively enhance the switching

frequency, the S/I frequency of the SRCCS-MPC scheme is set as 5kHz and

the resulted switching frequency is also 5kHz. As a comparison, the MRCCS-

MPC scheme with two cases, i.e. N=4 and N=8 are realized, which implies

that the switching frequency can reach 20kHz and 40kHz respectively while

only 5kHz S/I frequency is still adopted. For simplicity, the predictive horizon

Np is set as one for both SRCCS-MPC and MRCCS-MPC schemes. Besides,

the weighting matrix R is excluded and thus the matrix Q can be set as the

identity matrix. For the SRCCS-MPC scheme, the cost function (5.35) evalu-

ates the predictive stator current at the next S/I instant. On the other hand,

the cost function (5.48) in the MRCCS-MPC contains all of the predictive

output information at each control instant within the next S/I interval. All

of the MPC schemes use the outer speed PI loop with the same parameters,

which generates the q-axis current reference. The d-axis current reference is

set as zero for the maximum torque-current-ratio operation. The dq-axes cur-

rent references are transformed to the αβ-axes. The SPWM block generates

the control law for SRCCS-MPC and MRCCS-MPC schemes respectively.

Fig. 5.18 shows the SiC device-based experimental prototype with the
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Figure 5.18: The SiC MOSFET-based inverter-fed PMSM drive system.

MicroLabBox 1202 controller and the parameters of the PMSM are given in

Table 5.3. The MPC algorithm and the interrupt tasks are programmed and

realized on the QorlQ P5020 processors. On the other hand, the function of

the interface, i.e., the ADC and PWM pulse emission are realized on the pro-

grammable FPGA (Xilinx Kintex-7 XC7K325T). The inverter is configurated

by the discrete SiC power MOSFET (C3M0065100K). The sampling rate of

the oscilloscope is set as 1.25MHz.

Table 5.3: Experimental parameters of the PMSM drive system

Parameters Value

DC-link voltage 240V

DC-link capacitance 2000µF

Rated power 1.1kW

Rated stator frequency 100Hz

Number of pole pairs 5

Rotor flux 0.15Wb

Stator resistance 0.5Ω

Stator inductance 3.1mH

Fig. 5.19 shows the steady-state rotor speed, electromagnetic torque,

and stator current performance of the PMSM drive. The motor operates at

1000r/min rotor speed and 5N·m load torque. The SR-MPC scheme with only

5kHz S/I frequency is shown in Fig. 5.19(a). It can be observed that obvious

ripples exist in the stator current because of the low switching frequency 5kHz,
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Figure 5.19: Experimental results of the motor speed (1000r/min), electromagnetic torque
(5N·m), stator current, and line-to-line voltage inverter output Vab (a) SRCCS-MPC (5kHz
S/I frequency and switching frequency). (b) N=4 case MRCCS-MPC (5kHz S/I frequency
and 20kHz switching frequency). (c) N=8 case MRCCS-MPC (5kHz S/I frequency and
40kHz switching frequency). (d) SRCCS-MPC (40kHz S/I frequency and switching fre-
quency).

and the THD is 7.40%. The sparse line-to-line voltage pulse also reflects the

low switching frequency. The performance of the MRCCS-MPC (N=4 case) is

shown in Fig. 5.19(b), the switching ripples of the stator current are effectively

reduced compared to Fig. 5.19(a) and the THD has been reduced to 4.21%.

The reason is that the switching frequency is enhanced to 20kHz. Also, the

voltage pulse becomes denser. Furthermore, Fig. 5.19(c) gives the waveform of

the MRCCS-MPC (N=8 case), where the switching frequency reaches 40kHz.

As expected, the switching ripples of stator current are continuously reduced

and 3.49% THD is obtained, which is beneficial to the improvement of mo-

tor efficiency and noise reduction. To show the effectiveness of the improved

switching frequency, the SRCCS-MPC scheme with directly enhanced 40kHz

S/I frequency is presented in Fig. 5.19(d) as the benchmark for comparison.

It can be seen that the MRCCS-MPC (N=8) case in Fig. 5.19(c) shows com-

parable performance with that in Fig. 5.19(d), which proves the strength of

the proposed strategy in terms of the switching frequency improvement.

Fig. 5.20 shows the dynamic response of PMSM with two tests. The

left one shows the load torque changing from 0N·m to 5N·m and the other
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Figure 5.20: Dynamic response of PMSM with load torque change and start-up process. (a)
SRCCS-MPC (5kHz S/I frequency and load torque change). (b) N=4 case MRCCS-MPC
(load torque change). (c) N=8 case MR-MPC (load torque change). (d) SRCCS-MPC
(5kHz S/I frequency and start-up process). (e) N=4 case MRCCS-MPC (start-up process).
(f) N=8 case MRCCS-MPC (start-up process).

is PMSM speeding up from standstill state to 1000r/min rotor speed. From

the experimental waveform, it can be seen that all of the MPC schemes show

similar performance and the proposed multi-rate technique has no negative

effect on the dynamic response.

Fig. 5.21 shows the execution time of each control scheme measured by

the dSPACE Profiler. The available computational period for SRCCS-MPC

(5kHz), MRCCS-MPC (N=4), and MRCCS-MPC (N=8) are all 200µs. As

can be seen, these three schemes need 18.68µs, 21.52µs, and 28.76µs to finish

the interrupt tasks respectively. As a comparison, the computation time of the

classical PI-based control scheme is 15.19µs. The interrupt tasks of the MPC

scheme include measurement sampling of stator currents, speeds, data filtering,

and processing, input solving algorithm and outer speed loop, protection mod-

ule, modulator, and pulse emission, etc. Although the MRCCS-MPC (N=8)

costs the additional 10µs within each S/I interval, the percent of the interrupt

occupancy 12.88% is still tiny, and abundant computational resource remains.

When the S/I frequency of SRCCS-MPC is enhanced to 40kHz, the 25µs com-

putational period implies 73.12% of interrupt has been used, which might be
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Figure 5.21: The computational time comparison of the MPC interrupt task.

overload for a more complex power converter case and more functions require-

ment. Besides, the proposed MRCCS-MPC can be potentially operated with a

switching frequency higher than 40kHz which is difficult for the SRCCS-MPC.

The proposed MRCCS-MPC effectively enhances the switching frequency with

a quite long S/I interval maintained, which solves the computational burden

issue of the high S/I frequency in the SRCCS-MPC scheme.

The proposed MRCCS-MPC scheme can enhance the switching frequency

of power converter by increasing the number of N , i.e., the switching-to-S/I-

frequency ratio. Since the predictive process within each control interval is

executed in an open-loop manner, the cumulative prediction error caused by

parameter mismatch will be increase as N increase. In the PMSM drive sys-

tem, the value of stator resistance, inductance, and permanent flux are the

key parameters that will affect the prediction accuracy. In this work, the

permanent flux is estimated into the lumped disturbance by the observer.

Therefore, the system performance and stability under the resistance and in-

ductance mismatch situation are investigated. For the SRCCS-MPC and pro-

posed MRCCS-MPC (N=8), Fig. 5.22 and Fig. 5.23 show the steady-state

performance of these two controllers when the ±40% value variation of the

resistance and inductance occur respectively. It can be seen that the system is

always stable without obvious differences from the regular case. The proposed

MRCCS-MPC also shows similar strong robustness to both the resistance and
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Figure 5.22: Experimental test of the PMSM with stator resistance mismatch (motor speed
1000r/min, electromagnetic torque 5N·m) (a) SR-MPC with 140% resistance used value. (b)
SR-MPC with 60% resistance value. (c) N=8 case MR-MPC with 140% resistance value.
(d) N=8 case MR-MPC with 60% resistance value.

Figure 5.23: Experimental test of the PMSM with stator inductance mismatch (motor speed
1000r/min, electromagnetic torque 5N·m) (a) SR-MPC with 140% inductance value. (b)
SR-MPC with 60% inductance value. (c) N=8 case MR-MPC with 140% inductance value.
(d) N=8 case MR-MPC with 60% inductance value.

inductance as the typical SRCCS-MPC scheme.

The closed-loop poles of the system in the discrete domain can be drawn

according to (5.52). Fig. 5.24 shows the repeated closed-loop poles using

SRCCS-MPC and MRCCS-MPC (N=8) scheme when the ±40% value varia-

tion of the resistance and inductance occur respectively. With accurate system

parameters, the closed-loop poles of both the SRCCS-MPC and MRCCS-MPC

are placed at the origin, which endows the MPC scheme with the fast dynamic

response property. On the other hand, the closed-loop poles will be moved

away from the origin with the mismatch parameters used. It can be seen that

the system stability can be guaranteed with all closed-loop poles lain within

the unit circle on the z-plane. The mismatch of inductance has more effect on

the system performance than that of resistance. The proposed MRCCS-MPC

shows strong robustness to the parameter mismatch and the system stability

can be checked with the closed-loop poles.

Theoretically, the value of N can be infinite. The larger the value of N , the

higher the switching frequency and the better system performance. However,

the value of N is restricted by several factors in digital realization. The first
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Figure 5.24: The root loci of the closed-loop model with 0% to ±40% stator resistance and
inductance mismatch. (a) SR-MPC with 0% to ±40% stator inductance mismatch. (b)
SR-MPC with 0% to ±40% resistance mismatch. (c) MR-MPC(N=8) with 0% to ±40%
stator inductance mismatch. (d) MR-MPC(N=8) with 0% to ±40% resistance mismatch.

one is the computational capability of the digital processor. With larger N

adopted, more computational power is required to solve the optimized lifting

input sequence. Secondly, the parameter mismatch will affect the prediction

accuracy and the cumulative error becomes larger in the lifting model. There-

fore, to enhance the system robustness and make the increase of N more

efficient, existing methods dealing with parameters can be built into the pro-

posed MRCCS-MPC scheme, such as the disturbance observer [129], adaptive

reference tracking [130], the increment modeling [131] and the feedback self-

correction [132]. In practical application, it is recommended to reasonably

utilize the computing resources. To further increase the switching frequency,

the selection of N can be determined based on a higher S/I frequency, such as

10kHz. Therefore, the proposed MRCCS-MPC provides a flexible parameter

combination for the power converter.

5.6 Summary

The application of the MPC scheme for the emerging WBG device-based power

converter is always a challenge, where the high switching frequency demand

requires a short interrupt interval and may cause the concern of computa-

tional overload. Particularly, the low switching frequency is another common

challenge of the typical FCS-MPC framework due to the limitations of sam-

pling rates. Therefore, this chapter contributes to a improved form of typical

FCS-MPC, which can solve this drawback effectively. The proposed MRFCS-
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MPC maintains the advantage of typical FCS-MPC, which can handle com-

plex and nonlinear control objectives. The fast rate control signals are applied

within each sampling interval, and the recursive solving process is adopted

with a good tradeoff between the computational burden and optimized sys-

tem performance. From the case study, it has been verified that the proposed

MRFCS-MPC can significantly improve system performance, which suits the

power converter with high switching frequency operation. The MRFCS-MPC

still reserve enough computational margin in the digital controller, which can

be assigned to other process design for multi-functional requirements in power

converters application. Therefore, the proposed MRFCS-MPC shows great

flexibility and scalability.

On the other hand, the multi-rate control input update technique is de-

signed into the CCS-MPC framework, i.e, the MRCCS-MPC, which can ef-

fectively enhance the power converter switching frequency, and only a low

interrupt frequency is needed in the DSPs. In this case, the quite long inter-

rupt period allows the easy realization of the control algorithm and remains an

abundant computational margin. The general formulation of the long-horizon

prediction and the receding horizon-based control law is derived. The pro-

posed MRCCS-MPC has been verified on a two-level SiC MOSFET inverter-

fed PMSM drive system and it can also be applied to the grid-connected occa-

sion and multi-level converter case. The MRCCS-MPC also shows advantages

over the MRFCS-MPC type in terms of the more efficient and optimal solving

process for the lifting control input.

The proposed MR-MPC stands for a general formulation of MPC, which

not only facilitates the high switching frequency operation in the DSPs but

also contributes to the theoretical development of the MPC applied to power

converters. Although the two-level VSC is taken as the case study in this

chapter, this new tool can be universally applied to other converter topologies

with high switching frequency demand.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future plans

MPC has been an attractive solution to power converters and industrial drives

with provided benefits including the intuitive concept, fast dynamic response,

multivariable control capability, nonlinear objective handling ability, etc. This

thesis thus uses the MPC to address the dominant control challenges that re-

main unsolved in industrial drives and show new contributions compared to

the existing solutions. Specifically, the industrial MV CSCs and low-power

VSCs-fed motor drive applications are focused and the objective includes the

improvement of the power quality for the grid-side application, guaranteed

stability for the motor-side application with output LC filter, the system op-

timization in the BTB converter structure, including the CM resonance miti-

gation in the transformerless CSCs application and the dc-link capacitor RMS

current reduction in the VSCs-fed drive system, and finally the computational

facilitation of the high switching frequency operation for the WBG power con-

verters.

6.1 Conclusion and Thesis Contribution

The conclusion and the contribution of this thesis can be summarized into two

categories based on the MV CSCs and low-power VSCs applications.

1) Developing FCS-MPC for MV CSCs-fed drive application with

improved resonance damping, good harmonic rejection ability, en-

hanced robustness, and CM resonance mitigation and VSCs-fed

drives with reduced dc-link capacitor current.
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In chapter 2, the FCS-MPC is designed for the transformerless CSCs-fed

drive system. Different from the conventional virtual-impedance-based active

damping principle, the FCS-MPC directly regulated the inductor current and

capacitor voltage through the cost function to mitigate the second-order reso-

nance at the grid-connected CSR and CSI-fed motor side. Thus, lower control

complexity and computational burden can be achieved through the proposed

method. Besides, the low-order harmonic can be rejected by including the

selective harmonic feedback into the cost function, and the sinusoidal current

can be maintained under distorted grid conditions. To enhance the robustness

of FCS-MPC applied to CSR, the disturbance observer is designed to estimate

the unknown disturbance and capacitor voltage reference. The long prediction

horizon FCS-MPC with only grid current feedback benefit is also revealed. On

the other hand, the CMV effect on the transformerless CSC system and the

CM resonance in both the high-speed region and low-speed region has been

analyzed. The CSI-side cost function with switchable items, i.e, the peak-to-

peak magnitude of CMV or the third-order harmonic component of CMV is

developed to solve the CM resonance. The reduced CM current contributes to

a lower size CM choke. In chapter 3, the FCS-MPC is proposed to reduce the

capacitor RMS current in the BTB VSCs-fed VSD system, which can extend

the designed capacitor lifespan or reduce the dc-link size with improved power

density. The synchronous carriers-based SVPWM scheme cannot eliminate

the carrier sideband component and it cannot suit all of the operation points

of the motor. In the proposed FCS-MPC, the direct switching pulse genera-

tion without using the carrier gives a distinctive capacitor current spectrum

and the possible current pulse cancellation between the VSR and VSI sides

can be conveniently designed through the cost function. The simulated and

experimental results highlight the effectiveness and benefits of the proposed

method in terms of 20%-35% capacitor RMS current reduction compared to

the typical synchronous carrier-based PWM scheme.

2) Developing hybrid MPC for high-order VSCs-fed drive sys-

tem with faster dynamic response, simplified tuning procedure and

satisfactory resonance damping.
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In chapter 4, for the grid-connected VSCs application with LCL filter,

the CCS-MPC is designed because of the benefits including the constant and

convenient configuration of the switching frequency. The guaranteed system

stability can be achieved with explicit weighting factors design. The proposed

CCS-MPC not only keeps a good injected grid current quality but also shows a

significantly faster dynamic response than the conventional capacitor-current-

based active damping scheme. On the other hand, for the LC filtered VSCs-

fed VSD application, the FCS-MPC is designed to realize the speed command

tracking while suppressing the filter resonance simultaneously. The trajectory

of state variables is intuitively revealed in the time domain. The experimental

results prove that the proposed FCS-MPC scheme can achieve a motor-friendly

waveform and overcome the resonance problem effectively. The robustness of

the controller to parameter variations of the filter is also verified.

3) Developing MPC incorporated with the multi-rate technique

for the high switching frequency power converter with the reduced

computational difficulty.

Although it is desirable to exploit the benefits provided by SiC and GaN

devices, the expected high switching frequency in power converters is always

a great challenge for the controller design. The reason is that the sam-

pling/interrupt interval is too short for digital signal processors to accomplish

heavy interrupt tasks. In chapter 5, the MR-MPC is developed to ease such

a computational issue brought by the high switching frequency operation for

the WBG switching device. The multi-rate technique enables the S/I trigger

and switching device transition to be performed at different rates. Compared

to the typical MPC schemes, the main feature of the proposed MR-MPC is

that the high-dimension control sequence is solved and applied within each

S/I interval. As a result, the high switching frequency objective can be easily

achieved with a low S/I frequency configuration (long available period for com-

putation), which can significantly relieve the execution of the heavy interrupt

tasks in DSPs. The multi-rate technique has been applied to both the typical

FCS-MPC and the CCS-MPC framework in combination with their respec-

tive characteristics, and the lifting modeling process and distinctive solving
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procedure for the control input have been developed.

6.2 Future Work

The future works are suggested to focus on the following topics.

1) Analyzing explicit stability for the FCS-MPC.

Unlike the conventional PWM-based control, the FCS-MPC does not give

an explicit formulation of the control input, which makes characterizing the

resulting closed-loop performance a nontrivial task. However, the stability

issue is indispensable in power converter applications. A study using the Lya-

punov stability concepts is carried out to design the cost function that satisfies

the requirement for the state variable tracking error as well as the guaranteed

stability [133]. Another approach is to convert the Lyapunov function as a

constraint in the FCS-MPC, which filters the discrete control input result-

ing in instability in advance [134]. Despite these improvements, the stability

of FCS-MPC still needs to be further explored, especially with more control

objectives involved in the cost function.

2) Developing efficient tuning tools for the weighting factor selec-

tion.

The cost function endows MPC with great flexibility to deal with multiple

control objectives, where the weighting factors are adopted to connect those

items with different physical nature. However, how to design the weighting

factors to achieve optimal balance is not trivial, especially with the increased

number of control objectives. Currently, the simulation-based trial-and-error

approach is commonly used, which shows limited performance and is time-

consuming. A genetic algorithm is proposed to speed up the weighting factor

tuning process but more time-consuming simulated work is required [135].

With the development of artificial intelligence (AI), the artificial neural net-

work (ANN) shows a promising ability to optimize the weighting factor [136].

However, how to obtain sufficient data to train the network is required to

be considered first. Nevertheless, these more efficient tools give new insight

into the automatic design of the weighting factor, which can be considered a
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potential solution in future tuning work.

3) Optimizing the computational burden for the MPC with long

prediction horizon.

The longer prediction horizon-based FCS-MPC brings improvements for

power converter applications [15]. Especially, for the high-order system, the

long predictive horizon improves the current quality and reduces the harmonic

distortion [137]. To facilitate the realization of FCS-MPC with a long predic-

tion horizon length, advanced branch and bound searching processes, such as

the sphere decoding method have been applied [98]. Despite this, it is still a

far distance to apply the sphere decoding method in general DSPs. Further

optimization of the sphere decoding method is still required and more efficient

searching algorithms are also welcome to be developed and can be applied to

the power converters. In the future, it is desired to discover more about the

benefits of applying long prediction horizon FCS-MPC to power converters

while developing the corresponding algorithm for practical digital realization.

4) Developing efficient solving procedures for MPC problems with

constraints.

The CCS-MPC scheme enables an easier realization of the long horizon

prediction and the constant switching frequency. However, the optimized con-

trol law derived is the typical kind of unconstrainted solution. In practical

power converter applications, the constraints are usually imposed on the state

variables and control inputs, particularly subjects to the transient operation or

large-signal disturbance. With regard to multiple constraints, the CCS-MPC

scheme is required to solve the quadratic programming (QP) problem online

[119]. In this case, the computational burden will significantly increase, which

is difficult to be realized in the DSPs. Therefore, an efficient solving algorithm

is worthy to be developed in the future for the constrained case to improve

the reliability of MPC.

5) Model-free structure-based predictive control design with en-

hanced robustness.

Most existing MPC schemes for power converters or motor drives are highly

dependent on well-known system parameters. Also, with a more large-scale
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power system as the control object, the modeling process becomes extremely

complex. To this end, data-driven or AI-based predictive control might be

a good future research topic [138]–[140]. Instead of focusing on the explicit

modeling process, the prediction can be based on machine learning algorithms

such as neural networks or support vector machines. In this case, more com-

plex and nonlinear systems, which may be difficult to model using traditional

techniques, can be handled by AI-based black box. Besides, it also has the po-

tential to adapt to changing operating conditions and to learn from experience,

improving its performance over time.
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